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PREFACE_ 
Perhaps unknown to the vast majority of English-speaking literary 
scholars is the great sefior Miguel Antonio Caro, one of Colombia's most 
prominent men of letters. His life was dedicated to organizing the intel-
lectual background of his own country and to guiciing it in civic ideals. 
Filled with a spiritual culture based on the teachings, traaitions, and 
ideals of the Catholic faith, he carried on his various activities of ,Pol-
itics, writing, criticism, and philology. First and foremost a loyal and 
militant Catholic, he used his unusual gift of forceful conviction in polem-
ics in the interests of the Church to the extent of influencing dec~sively 
the deliberations of the Consejo Nacional in drawing up the constitution of 
1886. This Constitution, which re-established relations between the Church 
and State, exists even to this day. 
Yet his greatest achievement is in the literary field in which he is 
one of the matchless writers of Spanish America. Caro is humanist, poet, 
orator, philosopher, historian, philolog~st; however, the culmination of his 
literary talent is in the field of criticism. Caro is consiaered the real 
founder of this literary genre in Colombia. He was founder of the Colombian 
Academy of Letters, an associate member of the Spanish Academy, and presiden 
of the Republic. 
iii 
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The purpose for presenting the life, influence, and critical evaluation 
of the literary contributions of Caro is to arouse interest and enthusiasm 
in the works of this profound thinker and to make a knowledge of him avail-
able in English. This investigation of Miguel Antonio Caro, although the 
first to be made in English, does not begin to exhaust the interesting pos-
sibilities in the literary contributions of one of the staunchest sons of 
the Church in Colombia, and outstanding man of letters in Bogot~. 
l A LA PROVIDENCIA DE DIOS 
DEDICO ESTE HUMILDE ESTUDIO SOBRE UN 
, 
CATOLIOO DISTINGUIDO, HIJO OBEDIENTE 
DE LA 
, 
MADRE IGLESIA CATOLICA! 
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INTRODUCTION 
In order to appreciate more fully and to understand more clearly the 
great influence exerted by Miguel Antonio Caro on the politics and liter-
ature of his country, we might briefly survey Colombia's status in the 
nineteenth century. Colombia, the land of Bol!var, founded in 1538 and 
named Nueva Granada by the conquistador, Jim~nez de QUesada, is by nature 
practically a hermit republic. "One of the richest countries in the world" 1 
and third largest country in South America, she has today by far the largest 
investment of American brains and American money of any territory washed 
. 2 by the Car1bbean. The capital, Santa Fe de Bogota, eighty-seven hundred 
feet above sea level, forms the setting for the eventful career we are 
about to present in these pages--that Bogota of which Men~ndez y Pelayo 
had said: "The Colombian Parnassus today excels in literary qua.li ty, if not 
5 in quantity, that of any other region of the New World." 
Since her independence in 1824, Colombia's history, so intimately bound 
up with thiss11uiy, offers a variegated picture of alternating revolutions 
and peace. In 1850 the Republic of NUeva Granada, the forerunner of present-
day Colombia, was founded; in 1865 the name was changed to the united states 
of Colombia; later to the Republic of Colombia. 
1 Samuel Crowther, The Romance and Rise of the American Tropics 
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday Doran and Company, 1929), p. 277. 
2 Ibid., P• 271. 
5 Marcelino Men4ndez y Pelayo, Antologia ~ poetas hispano-americanos, 
III (Madrid: 1894) quoted in Hills and Morley, Modern Spanish tyrics (N. Y. 
Henry Holt Co 1915), p. 286. 
2 
The literary history of Spanish America presents two distinct periods 
corresponding to the two great epochs of its political life. During the 
Colonial era, from the Spanish Con~uest until the Emancipation, literature 
in the colonies followed the vicissitudes of growth, decadence, and inno-
vation that were taking place in the mother country. The second period, 
embracing the span from the Emancipation to the Contemporary, Hispanic-
American literature reflects the influences and follows the various currents 
of European thought. Its principal features are the exuberance of lyricism, 
4 
brilliancy of form, and niceness in tiE use of language. In this second 
period there were two principal co~licting tendencies--classical and roman-
tic. In almost every country there were nuclei of highly cultured. men who 
avidly discussed literary questions in periodicals and in social groups. 
Although the Wars of Independence had politically ended Spain•s con-
trol, nevertheless her cultural heritage--conservative, Catholic, classical, 
academic--was still a potential force in the intellectual life of the new 
5 
republics. The great classical luminary in Chile was Andr~s Bello. In 
Colombia where relative isolation from cosmopolitan influences and a con-
servative religious spirit fostered the academic attitude, the classic 
trend was maintained. Its greatest exponent was Miguel Antonio Caro. The 
classical school held for these principles: insistence on purity of lan-
guage with a close adherence to traditional Castilian syntax and vocabulary; 
4 Trist4n Valdaspe, Historia de la literatura Argentina ~ Hispano-
~rica, edici6n ampliada (Buenos Aires: Moly y Lasserre, 1957), p. 224. 
5 Joseph T. Shipley, editor, "Spanish American Criticism," Dictionary 
of World Literature (New York: The Philosophical Library, 1945), p. 555. 
restraint in the treatment of typically American themes, in the use of collo-
quial language; and reverence for the classics of Spain as literary guides. 0 
In contrast to this school were the writers of more unshackled inspi-
ration, those of the romantic literary theory who insisted on Americanizing 
literature and creating nationalism through literature. This movement, par-
ticularly well developed in Argentina and Uruguay, led to the use of typical 
7 
new-world backgrounds, situations, and language. 
The literary production of Colombia, including the older Granada, is 
generally admitted to have exceeded that of any other Spanish-American coun-
try: Bogota, her capital, is frequently referred to as the "Athens of Amer-
ica." The people of Bogota have retained many characteristics of their an-
castors with less change, perhaps, than is the case in other Spanish American 
communities; "the educated class having distinction of ancestry as well as 
inherited wealth, it is quite natural that their literature should have aris-
tocratic traits."8 "Of all the people of South America," remarks JUan Valera 
9 
"the people of Bogoti are the most devoted to letters anu arts." Again Va-
lera observes that "Although Colombia is a democratic republic, her poetry is 
10 
aristocratic, cultivated, ornate." 
Since the Conquest there have existed schools, colleges, and a seminarJ 
in Bogota, and since the beginning of the seventeenth cantury, the Universidad 
6 Ibid., p. 555. 
7 Joseph T. Shipley, 2£• cit., p. 555. 
8 Alfred Coaster, The Literary History of Spanish America, second 
edition (New York: Macmillan Company, 1958), p. 274. 
9 Juan Valera, Cartas Americanas, p. 121; quoted in Hills and Morley, 
2£• cit.,p. 286. 
10 Ibid., p •• 286. 
4 
Real y Pontificia de Santo Tomas was one of her glorious seats of learning. 
During the Colonial period, however, Nueva Granada produced but few 
literary works, the most important among them being the pseudo-epic of Juan 
de Castellanos. The seventeenth century, too,was far from fertile. In the 
early eighteenth century the Jesuits brought the printing press to Colombia, 
and this caused a great intellectual awakening. However, it was not until 
the nineteenth century that the first poets of real artistic talent ap~ear. 
Among the most prominent of these in the early decades is Jos~ EUsebio 
11 
Caro, the father of Miguel. 
The outstanding humanist of the century is ~tiguel Antonio Caro, whose 
versatility in literary production is unusual, embracing, as it does, lyric, 
oratory, criticism, philosophy, history, ~hilology, and polemics--contro-
12 
versy both literary and political. earo•s literary fame rests princip~lly 
on his critical studies. Characteristic of his method of criticism were 
his philosophical and philological approach, his reluctance to deal with 
15 
living or recent authors, and his uncompromising Catholicism. Of him, 
Otero Mufioz has said, 11la gloria de las letras Colombianas." 14 
11 Tris'Wn Valdaspe, QI!. cit., P• 262. 
12 Ibid., p. 252. 
15 Joseph T. Shipley, .QE. cit., p. 555. 
14 Gustavo Otero Munoz, Semblanzas Colombianas, II (Bogota: Editorial 
ABC, 1958), p. 177. 
CHAPTER I 
CARO 1 S EARLY YEARS AND EARLY INFLUENCES 
Miguel Caro is deadl This report flashed through Bogota and all of 
Colombia on the morning of August 5, 1909. Sixty-six years of an eventful 
and well-spent life had ended a career in time, to begin the endless 11 nown 
of eternity. 'l!Wo years later, September 50, 1911, the Republic of colombia 
1 . passed law number twelve, honor~ tQe name and the memory of her illus-
trious son whose virtues, talents, and knowledge brought honor to the coun-
try which he had served during long years as teacher, guide, legislator, 
and president. This law authorized the erection of a bronze statue in 
Bogo~ to bear the inscription: 
A Miguel Antonio Caro 
La Republica de Colombia 
The law further authorized the publication of all earo•s literary works 
at the expense of the National Public ~easury. The work was assigned to 
the direction of a Commission appointed by the Minister of FUblic Instruc-
tion; one fourth of the copies were to be distributed in national and foreign 
libraries, the other three fourths to be delivered to the family of Miguel 
.. 
Caro. This law was duly signed and executed; the statue was erecteu with 
impressive inaugural exercises on November 10, 1917; and between the years 
1918 and 1955 nine volumes of Garo•s works were published: six volumes of 
prose, Obras completas, and three volumes of Obras Fo4ticas. V!ctor E. caro, 
1 See Appendix I for copy of this law. 
5 
son of Miguel .Anto~o, and .Antonio G<Smez Restrepo directed the compiling 
and publication of the works. 
6 
2 Miguel Antonio caro, on whom his father "had invoked heaven•s favor," 
even before the child made his advent into this world, was born into a fam-
ily where classic traditions and Christian ideals were cultivated and fos-
tered. Care is one of a long lineage of poets and men of literary accom-
plisbments. Born in Bogo~ in Colombia, November 10, 1845, the son of Jos~ 
Eusebio Care, poet of the Romantic school, Miguel had but to follow the 
trail of a literary career blazed for him by his illustrious father and by 
his other gifted ancestors. 
The renowned line of carors is so affectionately chained to the story 
of "la patria" that it may be said in all truth that the chronicle of their 
family is entwined at intervals with the history of Colombia. The most 
striking and important traits of the Spanish race mark these singular peo-
5 
ples. Their literary ancestry dates back to 1750 to don FTancisco Javier 
earo, a litterateur "de tomo y lomo," [Or great importanc!l one well versed 
4 
in Greek, Latin, and Castilian letters. Men~ndez y Pelayo identified Fran-
cisco Javier earo as the main stock of the most illustrious family in Colom-
bian letters, a satirist and ardent student of Horation poetry, grandfather 
2 Cecilia HeriilGidez Marill.o, Miguel Antonio Caro: Diversos aspectos de 
Ba, humanista Colombiano (BogoU!: Prensas de la Biblioteca Nacional, 1945), 
p. 18. 
5 Eduardo Carranza, "La musa her6:lca y austera de don Miguel caro, n 
Revista ~ las Indias, 57: 544, September, 1945. 
4 Margarita Holguin y Caro, Los Caros en COlombia de 1774 a 1925: su 
fe, _!!!! patriotismo, su amor (Bogo~Edit. Antenam S.A-;; 1942)7 p. 6. 
of the vehement and philosophic poet, Jos~ Eusebio Caro, and great grand-
father of the great humanist, poet, and critic, Miguel Antonio caro, nto 
5 
whom we owe the best translation of Virgil that is in our language." 
7 
FOllowing this gifted family down to the early decades of the nineteen-
the century, we have the poet, Jos' Eusebio (1817-55), one of the three domi 
nant persons figuring in the life and early i¢'luences of Miguel .Antonio. 
Jose EUsebio exercised a sway in the political as well as in the literary 
6 
history of his country. He is characterized for us by Eduardo carranza as: 
• • • radiant, homesick for heaven, American 
Ariel, singer of the serene solitudes, who is 
still for us the greatest of the first Spanish 
romanticists; and father of the titanic Miguel 
.Antonio, w¥o had the best organized mind in 
Colombia. 
A profound religious faith, a fervent patriotism a serenity and fidelity 
toward republican principles are resplendent in the life and works of nthis 
8 
noble patriarch." Paternal love, an ideal dearly cherished by Jos' Eusebio, 
is the theme of four of his best-known poems. 9 Being a man of highly in-
flexible character, he became the champion of truth in journalism and in 
letters. The fountains of his literary inspiration were God, religion, lib-
5 Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, Antolog!a de poetas hispano-americanas, 
III (Madrid, 1894), quoted in~., p. 7. 
6 Fr~cisco Blanco Garc!a, La literatura espa.21ola ~ el siglo XIX 
(Madrid: Saenz de Jubera Hnos., 1894) , p. 556. 
7 Eduardo Carranza, QE.• cit., p. 545. 
8 Gustavo Otero Munoz, Semblanzas Colombianas, II (Bogota: Editorial 
ABC, 1958), P• 95 •. 
9 Ibid., p. 95. 
8 
erty, the joys of the family, and at times, the vicissitudes of the npatria." 
His metrical innovations gave to his verse a certain character of strength 
and disarray which are only understood when one recalls that there were in 
10 him four poetic styles. 
All the reforms and changes in nineteenth century European literary 
movements had repercussions on this side of the Atlantic. Jos~ Eusebio read 
the Anglo Saxon poets; he felt his being harmonize with the gravity of Eng-
lish rhythm, and he was overcome with an earnest desire to assimilate into 
the Castilian meter this foreign element. Hills and Morley describe it thus: 
"As a result of reading English poetry he wrote verses of eight and eleven 
syllables, so very rare in Spanish." 11 Composing hexameters and hendecasyl-
lables, modeled on the style of Pope, he substituted movement and rhythm of 
verse and rotundity of stanza in place of cadence, thus representing a liter-
12 
ary reform which established an innovation in Castilian verse. This was 
later taken up and perfected by Ruben Dario. 15 
Caro 1s poetry was strongly influenced by studies of Martinez de la Rosa, 
QUintana, Morat!n, and Byron.14 His poetry also reflected and re-echoed 
10 TrisMn Valdaspe, Historia £! la literatura .Al'gentina !. Hispano-
Americana (Buenos Aires: Moly y Lassere, 1957), p. 262. 
ll Hills and Morley, Modern Spanish tyrics (New York: Henry Holt and 
company, 1915), p. 288. 
12 Gustavo Otero Mutloz, Resumen de Historia de la literatura Colombians. 
Tercera edicicSn (Bogota: Ed.i torial Escolar, 1940}, p •. 77. 
15 TrisMn Va.ldaspe, QE.. cit., p. 265. 
14 F-rancisco Blanco Garcia, QE.. ill•, p. 5'67. 
much of his own personal experiences. He, the puritan of Spanish .Alllerican 
literature, was collaborator, in 1856, in the founding of the first purely 
literary journal in Colombia, La Estrella Nacional; 15 he also edited the 
political journal, El Granadino. By the force of his elevated thought and 
9 
outlook, together with his correct and elegant form of expression, his poetic 
compositions have merited a place in the leading anthologies of Colombian 
16 
literature. 
Being a man of strong conviction, especially when principle was at 
stake, Jos~ Eusebio found himself obliged to leave his country because of his 
courageous defense of what he considered to be righteous. Before dawn, on a 
SUnday morning in June, 1850, he left Bogota, hurriedly traverseci the terri-
tory northward and embarked from Maracaibo for New York. Caro, the valorous 
journalist, fearless of danger, had never refused to accept his responsibi-
17 lities; he had never shirked a duty where justice was to be defended. 
Because he would not change a word of what he had written when he believed he 
had spoken the truth, he turned his back on the enemy and fled. In those 
dark days of violent hates, of official persecutions and of personal inse-
curity, Caro•s act, innocent and legal, was·considered subversive. His self-
imposed exile occurred shortly after a change in the government upon the 
15 Alfred Coaster, The Literary History of Spanish Junerica, second 
edition (New York: Macmillan, 1958), p. 275. 
16 Gustavo Otero Mufioz, Resumen de Historia ~ la literatura Colom-
biana, .QE.• cit., p. 79. 
17 Victor E. Caro, La juventud de don Miguel Antonio ~ (Bogot4: 
Minerva editorial, n.d.), p. 5. 
10 
18 
election of Jos~ Hilario Ldpez. Caro, the man of uncompromising moral 
integrity, sacrificed personal advantages in defense of his ardent belief in 
19 
political freedom and liberty of conscience. 
This incident brought a prison order for him. He would have taken the 
consequences willingly, but his wife and friends prevailed upon him and con-
vinced him of the futility of the sacrifice. With broken heart he decided 
to leave his home and native land. He remained in the United States nearly 
three years where he devoted himself to teaching and to study. In 1853 cir-
cumstances which motivated his expatriE:Ction having changed, he returned to 
Colombia, but on~embarking was overcome by a fever and died before reach-
ing Bogota. His death produced a profound impression throughout the coun-
20 
try. Miguel Antonio was then ten years old •. 
The intellectual inheritance, so keen in Miguel Antonio, might have 
come to him also from his maternal grandfather, Miguel Tobar, who adopted 
the boy after his father•s exile, and formed him to his own way of thinking 
along classical ideals. At a very tender age, Miguel Antonio was intro-
duced to the great Latin writers and initiated by his grandfather into the 
language of Virgil and Horace for whom he acquired a profound admiration 
21 
which colored his intellectual outlook throughout his entire life. Simul-
taneously with the learning of his mother tongue, caro learned Latin. 
18 E. Herman Hespelt, An OUtline History of S~nish American Liter-
ature (New York: F. s. Crofts and Company, 1941), pp. 57-58. 
19 Loc cit. 
20 V!ctor E. Caro, .QE..~. p. 9. 
21 R. M. Carrasquilla, Pr6logo de Obras Po~ticas de Miguel A. caro, 
I (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1928), pp. viii-ix. 
ll 
Tobar, the grandfather, knew Virgil practically by memory, 22 and he was 
able to read the Odyssey in the original. A fluent litterateur in French 
and Italian letters, he also possessed excellent esthetic taste. His favor-
ite authors, Virgil and Fray Luis de Le6n, were also the first choice of 
25 
little Miguel. Until Tobar's death in 1861 he was tutor, guide, inspira-
tion, and father to the lad in whom so many of the virtues and talents of 
the Spanish race fructified. One may well conclude that the unselfish and 
disinterested attitude Miguel caro always held toward wealth and the goods 
of the world was instilled into him during his formative years by Tobar for 
24 
whom the interests of fortune never held an attraction. 
Before retirement from public life, Tobar had been procurator General 
of the Nation, magistrate of the supreme court, and at times, deputy to Con-
gress; yet, he had nevertaken active part in politics. A man of deep 
thought and study, he passed long hours in his library which was splendidly 
equipped with works on legislation, and of the classic Latin and Spanish 
writers. This library also formed a large part of Miguel Antonio•s inner 
world, and from its valuable sources he drank in classic thoughts and ideas 
which definitely formed his ideals. In this sanctum of thought and inspir-
ation, TObar held tertulias L[iterary chat!7 with his friends of other days 
On these occasions, the little Caro would be found hidden under the table or 
crouched in a corner listening avidly to the literary conversations and dis-
22 Guatavo Otero MUftoz, Semblanzas Colombianas, II, QE• cit., p. 107. 
25 Ibid., p. 106. 
24 Ibid., p. 106. 
12 . 
cussions. Recollections of all this remained so vividly engraved on his 
memory that often in later years he would lovingly recall them in reminis-
cence. The solitude and delights of the nstudy" held such a charm for 
Miguel Caro through his long life, that even after his retirement from poll 
tical labors in 1898, he again sought his rest and consolation with books in 
. 25 
the peace and quiet of the library. 
Tobar had great affection for young Miguel; he had given him his first 
lessons in Castilian, Latin, and in the laws of versification. It was Tobar 
who led Miguel Antonio, as if by the hand, through the fields of history. 
Furthermore, in the formation of the boy's personality, Tobar left a very 
definite mark. Under this inspiring guidance Caro learned how to think in 
Latin and how to reason with precision and logic. It was these early teach-
ings that awakened in the adolescent youth his unusual vocation for the 
26 
classics .. 
After their father's death, Miguel Antonio and his younger brother, for 
a short time attended the colegio de Yerba.buena, directed by don JUan Antoni 
Marroquin, a personal friend of Jose Eusebio's. The following year the 
education of the children was confided to an English tutor, Thomas Jones 
Stevens, an OXford University man, a devout Catholic, and a student of deep-
seated learning. Stevens lived with the Caro•s until his death in 1855 when 
the boys were placed in the colegio de dofta Sixta Pont6n, a sort of semi-
conventual school for children. Shortly afterwards they were sent to a 
25 V!ctor E. Caro, QE cit., p. 8. 
26 Cecilia Herzu!ndez Marif1o, QE. cit., p. 22. 
15 
school conducted by Jos~ CUervo and Antonio Jos~ de sucre. The caro boys 
left these two training schools with little knowledge but with two good 
friendst Gonzalo Ma.llarino and Rufino Jos~ Cuervo. 27 cuervo was later to be 
collaborator with Caro in a Latin Grammar which ran through many editions. 
In 1858, through the efforts of Archbishop Herran, a group of Jesuits 
was brought back to Bogota. The superior of this band was the Padre Pablo 
de Blas, an eminent son of Ignatius, who had been one of those expelled by 
L6pez in 1850. The Jesuits were given the edifice of San Bartolom~; in 
February of 1859 the school was opened and the earo youths enrolled. Listed 
among their classmates are the names of many men who later became prominent 
in literature and influential in government. Among Miguel's Jesuit instruc-
tors is mentioned Padre P.roano, who at the time was only a scholastic. A 
close friendship between Miguel and Padre Proafto was formed; a friendship 
which lasted through life and was another of the great influences to affect 
28 
the formative years of Miguel. A Jesuit school publication of that time 
mentions Miguel Antonio Care as recipient of first prize in four courses: 
29 
Spanish grammar, Latin grammar, Spanish and Latin versification. In El 
Catolicismo, a periodical founded by Archbishop Mosquera, there ap~eared 
some exceptionally fine Latin verses signed·by Miguel A. care, alumno del 
50 
Colegio de San Bartolom~. 
27 V!ctor E. Care, Q2· cit., p. 10. 
28 Ibid., p. ll. 
29 Ibid., p. 12. 
50 R. M. Carrasquilla, P.r6logo de Obras Po~ticas de Miguel A. Care, 
.QE.. cit., p. ix. 
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Peace was again disturbed; black clouds of revolution once more hovered 
over the country. The revolutionary forces entered Bogota in July of 1861, 
and on the 26th of the same month the decree of expulsion of the Jesuits was 
once more signed. On the thirty-first, the feast of Saint Ignatius Loyola, 
the decree was put into execution. Wiguel and his brother returned home--
to a home where death had again paid a visit. ~uguel Tobar had gone to his 
eternal reward. This was one of the greatest sorrows in the life of Miguel 
.Antonio. He was eighteen then, but until the close of his life he never re-
frained from centering most of his reminiscences around his beloved grana-
father who Ylas really the greatest of influences in his chl.ldhood and youth •. 
These reminiscences were so frequent and so tender that they were vividly 
impressed on the mind of Caro's son, Victor, who, although he had never seen 
his esteemed great grandfather, tells us: 
En realidad lo conoci, porque es lo cierto y_ue 
el nifio, sin mengua de su personalidad original y 
vigorosa, se form6 a imagen y semejanza de su abue-
lo. El espiritu y el caracter, la ciencia y los 
habitos de aquel hombre sabio y bueno encarnaron 
en su nieto, y de tal modo se grab6 en este la 
marca de la fisonom!a moral de aquel, que puede 
asegurarse que en cierto modo el doctor Tobar vivi6 
casi hasta nuestros dias. 51 
Miguel lost his father at the da~n of boyhood, and his grandfather at 
the close of his adolescent life; at the same time his devoted masters and 
friends, the Jesuit Fathers, were being so brutally expelled from the coun-
try. At this time, too, the Caro family faced material difficulties and were 
exposed to persecution from the government. When the Jesuit school. was fore-
ed to close, Miguel's companions were dispersed; only two of his intimates 
31 Victor E. Caro, QE· cit., p. 16. 
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remained in Bogota, Rufino Jos~ Cuervo and Graciliano ~cevedo. It is told 
that Miguel and his friend, Graciliano, w-ould meet of an evening in the 
vicinity of their homes for friendly chatter. They would part at the cathe-
dral square, each to go home: Ga.rciliano, to retire for the evening; Miguel 
to study! V!ctor Oaro tells us: 
To study! Because he foresaw that the time was 
not far distant in which he would have to face 
arduous battles, and the young knight fled to sol-
itude and prepared himself for the fight of the 
future, there in the shadows of this solitude. 
Perhaps there has not been among us, if we except 
Cuervo, a more formidable reader than that youth 
~gue!7who wanted to know everything, to investi-
gate everything, to understand everything.52 
The rich library left to Miguel by his grandfather was soon inadequate 
for so insatiable an intellectual curiosity as was Caro•s. He began adding 
to it many books imported from Spain and Paris. He annotated these books 
as he read them. Besid~ he borrowed works on theology, philosophy, history 
literature and law from the library of Doctor Hoyos, a notary public and an 
intimate family friend. 
The third of the great influences in the formation of Miguel's char-
acter was dofta Blasina. Tobar de Caro, his mother. After her husband's ex-
patriation, she continued living with her three children and her parents in 
the family home, "La Casa del Carmen." 55 She consecrated her entire time 
and life to the Christian upbringing of her children, rearing them in the 
school of labor and using every endeavor not to distract them from scholas-
52 Ibid., p. 18 Zsee Appendix III for the quotation in Spanis!Y 
55 Ibid., p. 6. 
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tic discipline. She had been close companion and inspiration to Jos~ 
Eusebio, her husband. We can glean some idea of her worth and character from 
this tribute of praise paid to her by her husband. 
I have met the most celebrated women of Bogota; 
I have been acquainted with women, beautiful and 
intelligent. Some, perhaps, could entertain me; 
none had succeeded in astonishing me. In her, 
and in her alone, have I been able to admire that 
exquisite delicacy of observation which knows how 
to indicate by just a mere word the object to which 
it is applied: that tactful handling of situations, 
as rare as it is precious, by which she senses rath-
er than discovers the best procedure in each given 
case; that quick and clear understanding, by which 
without show or ostentation she makes each sugges-
tion, advice, or compliment in the proper place; 
that penetrating intuition, by which, quick as a 
flash, she could judge the character of a person. 
• • • Her marvelous beauty is the least notable of 
her qualities, the lesser of her perfections. 35 
The personality of this noble woman left an indelible marK on the char-
acter of her son, Miguel. For her, he always held a very tender affection. 
For nearly thirt,y years of his life he had lived under her authority. The 
seal of her nobility will be evident as we see the further developments of her 
influence in her illustrious son. In 1875, he left the family circle to marr, 
Ana Narvaez who was the inspiration of his delightful poems in the volume, 
Horas ~ Amor. 
As a young man, oaro was of distinguished appearance: tall, slender, of 
robust complexion, possessing a high Roman forehead and a gracious and ani-
54 Cecilia Herzu!ndez Ma.riflo, .QE.• cit., p. 21. 
55 Jos~ Eusebio Caro, letter quoted in Obras completas, II of Miguel 
Antonio Caro (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1920), p. 74. Zsee .Appendix III 
for the quotation in Spani~ 
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mated expression; yet always of a serious demeanor as though in meditation. 
His voice was clear in conversation, powerful in oratory; his beautiful 
white hands formed a striking contrast with the blackness of hie hair and 
56 beard. Friends who knew him intimately spoke of his astounding knowledge 
and of his energetic perseverance in study. Despite the difference in years, 
older people likewise appreciated his abilities. Groot, the historian, had 
Caro translate into Castilian and annotate pontifical documents and encycli-
cals of Pope Pius IX~ Jose Joaquin Ortiz invited his collaboration on La 
caridad. Isaacs, the novelist, brought the manuscri~t copy of his famous 
novel, Mar!a, to the Caro home where he and Miguel together revised and cor-
rected the proofs; a fact which was known only by a few. 57 
Caro dreamed dreams; there welled up in his mind a vision of great pro-
jects which would further the interests of the Church and the people. He 
dreamed of the founding of a great Catholic college, of the establishment of 
a powerful Catholic newspaper, and of the existence of an influential cath-
olic political party. Part of his dream was realized when in 1871 he found-
ed E1 Tradicionista, a newspaper which had for its aim the sustaining of 
religious liberty and the combating of the liberal government. Because of 
this apostolate, Caro was publicly recognized when Archbishop Bad! called 
him "adalid de Cristo y de su iglesia," L"Commander of Christ and of His 
Church19' 5S 
56 Marco Fidel Suarez, "Elogio de don Miguel Antonio Caro," Revista 
de las Indias, 57: 525, September, 1945. 
57 V!ctor E. Caro, 2£• cit., p. 21. 
58 Margarita Holguin y Caro, le! Caras ~ Colombia 2!.111! !. ~: ~ 
fe, ~ patriotismo (Bogota: Editorial Antenam, S. A., 1942), p. 191. 
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At this time the intellectual life of adolescent youth was suffering 
from grave defects. Miguel sensed these deficiencies. He thought the pro-
blem over, and came to the conclusion that in order to be solid, instruction 
should be based on the dscipline of the classics. To help raise the intel-
lectual standards, Caro, collaborating with Cuervo in 1865, published a La 
Grammar which merited praise from the Spanish Academy and which has gone 
through several editions. G&rots contribution, the newest and most original 
part of the text, was devoted to syntax. Garo also collected material for 
the publication of an anthology which was to contain outstanding selections 
of Spanish and American authors with biographical notes and critical commen-
taries. The work was to consist of several volumes; however, because of un-
foreseen difficulties the plan was not carried through. Nevertheless, earo 
left a written outline for the development of the project as he should li~e 
it done. The plan contained an index of the authors and an indication of 
59 
the passages which should be published. 
The literary ideology of Qaro may be approximated by a brief survey of 
his favorite authors. Virgil and Horace, Cervantes, Fray Luis de Ledn, 
Bello, and Menlndez y Pelayo are the great spirits with whom he loved to 
move. In Spanish literature there is no illustrious name which caro does no 
respect, but he shows marked attraction for Le6n and poets who best repre-
sented the traditions of Horace, such as the Argensolas Brothers, seventeen-
th century satirists. Among English writers, Caro preferred Macauley, New 
59 Victor E. Caro, QE. ~., p. 24. 
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and the poet James Montgomery. Not only did Caro pay tribute to the poets 
and thinkers of his own taste, but he also sincerely appreciated beauty in 
the works of artists whose philosophies and ideologies were not in agreement 
with his own. He acknowledged beauty anywhere it was found, especially that 
type which carried on the finished forms of classic art. Li ttr{ as philolo-
gist, Joubert as critic, the atheist Chenier as poet, have received public 
40 
testimonies from Caro. Byron, the skeptic; Sully-Prudhomme and Ndnez de 
Arce, two singers of modern doubt; the poet Olmedo, an enemy to Spain--all 
these were objects of caro•s literary admiration--an admiration which he 
41 
rendered with moral and philosophical reservations. In nineteenth century 
Spain, Hartzenbusch, Qa.flete, Alarc6n, and 'famayo y Baus were his choice • 
. Campoa.mor disgusted him; QUintana failed to satisfy him. In Italian liter-
ature, Dante was Caro•s guiding star; but after the death of Manzoni and 
Leopardi, he found Italian literature languishing. In general, French liter 
ature occupied only a secondary place in carots tastes. 
The young manhood of caro was spent, as we have seen, in the bosom of a 
devoted family: mother, brother, sister. His leisure hours were enjoyed 
with Cervantes and Calder6n, with the classics of the Golden Age, and in 
philological investigation, a field for which earo was especially gifted. 
F'a ther, mother, grandfather 1 'llhis is the trilateral influence which ex-
plains the unusual mental development of Oa.ro. Nurtured in an atmosphere 
conducive to culture and virtue, trained from early life to reason with 
40 Rafael Marcrum, "Miguel Antonio Caro, cr!tico," EStudios Cr!ticos 
(Madrid: Editorial-America, n.d.}, p. 285. 
41 toe. cit. 
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clearness and precision and to investigate thought for himself, aaro was 
undoubtedly well prepared to take a place among Colombia'' s most prominent 
men of letters. With so solid a basic foundation of learning and a literary 
background so thoroughly classical, (Jta.ro 's fame as the greatest humanist 
of Hispanic America in the nineteenth century is not at all surprising. 
CHAPTER II 
MIGUEL ANTONIO CARO, THE HUMANIST 
To study the true significance of humanism and of a humanist, we turn 
to Caro•s own study of the word, hombre ~B7 found in one of his most im-
portant philological and grammatical studies, El Contradalogo de las letras 
Los antiguos aryas creyeron que todos los hombres, 
de todas las razas, formaban una sola clase; pero, 
cual era la propiedad COmUn a todOS los hombres? QUe 
idea general, cualitativa o atributiva, se vincul6 
con el concepto hombre? Max MUller nos responder~ 
que el la t!n homo ( castellano homne, hombre) procede 
de la misma ra!Z' que humus (de donde en espafiol in-
humar), tierra y humilis, humilde. Homo, pues, ha 
debido expresar la idea de que el hombre fue formado 
del limo de la tierra. Y aqui podra ver usted que 
esa h malamente omitida en ome en los tiempos de don 
Alfonso el Sabio (partida VII), se restableci6 des-
pues muy razonablemente en hombr,, como seftal que es-
tablece la filiaci6n del vocablo. Otra palabra que 
designa al hombre es la sd:nscrita Marta, griego Br6tos, 
tat!n mortalis (derivaci6n secundaria), que con pe-
quefia.s variantes ha pasa.do a las lenguas romances y 
todav!a llamamos mortales a los hombres. Y llama la 
a tenci6n, dice aqui Muller, que donde todo cambia, 
pasa y muere, esta idea se eligiese como caracter!s-
tica del hombre. No podra rastrearse que la idea de 
la muerte, que se consideraba natural respecto a otros 
seres, s6lo en forma de castigo pudo tenerse como ca-
racter!stica de la especie humana. Hay en las lenguas 
indo-europeas un tercer modo de nombrar al hombre, y 
ese "verdadero t!tulo de nuestra raza, dice Muller, 
subsiste en elingles, man. Ma en sd:nscrito significa 
medir. Man, ra!a deri va ti va 'significa pensar. De ah! 
el sanscrito mame, originariamente pensador, el hombre. · 
En g6tico aparece mann y mannisk, que en alem!!n moderno 
son mann y mensh."-r--
1 Miguel A. Caro, "Contradi~logo de las letras, 11 Obras Completas, 
Estudios Filol6gicos .~ gramaticales, V (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1928), 
p. 252. 
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Mortal, rational, terrestrial, these are the three concepts with which 
man has been defined. Consequently, "human" is whatsoever is related to man 
in his natural aspects. Humanism, the doctrine of man as written in his own 
heart, is human impulse, passion, and experience as accumulated in his life; 
humanity, the abstract idea of all beings which have existed or will exist 
on earth. Humanism, then, is the study of man as he is with all his hero1c 
grandeur and with all the baseness of his lower self. The humanist makes 
man the object of his study. The humanist in the more exalted sense of the 
word considers man not only in his human existence, but also as he is found 
2 
before God. 
If the field of the humanist is so vast, and its ideals so limitless, 
then, asks Cecilia Hernindez de Mariflo, "Why is the name of humanist commonl 
given to the one acquainted with Greek and Latin?" and: 11Should the humanist 
necessarily kn~ the dead languages?" She herself answers the questions by 
saying that sixteenth century humanists necessarily should have known the 
classics in their own language; that the humanist of the Renaissance, too, 
needed continuous contact with Greek and Roman civilization. However, in the 
modern era, she asserts, the humanist should have a knowledge of the classics 
for fundamental data, but this knowledge alone does not suffice. For it is 
not the one who lives in the past who is a humanist, but the one who can 
apply the criteria of the past to the present in proper perspective. The 
real humanist, then, according to Cecilia Herntndez Marifto, is the one who 
loves tradition as fundamental, but at the same time does not disdain the 
2 Cecilia Hernindez Marifto, Miguel Antonio Oaro, diversos aspectos de 
un huma.nista Colombiano, (BogoM: Prensas de la Biblioteca Nacional, 1945), 
p. 77, passim. 
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present. SUch a one applies the .data of experiences to the human activities 
5 
of present day life. 
We find all the qualifications of a true humanist in Caro. He loved 
solitude and study; he conserved a youthful spirit. at the same time that he. 
pursued different branches of learning: Latin, law, philosophy, philology, 
and oratory. Caro could grow ecstatic before grandeur and at the same time 
be keenly surprised ~t the beauty of little things. His imperial mind em-
braced the grandeur of Rome and the grandeur of Spain .as one harmonic entity • 
. 
His knowledge was vast; he sought the roots ,of things, looking always for 
first causes. Caro•s criterion was fundamentally philosophical. His ideas 
were rooted in GOd. 
To Caro•s way of thinking, the humanist takes man in his spiritual 
ascent up to God. Caro visioned man beyond the circumstances of time and 
place. While enjoying ayron, Keats, and Chenier, at the same time he could 
not accept their school of thought as universal manifestations of culture. 
It is only by concession that he recognized in some poets a spark of beauty 
in spite of their scepticism, for his concept of beauty lay within religious 
4 
ideals. 
Caro's profound knowledge of the classics is almost astounding. It is 
especially striking in an age of romanticism when the study of the humani-
ties is in relative decadence, to find a scholar such as Miguel Caro. True 
it is that his early talent for the humanities was developed by Miguel TObar 
and by the Jesuit Fathers; but added to these early influences was his own 
5 Ibid., p. 78. 
4 Ibid., P• 80 
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powerful mentality. This devotion to the classics and letters grew side by 
side with his love for the Church, his enthusiasm for his own native land, 
and his particular feeling of gratitude and affection for Spain from whence 
came his faith and his language. 
As we have pointed out, love for humanistic studies manifested itself 
at an early age in ca.ro. At fifteen he had translated into Latin his father 
5 
sonnet, Hector. At twenty, according to Father Proafto, fragments of the 
aeorgics, had been translated into Castilian by Miguel who had already fin-
ished canto II of the Aeneid in royal octaves, and who had begun to compose 
in Latin his monumental Virgilian commentary. 6 Caro cultivated Latin poetry 
intensely. He put into Latin verse 1! Monja desterrada of don Jose Joaquin 
Ortiz, Las Ruina.s de I"Mlica of Rodrigo Caro, and two different versions of 
7 
Cinque Ma.~~io of Manzoni. His Latin poem, 
the Sistine Cbapel on the occasion of the 
Himno Latino a p{& X:, was read in 
---
8 
sacerdotal jubilee of Pius X. 
Caro published his first poetic efforts in Las Poes!as, in 1868. Be-
sides verses on friendship and pious meditation, this volume contained trans-
lations of English and Latin verse in Castilian, including selections trans-
lated from Horace and Virgil. Jose Joaquin Ortiz, through the columns of La 
Caridad, voiced his displeasure that a son of the Christian poet, Jose caro, 
would squander his gift of genius on what Ortiz termed a sterile, pagan, 
materialistic literature, incapable of elevating the soul to contemplation; 
5 Antonio Rubi6 y Lluch, "D. Miguel Antonio ea.ro," Revista de las 
Indias, 57: 562, September, 1945. 
6 Victor E. Oaro, La juventud de don Miguel Antonio Caro (Bogota: 
Minerva editorial, n.d.), p. 25. 
7 Alejandro Manzoni, Milanese writer (1785-1875), author of Los Novios 
and Himnos Sagrados, pages of imperishable beauty. 
8 Antonio Rubi6 Lluch 0 • cit. • 562. 
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the reference being to Horace and Virgil. In those days, this thesis was 
sustained by other Catholic writers, but Leo XIII definitely refuted the 
objection by the example of his own interest in humanism and by the founda-
tion he made in Rome of a pontifical academy for the study of the Latin and 
' 9 
areek classics. 
The best years of Carors youth were employed in his masterful trans-
lation of the complete works of Virgil. The motivation for this mammoth 
task was the simpie applause and encouragement of don Eugenio de OChoa who, 
in 1870, made the suggestion. This work merited the highest praise from 
critical authorities: Men~ndez y Pelayo rated it as the most perfect ver-
sion of Virgil in Castilian. A scholarly study, exacting and scrupulous, of 
this masterpiece of aaro's was made by the Latinist and philologist, Rufino 
10 
Jos~ cuervo; other detailed studies of Caro's Virgilian works were made 
11 12 
by Enrique Pifleyro and Juan M. Guti~rrez. Rubi6 y Lluch declares that 
no other writer of Castilian has devoted a greater number of critical writ-
15 
ings and studies to "al cisne de Mantua" than has Miguel Ca.ro. From 1865 
until 1886 these studies follow one another continuously. Volume II of 
Obras Completas contains: "Virgilio y el nacimiento del Salvador," 11Virgi-
9 V!ctor E. Caro, Q£. cit., p. 27. 
10 Antonio Rubi6 y Lluch, QE.. cit., p. 562. 
11 Marco Fidel Sw!rez, 11Elogio de don Miguel Antonio Caro," Revista de 
las Indias, 57: 526, September, 1945. 
12 Rubi6 y IJ.uch, worthy companion of M.en~ndez y Pelayo, who has enrich 
ed Catalufta with a series of monumental works, fruits of a truly Herculian 
labor, and is acquainted with Spanish American letters as few contemporary 
Spaniards are. 
15 Antonio Rubi6 y Lluch, QE. cit., p. 562. 
r ~iOI 26 Estudio que sirve de introducci6n al primer tomo de su versionde sus 
obra.s," "Del metro y la dicci6n en que debe traducirse la epopeya romana," 
anci "Nuevo estudio sobre Virgilio." This latter essay forms the introduction 
to Volume III of Caro's Virgilian translations published in 1878. "Una obra 
ap6crifa," is an essay on a supposed translation in verse of the Georgics, 
attributed to Fray Luis de Le6n. The essay was first published in 1878 in 
La Academia of Madrid. 
Obras Completas, Volume III, contains three Virgilian studies: "XIX0 
centenario de Virgilio," a contribution to the centenary celebrations in 
Rome in 1882 under the patronage of Pope Leo XIII; "Camila, la amazona vir-
giliana," and "Virgilio estudiado en relaci6n con las bellas artes." 
Caro sees hidden in the fourth eclogue of Aeneid, a mysterious prognos-
tication that agrees with Christmas day, the day sighed for by the prophets. 
He quotes thirty-eight authors who see the birth of Christ as the ap~lication 
intended by Virgil. Caro sees Virgil's work colored with a similarity to 
David and Isaias; he identifies Virgil as "A Christian before time." 14 caro 
refutes those who doubt that Virgil had visions of the supernatural. He 
15 quotes Scripture, Church Fathers, and Newman in proof. In his masterly, 
scholarly analysis of the fourth eclogue, Caro states the conclusion of many 
critics who hold that the Israelites brought news of the expectation of the 
Messiah to Rome. But Caro himself holds to the theory that Virgil was in-
spired. He mentions the many fathers of the Church who read Virgil daily, 
14 Miguel Antonio Caro, "Virgilio y el nacimiento del Salvador," Obras 
Completas, Estudios Literarios, II (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1~2o), 57-40. 
15 Miguel Antonio Caro, "Virgilio," QE.. cit., p. 169. 
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while he quotes Cant~ as saying: "In Virgilian philosophy there is somethin 
of the gospel, as if the WORD might have come close to earth sufficiently to 
16 
enlighten a privileged intellect. 
In an interesting account, Caro depicts st. Paul arriving at Naples, 
turning toward Possilipo, the spot near Naples wherein the ashes of Virgil 
reposed, and crying at the thought of how late he had arrived to convert the 
great Virgil to Christianity. Caro adds: 11But Providence who chose as pre-
cursor the greatest born of woman, called also the most admirable of the 
poets to announce the Desired of the Gentiles. 1117 Caro definitely estab-
18 
lished Eclogue IV as prophetic. 
In his analysis of the Aeneid, Caro sees religious thought as the funda 
mental and basic force, and he ascribes the universal appeal of Aeneid to 
the religious element. Claiming that Virgil had an advantage over Homer, 
Caro sees the workings of Divine Providence through the pen of Virgil. 
"Homer sang of his own day, but Virgil looked to the future, elevating man 
and adoring Providence," says Caro. "El uno concibe lo maravilloso, el otro 
adivina lo sobrenatural." Caro points out that Virgil sees the merit of man 
"not in not falling, but in his getting up and striving after the fall."19 
Virgil always brought to earo•s mind the high Latin spirit, the union of the 
pagan empire and the Christian world; Virgil, the point of contact between 
the two civilizations. The Latin empire, the Catholic empire, the Spanish 
16 Ibid., p. 180. 
17 Miguel A. Caro, "Virgilio," Q£. cit., p. 181. 
18 Ibid., p. 179-181; "Virgilio y el nacimiento del Salvador," II 
QE. cit., pp. 36-44. 
19 Ibid., p. 187. 
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empire! Eneas, with his gaze always in the future, personified for earo the 
divine guidance leading man to a better world. 
In the study, Virgilio, Caro says: 
Concibe mas correcta y mas espiritualmente la gran-
deza humana el que fundandose en virtudes intrfnsecas 
la busca, sin embargo, en el hombre mismo, tal cual 
es cuando es bueno, valeroso pero no omnipotente, se-
vero pero no inaccesible a la ternura, de modo que sin 
derribar gigantes ni matar hidras, combata como leal 
y sin rendirse a la seducci6n de los sentidos, ame y 
llore.20 
Caro dedicates to Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo his classic study, Vir-
!ilio ~ Espaaa,21 a study which reveals the vastness of Carats Latin schol-
arship. In the prologue he tells us that before beginning his Castilian 
versions of Virgil he carefully gathered notes from all the Spanish interpre-
ters and translators of the past and from this maze of Virgilian studies he 
compiled his well-annotated Tabla Bibliograf!a. This bibliography, consti-
tuting the first section of Virgilio ~ Espana, is a chronological presenta-
tion of all the Spanish writers on Virgil, together with a critical estimate 
and brief analysis of each translation. In the second part of this work, 
Caro offers a collection of Virgilian reminiscences; some literal versions, 
others, free imitations drawn from a large variety of Spanish poets, penin-
sular as well as Hispanic-American. His commentaries in this study form a 
resume of his own theory on the art of translation. He modestly mentions 
himself as a translator of Virgil and adds a very breif commentary concern-
ing his own translations. After reiterating his purpose in assembling this 
20 Ibid., p. 196. 
21 First published in Repertorio Colombiano, Julio-Diciembre, 1879; 
Miguel A. Caro, Obras Completas, Iv, 2£· cit., pp. 75-158. 
~--------------------------------------------------------2~9 
data, "En realidad lo que en esta lista presento al seflor Men~ndez y Pelayo 
es tan s6lo lo concerniente a traductores americanos,n 22 Caro expresses the 
hope that his efforts will inspire others to contribute data to the Latin-
American list. He closes the essay by saying that the literary history of 
spain and America should be one, that Colonial emancipation does not, and 
25 
should not, break the common bond. 
Caro found all Virgil's fame in the creation of Eneas, who was for him 
not a man but a symbol, a semi-divine being suffering not for himself but 
always for others. Caro looked on Eneas as a religious ideal incarnated. 
Eneas is Rome; he is the future; he is the preserver of his race. The high-
est poetic and psychological intuition of Virgil is identified by caro pre-
24 
cisely in this contrast which he offers between Eneas and Dido. 
If Virgil was for Caro, as he had been for Dante, a master and a guide, 
Horace, whose letter, "a los pisones," Caro had translated in 1865 into 
Castilian, occupied a place not so high but much more intimate in his af-
fection. Horace was his life companion. This incident is related by Carats 
son, Victor: During one of the political turmoils in Bogo~, two friends 
came to advise Caro to hide since an order had been issued for his arrest. 
Caro took his hat and overcoat, put snuff in his snuff box and a copy of 
Horace in his pocket. Now they could take him to jail; he would not be alone 
25 his best friend accompanied him. In 1867 Caro dedicated one of his earli-
22 Miguel Antonio Caro, \'Virgilio en Espafia, II Obras completas, Estudi-
~ Literarios, IV (Bogota: Imprenta nacional), p. 155. 
25 Ibid., p. 158. 
24 M.A. Caro, Obras completas, 2£· cit., II, pp. 256-57. 
25 Victor E. Caro, QE. cit., p. 26. 
est essays to Horace, his second love after Virgil. His "Indicaciones sabre 
la poes!a horacianan26 is scholarly and enlightening. 
Rubi6 y Lluch points out that Men~ndez y Pelayo scrupulously preserves 
the original meter in his Castilian translations of Horace, but he remarks 
27 
that Caro does not do this. Caro believed that rhyme not only does not 
weaken Latin meter, but rather that it very fittingly harmonizes with it. 
In his Castilian translations of Catulus, Tibulus, Lucrecius, Propercius, 
d d H . hi . l t l . . d 
28 Qvi , an orace, Caro g~ves us verse w ch ~s comp e e y moder~ze • We 
present Caro•s version of the description of Horace's rural estate from 
Epistle XVI of Book I, in the essay, "Algo acerca de Horacia." 
Una cadena fi~ate de montes que interrumpe 
valle profunda; la derecha siempre 
el sol le dora con temprana lumbre 
y la izquierda le bafta en rayos tibios 
cuando su carro en Occidente hunde. 
El clima es de encantar y, pues, en grupos; 
arboles imag!na que se cubren 
de cerezas retintas y ciruelas: 
robles, carrascas que a distancias lucen 
y a su dueffo con sombra dilataJa 29 y con sustento el granadillo acuden. 
The essence of the poetry is not based on the form, nor on a determined 
school; for after all, these things are only transitory elements in art; the 
essence is in the very root of the human sentiment. 
La sombra de Cornelia, and the third elegy of Book I of Propercius are 
considered to be among the most powerful of Caro•s translations, according 
26 Miguel A. Caro, in Qbras Completas, .QE. cit., III, pp. 229-62. 
27 Antonio Rubi6 y Uuch, .QE. cit., P• 564. 
28 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Completas, _Q£. cit., I, Flos Poetarum. 
29 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Completas, 
.QE· cit., II, Estudios Literarios, 
p. 49. 
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to Rubi6 y Lluch. To him these inspiring ancient poems became contemporary 
verse, so perfectly had Caro converted them into definitely modern version~~ 
Religion and culture were looked upon by Caro as closely identical; 
there being only one true culture as there is only one true religion. Like 
Christianity, culture, too, has its apostles and its canonical books. Chief 
among the leaders of these apostles of culture, Caro sees Homer and Aristotl 
as the two great teachers of the philosophers and poets of all generations 
51 
and all times. Marco Fidel Suarez makes the observation that caro himself 
belongs to this fundamental classic school in which go harmoniously and in-
52 
tensely united, philosophy, literature, and the Catholic faith. This 
same critic further observes that in Caro we do not find the cl1angeableness 
of a Littre nor of a Voltaire, conservatives in literature but revolution-
ists in politics and philosophy; for Caro, the classicist, was conservative 
35 
in all phases of life and ideas. 
Caro and Menendez y Pelayo stand side by side as the two outstanding 
figures of the intellectual vitality of the Spanish race in the nineteenth 
century. These two glorious humanists of contemporary Spanish literature 
had many literary gifto in common; yet their intellectual formation was in-
dependent one of the other. Born in a different land, into a different at-
mosphere, Menendez y Pelayo had scarcely finished his university studies whe 
50 Rubi6 y Lluch, QE. cit.,p. 364. 
51 M. A. Caro, Obras Completas, QE. cit., II, p. 569; Marco Fidel 
Suarez, "Elogio de don Miguel A. Caro leido el 12 de octubre de 1909 en la 
Academia de Historia," Obras Campletas, Estudios I~terarios, ~· ~., II, 
Intro. p. xi. 
52 Loc. cit. 
55 Ibid., p. xi. 
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caro had already made his name by his monumental work, his Virgilian trans-
lations. Caro owed none of his classic formation to the Spanish Men~ndez y 
pelayo. On the contrary, Caro had been the guide of the latter in American 
letters; this was honorably acknowledged by the Spanish critic in his Horacio 
!!!. Espaf1a. 
As a modern humanist, Caro fulfilled a high mission in Hispanic-America. 
At the dawn of the new political era when independence had been won and ad-
verse criticism toward Spain had not yet quieted, a new movement was afoot 
which, disregarding tradition, aimed to pursue ideals entirely different from 
the culture of the past. The exponents of the movement went so far as to 
think of a new language. Most prominent representatives of this movement werE 
Juan Maria Guti~rrez and Domingo Faustino Sarmiento. ~uguel Antonio stood 
for tradition which he revered as a glorious bona uniting the present to the 
past-and linking it to the future. He reverently regardec th~ Spanish clas-
sics; he ardently loved his race and its illustrious ancestors of Rome. But 
what Latin America owes to the humanism of Caro today is his effort to unite 
the thought of the daughter nations of Spain, uniti.ng it, as he did, through 
ideals and through tradition. 
Latin America owes much to Caro for his efforts to keep the language 
pure and to preserve the bond of intellectual and spiritual union between 
55 
Spain and her own republics. This task was so nobly and faithfully ful-
filled by Caro that his name is linked with Andr~s Bello as the two supreme 
humanists of all Latin America, and with Men~ndez y Pelayo in the mother 
country. This identified him as the greatest exponent of espa~olismo in 
Hispanic America. 
35 Cecilia Hernandez Marino, 2£· cit., p. 88. 
CHAPTER III 
CARO AND ESPANOLISMO 
The efforts of the great humanist, caro, to keep the language pure and 
to preserve the bond of intellectual and spiritual union between Spain and 
Latin America had its foundations in Caro•s deep-seated espafiolismo. Es-
pafiolismo may be defined as that intense innate love which the true Spaniard 
has for the culture, the traditions, ana all that vertains to his mother 
country, Spain. Caro•s thorough education in the Spanish classics saturat-
ed his mind with the glories of the past and with a full realization of 
ppain's contributions to world civilization. Always conscious of this 
glorious heritage, he bent every effort to unite the thought of the daughter 
nations of Spain with Old Spain. 
There predominated in Caro the philosophic s~irit and the religious 
sentiment which also guided his illustrious father. This religious senti-
ment was not vacillating nor vague in Miguel Caro; it was consolidated in 
positive dogma; in his sincere and profound c~tholic faith. Definitely and 
decidedly a traditionalist, Caro was by his vigorous sentiment of race the 
"most characteristic representative of 'espafiolismo' in America.n1 Never 
could he hold peace with anti-Spanish vulgar effusion, "so diffused in our 
continent through bad faith, ignorance or flippancy." 2 From early youth 
1 Calixto Oyuela, Antologia Po~tica Hispano-Americana, III, Segundo 
Volumen (Buenos Aires: lngel Estrada y C!a., 1920), p. 1014 ff. 
2 Ibid., p. 1014. 
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this fervent love of Spain was manifested in Caro. It made him burst forth 
at the outbreak of the war between Chile and Spain in 1866, into this ener-
getic apostrophe: 
De la propia y la extrafla 
Sangre que tif1e el mar, toda es de Espafia.! 
fjour very blood and that of the alien, crimson the sea, but it is all Span-
ish bloodJ7 With very good reason it was that in 1886 Rafael M. Merchtn 
wrote this paradox: "There is no one on the peninsula who loves Spain as 
5 Miguel Antonio Caro loves her." In the closing lines, "Madre eres tli oe la 
familia mia.; !Patria! de tus entraf1as soy pedazo," of the sonnet, La Patria, 
caro gives us a glimpse of the intensity of his espaf1olismo. 
PATRIA! 4 
!Patria1 te adoro en mi silencio mudo, 
Y temo profanar tu nombre santo. 
Por ti he gozado y padecido tanto 
Cuanto lengua mortal decir no pudo. 
No te pido el amparo de tu escudo, 
Sino la dulce sombra de tu manto: 
Quiero en tu seno derramar mi llanto, 
Vivir, morir en ti pobre y desnudo. 
N1 poder, ni esplendor, ni lozania, 
Son razones de amar; otro es el lazo 
Que nadie, nunca, desatar podr!a. 
Amo yo por instinto tu regazo, 
Madre eres t~ de la familia mia; 
!Patria! de tus entraf1as soy pedazo. 
Loyalty to Spain was militantly manifested during the CUban insurrec-
tion in the 90's when under severe penalty he prohibited any group to gather 
5 Antonio Rubi6 y Lluch, "D. Miguel Antonio Caro," Revista de ~ 
Indias, 57: 567, September, 1945. 
4 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Po~ticas: Sonetos-Cantilenas (Bogota: Im-
prenta nacional, 1928), p. 95. 
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funds in Colombian territory which would further the revolt. For this moral 
sup~ort, the Spanish government in 1898 granted Caro the great Cross of 
5 
Isabel, la cat6lica. 
Caro continued the magnificent undertakings of Andr~s Bello in the 
Hispanic American nations where both these classicists exercised parallel 
influences, each in his own time. Caro, like Bello, vigorously opposed 
those who wanted to break all traditional ties, religious and cultural. 
When even the bonu of language was being attacked, Caro, like Bello before 
him, labored strenuously to keep the purity of the Cabtilian. Reinforcing 
the ties of Caro to tradition and to Mother Spain were the similarity of 
tastes and the identity of ideologies in him ~1d Men~ndez y Pelayo. These 
two luminaries were united by the common bond of their religion, by their 
scientific and literary ideas, by the immense magnitude of their erudition 
as manifested so forcefully in their writings, as wel~ as by their fondness 
6 
for the classics and their great espafiolismo. 
Caro•s deep-seated espafiolismo was recognized on the other side of the 
Atlantic. His poem, ! Espafia, reprinted in La Pol!tica, a Madrid newspape~ 
on September 15, 1870, bore this editorial commentary: 
i"' 
ESPANA ~ AMERICA 
When we are accustomed to see Spain treateci with so 
much injustice and blind ingratitude by our American 
descendants, it is a consolation to listen to the 
sweet notes of a friendly voice which speaks our own 
language and from the world of Columbus sings with 
enthusiasm the glories of Spain whose magnificent tra-
ditions all Americans do not deny. We do not doubt 
5 D. Cort~s, "Miguel Antonio Caro," Enciclopedia universal Ilustrada, 
XI, 1215-14. 
6 Francisco Blanco Garc!a, 
Parte tercera (Madrid: &fenz de 
r 
l 
that our readers LPeninsulai7 will be glad to see this 
ode to Spain by the inspired poet of Bogota, Miguel 
Antonio Caro, author of those excellent literary works 
which have merited for him the aistinction of being 
named individual correspondent of the Spanish Academy. 7 
Caro was only twenty-seven years of age when he received the recogni-
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tion mentioned in this editorial; as is evident, at this early age his fame 
for learning and espaftolismo were already known on the continent. He had 
just shortly before this been appointed corresponding member of the Spanish 
Royal Academy, a very great honor, indeed. Caro, together with Vergara and 
Marroquin, constituted the nucleus arouna which the Colombian Academy of 
8 
Language was organized, in the year 1871. Authorization for the founding of 
this Academy was brought from Europe by Jose Maria Vergara y Vergara who had 
recently returned. The selection of Caro as co-founder of an Academy allied 
to the Spanish Academy had been made as compliment to the talent and espafto-
lismo of our great Bogotan humanist. This gesture was a vital contribution 
in the resuming of friendly relations between Latin America ana Spain--rela-
tions which had been interrupted since the Wars of Independence. 
caro could extol the heroic work of Bolivar with filial and patriotic 
passion, at the same time not disowning nor denying the chivalrous deeds of 
the Conquistadores; nor did he wish for his country any other civilization 
10 
which was not Christian and Spanish. His filial love for the Chw·ch, his 
7 Miguel Antonio Caro, Obras Poeticas, Musa Militante-~tiras-Lira 
Cristiana, III (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1953), Notus, p. 228. 
8 Jes~s Marra Henao, and Gerardo Arrulba, History of Colombia, trans-
lated and edited by Fred Rippy (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1958), p. 499. 
9 D. Cortes, 11 M. A. Caro, 11 Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada, XI, 
p. 1213. 
enthusiasm for his 11patria" and his race, the 11 culto11 of the Muse breathe 
11 
everywhere in his writings. 
Scarcely a page of the voluminous works of Caro can be found without 
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specific evidence of his constant living in the presence of God. Into the 
most prosaic and objective s~y as that on a dictionary, he weaves the in-
terplay of God's relationship in all things. From one of his ~hilological 
essays we quote: 
Y si se hubiese formadi un Diccionario de apellidos 
espafioles (que con sus correspondientes noticias 
hist6ricas y biograficas, ser!a por cierto obra 
curiosa y util) lo hallar!amos tan deficiente como 
el Diccionario general de la lengua, porque no al-
canza sagacidad humana a recoger las voces de una 
lengua en todas sus formas pasadas, presentes, y 
futuras. Con los progresos de la investigaci6n los 
Diccionarios iran ensanchandose--y segdn la ley eco-
n6mica de division del trajabo--subdivicti~ndose, 
multiplicandose. • • • Y cuando estos y otros le-
xicos esten compuestos, publicados y vulgarizados, 
ninguno de ellos sera completo, porque el ~ico 
diccionario completo esta en el mente d! Dios, y 
no en las limitadas facultades humanas. 2 
Caro was ever conscious, and proudly so, of his Spanish lineage. In 
1875 he wrote in the prologue of his Virgilio: "Thus it is that Spain and 
America, though independent states, are people with the same origin, with 
the same culture, the same language--they may be different nations, but 
5efore God they form one family.n15 He dreamed, as is seen, of a sort of 
political federation between Spainand her ancient colonies, where there 
would exist a union more than spiritual, with an entire and indestructible 
11 Rafael M. ~erchan, "Miguel Antonio carcr, critico," Estu.O.ios Criti-
~ (rl.adrid: Editorial-Americana, n.d.), p. 287. 
12 Miguel A.. Caro, "Contradialogos de las letras,n Obras Completas, 
Estudios Filol6gicos z Gramaticales, V {Bogota: Imprenta ~acional,'28), 21~. 
15 Miguel Antonio Caro, Obras Completas, ..QE• cit., II, p. 217. 
r 58 interaction between all peoples of Spanish origin. Loving the granueur of 
the Spanish race with the pride with which a Roman loves the glories of Rome 
caro reveled in the majesty of the Spanish language as men of the Renais-
14 
sance did the sovereignty of the world dominion of the Latin tongue. In 
the dispute between Las Casas and Oviedo, Caro takes issue against Las casas 
15 
whose complaints have served as food for the censors of the Spanish Conquest 
The sources and influences of caro•s espaffolismo may be adequately 
traced in his poem, E1 Himno del Latino. This poem is one of the most beau-
tiful of emotional songs. It seems to us that we are hearing a chorus of 
by-gone voices among which resound the sonorous words of the great Roman 
16 
orators. The poem exemplifies Caro•s theory that in spite of colonial 
emancipation, Spain and Latin America should be one in a spiritual bond. 
When Caro composed El Himno del Latino his reputation as a writer and 
as a Latinist of profound erudition had already been established. Merch~n 
said of him: "Altho~h an American by birth, a •colombiano• by political 
creed, he was known as 1ibero• by his spirit. Espaffolismo dominated him in 
17 
his esthetics, in his philosophy, and even.in his religion." In the Latin 
fiestas of Provenza held in 1878 to reward the best poem written in the six 
tongues which are daughter languages of Latin, three works were honored: one 
in Rumanian, one in Catalan, the other in Castilian; the latter was El Himno 
14 Antonio Rubio y Uuch, in ObrCLs Completas, .9£• cit., IV by Miguel 
A. Caro, Intro. p. xvi. 
15 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Completas, 2£• cit., III, p. 80. 
16 Cecilia Hernandez Mariffo, Miguel Antonio Caro: diversos aspectos 
de un humanista Colombiano, (Bogota: Prensas de la Biblioteca Na.cional, 
1943), p. so. 
17 Rafael M. Merch~n, Q£. cit., p. 287. 
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del Latino by Miguel Antonio Caro. It was the only Castilian poem to merit 
-------
the honor. La Sociedad de lenguas romanas in Montpellier on May 25, 1878, 
declared Caro poet laureate among all the representatives of the sixty mil-
18 lion individuals who spoke Castilian. The Faculty of Philosophy and the 
Humanities of the University of Chile unanimously identified the poem as 
npar excellence" and December 17, 1879, made Caro an honorary member of 
19 
their University. 
El Repertorio Colombiano was the medium for the publication of this 
poem and most of the other poetic and critical wurks of Caro. The greater 
part of'the works of Caro, published chronologically from 1865 until 1884 in 
the eleven volume collection of El Repertorio Colombiano, are reproduced in 
20 
Obras Completas. 
The theme of El Himno del Latino is Caro's expression of intense love 
for the Latin race. He reveals his inner sentiments of pride at being a son 
of one of the daughter nations of Rome. The poem is a plea for the strength 
ening and the tightening of the bonds of love and union bet~een the sister 
nations. It is a tribute of praise to theg1ories of ancient Rome ana to the 
magnificent work of civilizing and Christianizing which Roman culture has 
spread throughout the world; it is the sincere, deeply emotional compliment 
of a real son of Roman culture. Lauding her deeds of the ancient past, the 
poet begs that some more worthy seer might rise up to sing adequately and 
forcefully the praises of "la madre, Roma." The closing refrain is a prayer 
18 Jos~ Joaquin Ortega Torres, Salesiano, Historia de la literatura 
Colombiana, segunda edici6n (Bogota: Cromos Editorial, 1935)~p. 576. 
19 Rafael.M. Merchan, QE· cit., p. 287. 
20 Antonio Rubi6 y Lluch, Q£. cit., p. 253. 
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begging divine protection on the union of the Latin races. Union seems to 
be the keynote of the poem. 
Intellectually and culturally Caro was preeminently a son of the IJ;l.tin 
civilization, a remote descendant of ancient Rome. To the natural bond whic 
was his by blood, was added the enthusiasm and pride in 11la patria11 which he 
imbibed in childhood and adolescent years with the study and admiration of 
Virgil. At the inaugural exercises of the dedication of the statue of Caro 
on November 10, 1917, Antonio G6mez Restrepo in the name of the National 
Government and of the Colombian Academy of Letters paid this tribute: 
His creative intellect had the solidity, the severity 
of line, the grandeur of the Roman art of constructing. 
Not only does the Latin spirit continue shaping our 
civilization, but from time to time modern men arise 
in nations who worthily might have worn the toga and 
ably might have spoken in the august precincts of the 
Roman Forum. Of these was Caro. In him we find the 
elevation and sternness of thought, the majestic pre-
cision of expression which, among the Romans, deifies 
when it renders homage, and stamps with a burning iron 
when it condemns. 21 
Incorporated herein, is the text of El Himno del Latino, the version 
22 
which appears in Obras Po~ticas, Musa-Militante, published in 1953. This 
version shows a modernized punctuation and capitalization, a breaking up 
into stanzas of four lines each, in contrast with the one break in the mid-
dle of the poem as it appears in older versions. Because of its nobility of 
sentiment and dignity of style, the poem may be classified as an ode. The 
first four stanzas form an introductory background or setting which adequate 
ly forms a preparation for the magnificent lyrical passages which work up to 
a climax and end with a prayer. 
21 Aniionio G6mez Restrepo, "Semblanza del Senor Caro," Revista ~las 
Indias, 57: 551, September, 1945. 
22 0 • cit., p. 10. 
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The poem opens with a metaphor in which the author says his stock, his 
lineage, is not a barren branch but a tree with a graceful bower of exquisite 
foliage which scatters far and.wide its fruitful seeds; and then the poet 
presents a brief lyrical refrain, a wish that this stock, the Latin race, may 
flourish and bloom always and forever. !Florezca mil afios y mil! Then after 
telling us that his native land is no encompassed region, no bounded territor~ 
nor confined space, since it embraces two worlds and can boast of centuries of 
noble achievements, he says that wheresoever in the wide world he may hear a 
language, a canticle, or even the "fugaz yarav!,n25 or any tongue having the 
flavor of the Roman accent, a Romance language--there he will find his home 
and his hearth. The illplica tion .made by the poet is the great similarity 
among the Romance tongues. 
In stanza four, Rome, 11mi madre adorada," lives on, in her valor and her 
renown, even though her sceptre and her sword lie buried in history's regal 
casket. In spite of the vicissitudes of time, ancient Rome lives ana will 
live, playing the part in Christian civilization that the Old Law played for 
the New. 
In these introductory stanzas, so simple in language as in allusions, 
we find a climactic ascent: stock, fatherland, language, mother; four strong 
chains inherently binding the daughter nations of Rome with bonds that polit-
ical differences cannot possibly sunder. Succinctly and graphically Antonio 
G6mez Restrepo identifies Caro's espaaolismo when he says: 
25 That sweet and melancholy song of love chanted by Indians and 
Creoles in the mountain regions of Chile, Peru, or Colombia. 
Caro had inherited the Latin spirit or tendency 
toward unity, a unification not in the form of 
tyranny and oppression, but a unity as a supreme 
intellectual bond which would synthesize Latin 
endeavor. Caro loved the unity of faith, with-
out imposing intolerance; the unity of language 
without narrowness of exaggerated purity; the 
unity of the 11patria," always making allowance 
for sectional development. He contemplated Hi-
spano-America not as a battlefield where region-
al interests and hates clash, but as a league 
where brother nations prepare a field for the 
civilization of the future.24 
42 
In E1 Himno del Latino we proceed from the introductory stanzas, which 
form a logical preliminary, to the explication and interpretation of lines 
seventeen to forty. These lines begin with an apostrophe to the Latin lan-
guages which by their musical accents always lend themselves so fittingly to 
poetic expression. The poet describes the intense joy that wells within his 
breast whenever he hears a Romance tongue--a joy which spurs him to deeds of 
chivalry. Then again the poet bursts into intense lyrical expre~sions which 
are heigh~ened and intensified by the underlying symbolism. There follows a 
tribute of praise to the noble race that carries light and salvation through 
out the world. Acknowledging his inability worthily to voice the glories of 
Rome and Roman culture, the poet begs that within her sphere there may 
arise one more worthy than he, who will ably exalt her noble mission. The 
poem closes with an invocation of the divine blessing on the union of the 
sister nations. 
24 Antonio G6mez Restrepo, .21?· cit., 332. Ltranslation by write.£7 
r EL HIMNO DEL LATINO 
Mi estirpe no es arida rama, 
Es arbol de copa gentil, 
Fecundas semillas derrama; 
Florezca mil afios y mil! 
Mi patria no es breve comarca; 
Objeto de culto y amor, 
Mi patria dos mundos abarca 
Y siglos de inmenso esplendor. 
Doquiera yo escuche un ~a~oma, 
Cantiga o fugaz yaravi, 
QUe acentos repita de Roma, 
Mi tierra, mj. hogar esta alll.. 
Es Roma mi madre ad or ada; 
La historia, cual regio ataUd, 
Encierra su cetro y su espada, 
Mas viven su gloria y virtud. 
17. Oh gayos fablares latinosl 
18. Oh trovas de son celestial! 
19. Oh, como sus altos destinos 
20. Revelan al alma inmortal t 
21. Los oigo, y mi rostro se inflama 
22. En fuego de orgullo y placer, 
25. Y ya por mi Dios y mi dama 
24. Me lanzo a lidiar y veneer! 
25. Vosotras cuidades romanas, 
26. Renuevos del alma cuidad, 
27. Oh Galia! Oh Hesperias hermanas! 
28. La santa cadena estrechaa. 
29. Honor a la raza sublime 
50. QUe lleva a otros mundos la luz, 
51. Y pueblos sin cuento redime 
52. Doquiera plantando la cruz! 
55. Fa tigan la voz del poeta 
54. Tus glorias, oh raza sin parl 
55. Despierte en tu seno un profeta 
36. Tu excelsa mision a can tar! 
CORO 
37. Ampare la diestra divina 
38. De pueblos hermanos la uni6n! . 
39. Mi gente es la raza latina; 
40. Su nombre, mi rico blas6n. 
45 
44 
Oh festive Latin tongues, you languages of Roman culture, (1. 17) with 
your ballads and verses of heavenly sound, so well adapted to poetic expres-
sion (1. 18) how your high destinies disclose your immortal soul; that is, 
your affinity to the Latin tongue itself. (1. 20). Vilienever I hear the 
sweet sounds of a Romance tongue, my face is aflame with heat of pride and 
joy (1. 22) and I am spurred on to fight and to conquer and even to die for 
God and my lady (1. 25-24). You, Oh Roman cities, l[he implication here is 
to the six Romance nations, offshoots of Rome: Italy, France, Portugal, Cas-
tile, Catalan, Romanii7 You! branches of the mother city, Rome, (1. 26) Oh 
Gaul, Oh Hesperian Sisters! (1. 27). The poet calls especially on France, 
(Gaul) Italy, and.Spain Lfndicating, perhaps, that they are the strongest 
daughters of Rom~ to tighten the holy bond of unity. Hesperia is the name 
given by the Greek poets to Italy and b,y the Roman poets to Spain and some-
times to Italy. 
In the following stanza the poet continues the lyrical tone of the pre-
ceeding apostrophies by: All honor to the noble race which carries light to 
other worlds (1. 50) and praise to that Roman civilization which plants the 
Cross wherever it spreads, and redeems countless nations. caro would pay 
tribute here in this stanza to the great missionary activities of the south-
ern European nations. He would link civilization with Christianity. 
Your glories exhaust the talent of the poet, Oh Race par excellence!. 
Your glories of conquest when the Roman Empire carried Roman civilization to 
the then known world, this is your glory of the sword! But your glories of 
the scepter, Roman Law, the great contribution of the Empire to all mankind! 
Rome, the great law-giver of the world! The ifu~ovation of Roman law, con-
sisting essentially in judging men on principles and not on the whims of 
r 
! 
' 
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individual rulers, was a foreshadowing of the Christian principles of jus-
tice. All this glory of the "matchless race" is too gigantic a task for the 
author of El Himno del Latino, and he cries out, 11 0h, from your innermost 
r~cesses may you raise up a prophet able to sing your sacred mission. (1. 56) 
The poet brings the ode to a close with a "coro" begging divine favor 
(1. 57) to guard and protect the union of our sister nations (1. 38). It 
would seem that the poet may have visioned the present worlu conflict in 
which the forces of the enemy attempt to tear asunder Western Civilization, 
Greco-Roman civilization, and he calls on Heaven to guard the union of the 
sister nations. There seems to be an abrupt break between lines thirty-
eight and thirty-nine. From the heights of prayer the poet turns without a 
gradual descent to the simple statement (1. 59) that his lineage is the 
Latin race and (1. 40) its name, "my rich heraldry. 11 (1. 40). The Latin 
race is his glorious boast. 
Perhaps one of ~he most lyrical passages of the entire poem is: 
11 0h Galia! Oh Hesperias herma.nas! 
La santa cadena estrechad." 
Caro loved Rome; he loved his race. The La tin Empire, the Christian Empire: 
language and religion--these may be called the two converging centers of 
Carors personality. Rome and Latin; Spain and Castilian! Caro could not 
think of 11la patria" without the language; for the ultimate expression of 
this sentiment is language. "La lengua es una segunda patria," he says. 25 
Miguel Antonio Caro, Latin and Spanish, a bond in the fullest sense and mean-
ing of the word! Caro loved Rome and Spain through their languages. Virgil 
and Cervantes! Aeneas and Quijote! 
25 Miguel A. caro, ".Fundacion de la academia colombiana," Qbras ~­
pletas, QE• cit., II, p. 154. 
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The language in El Himno del Latino is extremely simple; "Latino" in 
the title,.originally was the legendary king of ti1e people of the "Latium" 
(that ancient region of Italy between Etruria and Cam~ia). Latino figures 
in the Aeneid. The reference in the title of Caro's poem is to the Latin 
stock. "Fablares" in line seventeen is obsolete form for the modern, 11hab-
lares." The versification seems to be not a mere musical sonority whimsi-
cally adapted to the point, but rather a vague mysterious accompaniment to 
the sentiments of the soul of the poet. 
The deductions and conclusions that may be drawn from El Himno del 
Latino could not be expressed in clearer and more definite language than tmt 
of Antonio G6mez Restrepo who tells us in his essay on Caro that after a 
strong religious faith there shines forth in Caro as a uirecting principle, 
his fervent "Latinismo," his 11 culto aRoma."; which for him had never dis-
26 
continued being la magna parens of civilization. Caro had been saturated 
in the spirit of Roman thought; he had made the treasures of the ancient 
civilization his own; his veneration for "la madre, Roma," had quickened in 
him an affection for the daughter nations, especially for Spain, which in 
modern times appeared destined to a Providential mission similar to that of 
the Roman Empire. Caro's classic education had impressed its seal with an 
indelible mark on his spirit. 
G6mez Restrepo remarks further, in thib same passage, that while Men~n-
dez y Pelayo was founding in Spain his glorious propaganda in defense of 
"hispanismo," reclaiming for his country the part justly due to it in the 
work of modern progress, Caro was making efforts to revivify in America the 
26 Antonio G6mez Restrepo, "Caro, cr!tica," Cr!tica Literaria, Serle 
numero ocho de Selecci6n Samper Ortega de literatura colombiana, (Bogot4: 
Editorial S.A., 1955), p. 41. 
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affection for the Spanish race, somewhat deadened by the recollections of the 
war of Independence and post-war isolation. caro had once said that the 
Spaniards of both worlds, one in race, with similar traditions and with com-
mon destinies, have no more pernicious enemy than that which would sow dis-
cord and engulf the Spanish family in factions. Cl:l.I'o's espa.f1olismo, is, then 
one of the dominant and outstanding reflections in El Himno ~ Latino. 
In his investigations, Ca.ro moved "de Roma a Espa.f1a. 11 and 11de Espafla. a 
America." Because of unity of language, religion, and race, caro loved His-
pano-America. This was the philosophical basis for his servin~ so disinter-
estedly, without any thought of his own personal gain, the Republic of 
Colombia. 
He sido hecho extraffo a mis hermanos 
y forastero a los hijos de mi madre. 
Psalm LXVIII, 9. 
Todas las cosas de la noble Espafla. 
Me agradan por extremo • • • 
Sus abuelos, bUS padres, sus parientes. 
Yo desde lejos con pasi6n te miro, 
Espafta! tu memoria 
Es legado de amor: filial suspiro 
Brota del pecho al recordar tu historia. 
tC~ntas veces llore tu lozania 
Por tierra derribada! 
!Cuantas veces fingf que te vefa 
Del antiguo laurel la frente ornadat 
. . . 
Salve, tu, cuya imagen me acompana, 
!Oh patria dulce! oh nido 
Antiguo de mi gente! Salve, Espafia, 
Tierra de promisi6n! Eden perdido! 
. . . 
Lope, El Molino. 
CUlpenme desleal porque te amo: 
Ah! desleal ser!a 
Si mi patria negase: patria llamo, 
A la que fue de mis abuelos, m!a. 
Hoy yacen en la noche del olvido; 
Hoy, patria, a tu ribera, 
Cual huesped llegare desconocido, 
No como el hijo a quien la madre espera. 
. . . 
Pasare entre los tuyos forastero, 
Sin que tu auxilio invoque 
Favores mendigando lisonjero; 
Sin que a la puerta de tusgrandes toque. 
. . . 
Vere los monumentos inmortales 
Del nombre castellano, 
Los usos de tu pueblo, las se~les 
Del ar~bigo imperio y del romano. 
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Bebere el aire de tus sierras puro; 
Meditare en la orilla 
De Tormes a Genil, o cabe el muro 
Rico de glorias de la gran Sevilla. 
• • • 
0 ya en tu seno, Cadiz, los hogares 
Al ver de mis mayores, 
"Aqu!, dire, sus risas, sus pesares, 
Pasaron, y volaron sus amores." 
. . . 
!Que alta materia al pensamiento! Oh tierno 
Objeto a un pecho amante, 
Mudos vestigios del solar paterno, 
Tristes memorias del lugar distantet 
tAll!, partido el coraz6n, tu suelo 
Mojare con mi llanto. 
Y bajara la inspiraci6n del cielo, 
Y digno de mi amor sera mi canto! 27 
27 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Poeticas, ~ Militante-satiras Lira Cris-
tiana, Op. cit., p. 16. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PHILOLOGICAL WORKS OF CARO 
Espafiolismo in Caro emphasized language as one of the strongest links 
between the mother country and her oaughter r~tions, Hispanic America. Per-
haps none of Caro's literary contributions more briliiantly portray his pro-
found learning than do his philological studies. "As philologist, critic, 
and humanist, Caro is truly a descendant of that race of illustrious Span-
iards, today nearly extinct which since the sixteenth century proauced 
scholarly writings unrivaled in any of the literatures of the world,"l is 
the verdict of Blanco Garc:!a. Together 111ith Rufino Jose cuervo, caro is an 
authority in matters of language, and even to this day no one has equalled 
them, nor has anyone been able to take from them the palm in America. 2 
When Oaro was forced to leave the Jesuit school in 1861, there came to 
Bogota a Mr. Samuel stuart Bond, a University of Cambridge man, a student of 
Greek letters, and an apt La tin versifier. Miguel began the study of Englis 
with Bond, thus continuing the work begun at an earlier date under Thomas 
5 
Jones Stevens, the man from Oxford. The intense love of Bond and of earo 
l Francisco Blanco Garc:!a, La literatura espafiola !!!_ el siglo XIX, 
Parte tercera (A~drid: Saenz de Jubera Hnos., 1894), p. 545. 
2 Cecilia Hernandez Marifio, Miguel Antonio Caro: Diversos aspectos 
de ~ humanista Colombiana (Bogota: Prensas de la Biblioteca Nacional, 1945) 
p. 65. 
5 Daniel Samper Ortega, Del~.!!!~ relaciones ~ !.!_ lenguaje, 
por Miguel Antonio Oaro, rntro. I: Selecci6n Samper Ortega de literatura 
Colombiana (Bogota: Editorial Minerva, 1955l, p. 7. 
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for "la divina lengua de los romanos," was the link that united master and 
student in ties of strong friendship. Bond, who was fifty at that tim~ said: 
"l shall one day be proud of having known you." LftlgUn dia me mostrar~ 
4 
0rgulloso de haberte conocido!~ When Bond made this statement he was aware 
of the fact that Caro was beginning work on the development of an original 
theory on the Latin gerund in its relation to Castilian, a theory that earo 
had held for years. This English humanist did not doubt that the work, be-
cause of the novelty of the doctrine and the richness of the examples with 
which it was illustrated, would one day place Caro as grammarian and philolo-
gist on a plane of scholarship higher perhaps than the one he had won as La.t-
inist and literator. However, what Bond did not know was that because of this 
work, El Tratado del participio, the young Caro would be called to membership 
in the Spanish Academy of Letters in capacity of correspondent. 5 
The mental vigor of an author is wont to be less visible when he con-
structs a great doctrine than when he applies it. The doctrine has something 
in it of the static; the application, something of the dynamic. BUt an analy-
sis of El T.ratado del Participio reveals Caro's perfect integration of both 
doctrine and practice. In this essay the author fully explains and exempli-
fies his theory on critical philology. Tonas 0. Eastman, in his study on-our 
philologist, Caro, and substantiating his theory, shows how the participle in 
many languages causes such difficulty that the gerund "became a malignant 
tumor in the body of the language and a surgical operation became necessary~ 6 
4 Victor E. Caro, La juventud de don Miguel Antonio Car'o (Bogota: Miner-
va editorial, n.d.), p. 51. 
5 Ibid., p. 56. 
6 Tomas 0 Eastman, "Los estudios filol6gicos de Caro," Eruditos Antio-
~uenos, Selecci6n Samper-Ortega, 54, (Bogota: Editorial runerva, '5o), p. 45. 
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The evolution of the gerund in Spanish was very rapid and it invaded th 
domain of the participle. This is explained by the fact that verbals end-
ing in "ante" and "ente" lost their participial character and it was neces-
sary that the gerund occupy the place left by them. Because the functions 
of the gerund are nearly all participial, Caro refers to it as "participle," 
7 
and not "gerund." The critical study of the Spanish gerund offerei for-
midable difficulties. Cttro applied himself to the problem and the result 
was the first critical monograph to exist in the language, El Tratado del 
ti . . 8 Par c~p~o. In this, as in his other philological studies, it would not 
have been sufficient for Caro to be a philologist of first rank; he needed, 
besides, great capacity for induction and deduction--the characteristic of 
the true philosopher. He must also be exceptionally conversant with Spanish 
literature. Furthermore, he was required to be a consuma.te stylist in order 
to duly appreciate the needs of the language. Caro possessed all these 
essential qualifications. 9 
The Cuban critic, Merch~n, says "El Tratado del Participio and the 
Gra~tica de la lengua latina, for the use of Spanish-speaking peoples, 
tpublished in 1867 in collaboration with Cuervo, and running through several 
edi tiony are two pyramids highly eleva ted in the field of philology." 10 
The Spanish Academy in official statement of February 1882 pronounced the 
Grammar a masterful work, 11 the best of its kind in our language. n 11 
7 Ibid., P• 56. 
8 Ibid., P• 52. 
10 Rafael M. MercMn, "Miguel.Antonio Caro, cr:!tico," Estudios Criticos 
(Madrid: Editorial-America, n.d.), p. 274. 
11 Ibid., p. 274. 
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Caro 1s leanings were definitely grammatical, rather than sociological. 
It can be said that his esthetic appreciation emanated not only from a re-
fined taste and f~qm his mastery of literatures, but principally from his 
12 
knowledge of the Latin and Spanish languages. It is evident, too, in all 
the philological essays of Caro that while he cultivated assiduously the 
science of language, he did not lose sight of its intimate connection with 
literature. 
In this study, El tratado del participio,15 Caro substantiates the 
quotation he uses from Bello: "The language which best conserves the char-
acter of the conquerors of this hemisphere is Spanish." In it also, he ably 
demonstrates his deep and penetrating powers of logical reasoning. A dis-
tinguishing mark in this study, as in most of carors writings, is the spir-
itual and lofty theme in the sentences he chooses to exemplify his prin-
ciples. El tratado del participio was first published in 1£! Anales de 1a 
Universidad, June 1870; later, in 1881, Caro corrected and revised his 
treatise. 
The orderly and logical turn of mind so characteristic of Caro is well 
exemplified in another of his scholarly philological studies, Del uso en sus 
-------
relaciones ~ el lenguaje. This study formed the subject of a discourse 
Caro delivered before the Colombian Academy in the junta inaugural of August 
6, 1881. A brief analysis of the essay is this: 
12 Luis Alberto Sanchez, Historia de la literatura .Americana, desde 
los origines hasta 1956 (Santiago: Ediciones-Ercilla, 1957), p. 569. 
15 Miguel A. Caro, "El Tratado del Participio, 11 Obras Completa.s, 
Estudios Filol6gicos z Gramaticales, segunda serie, V (Bogota: Imprenta 
nacional, 1928), pp. 25-100. 
Part I 
Part II 
Part III 
Part IV 
Part V 
Part VI 
Part VII 
A preliminary philosophical study of the question 
A succinct survey of theories, gra.mma.r, and "use" 
The literary doctrine of Horace, in brief 
A presentation of the op1n1ons of some humanists 
on the question: Cervantes, Fenelon, Littr~, 
Andr~s Bello 
A rapid expos~ of the doctrine of Horace 
An examination and study of one of his passages 
Forms and characteristics of "use" 
Historical variations of "use" in ante-classical 
times 
Laws of language and spontaneity of nuse" 
Factors of language 
A description of literature as the expression of 
society, showing its changes through the centu-
ries, proving there is no drama more worthy of 
study than that of the birth and formation of the 
Romance languages in the medieval ages; and of 
the structure which they present now in the mod-
ern age 
"Use" and the classic writers 
Regional variations of "Use" 
Academic convention 
Principles directing and rectifying "Use" 
Conclusionl4 
The pivotal argument exposed in this thesis by Caro is that "Use" only 
would be tyranny. With the penetrating logic of a disciplined mind, Caro 
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defines and illustrates "use" of language, the form it takes, and the course 
14 Miguel A. Caro, "Del uso en sus relaciones con el lenguaje," 
Qbras Completas, QE. £!1., v, pp. 234-76. 
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it follows in the mouths of the people who speak it, freed from the direct 
influence of books. After granting to "use" all its powers, privileges, 
and rights, he concludes, convincingly, that "use" is not the supreme arbi-
trator nor the only norm of a language. He shows that a language entirely 
delivered to "use" would naturally end in decomposition. Caro says this 
disintegration is stopped only by the action wh~ch literature exercises upon 
language. Caro names literature the salt of language, the only power capa-
ble of impeding the dissolving action of "use."l5 
Caro has exposed, more than anyone else, that exquisite balance which 
should exist between a prudent traditionalism which preserves the unity of 
the language without modifying it, and a rational neologism which adapts the 
vocabulary to the new necessities without revolutionizing it. It is in this 
light that Eastman views Del ~ _!!! ~ relaciones ~ el lenguaje when he 
16 identifies it as an admirable study of idiomatic biology. Furthermore, he 
says that if we were to cite fundamental works upon the philosophy of the 
"classic use and of the neologic use," we would in justice have to cite the 
writings of Caro since he is the master in this province.17 In a fine tribut 
to Carors studies of philology, Eastman continues: "It is a solid work, 
because it is scientific and this is due to the fact that the intellect of 
18 
the author was essentially philosophic. 
Caro, so well grounded in the realities of true living, was ever con-
scious of the relative value of things. 
15 Ibid., p. 266. 
16 Tomas o. Eastman,± cit., p. 59. 
17 Ibid., p. 42. 
18 Ibid., p. 29 
In a short philological essay, 
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19 Diccionarios Castellanos, he shows how some modern enemies of Christianity 
in the intellectual order, force the sense of worus. Thus, Tracy eliminates 
all connection with the spiritual order·in the word, 11pensar" as Bentham doe 
in the word, "virtud." Moleschott defines "pensamiento" as 11movimiento de 
materia" and Vogt, author of Lecciones sobre el hombre, defines the same wor 
as 11producto del cerebro." After other such citations, Caro adus that all 
the modern la~guages are Christian, but that none abounds so much in the 
spiritual sense as the Castilian with her wealth of spiritual books ana her 
vast collection of mystical writings. In this s~me es~ay Caro emphasizes 
the importance of an example to go with every definition. He likens the 
definition to an inscription on a tombstone and says when the example is 
present, the soul has joined the body. The principal reason he ascribes to 
the advantage of supporting a definition by an example is the vast opportu-
20 
nity offered for placing high thoughts before the reader. 
In apt philosophic comparison Caro likens language to an organic body, 
calling the multiplication of dialects the inherent power of procreation. 
This organism animated by a divine breath, the reflection of the human mind, 
must conform to rational laws. The development of a language is the history 
of the two innate tendencies fighting each other; b,y nature lan5~ge tends t 
dissolution; and by reason, tends to a state of fixation. 
Into this, Caro reads that parallel dualism found in the life of man, 
21 
the fight of immortality against death. Caro 1s theory is, as we see, that 
- 19 Miguel A. Caro, "Diccionarios Castellanos," Obras Completas, Q£. 
~., V, PP• 101-109. 
20 Ibid., p. 107. 
"Contradialogo de las letras,n in Obras Completas, 
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living languages are organisms which develop and grow, or decay, in conform-
ity to natural laws. In the life of languages, as in the life of men and all 
biological order, real fecundity is not the work of caprice nor of arbitrar-
iness, but of law. 22 As we saw in a previous chapter, caro was opposed to 
the defacing of the Colonial language. He ably demonstrated that the Castil-
ian language, without any appeal to foreign materials or sources, is an 
inexhaustible quarry for the formation of new words. With an ao.mirable 
sense of vision, Caro foresaw disastrous possibilities in any Hispanic Amer-
ican movement aimed at lingual revolution. He bent every effort to preserve 
and to root most firmly the maternal language, the Castilian, in Hispanic 
America. So profound was his effort, so tenacious his investigations, that 
we can say Caro established a doctrine which today is classic.25 
Holding firmly to the dogmatic power of the literary lights of the 
past, Caro claims that the works which are read anci studied a great deal are 
like a universal school of education; its authors are like peripatetic 
teachers of language. He quotes Moratin and Herreros among the modern writ-
ers who show the power of language because they were faithful to the oral 
tradition of the cultured society of their time and to the usages of the 
24 
good writers who preceded them. 
In a commentary on G6mez Hermosilla's Arte de hablar ~ prosa z verso, 
Caro tells us that while inspiration comes from heaven, ideas are acquired 
in meditation and.in well-ordered reading; but, rich diction, language itself, 
22 Tomas o. Eastman, _Q£. cit., p. 51. 
25 Cecilia Hernandez Marifio, QE· cit., p. 58. 
24 Miguel A. Caro, Qbras Completas, v, 2£• cit., p. 185. 
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is learned only in the writers and poets who possessed it as their own and 
who left lasting signs of it in their works. He stands ademant, in this 
commentary, against those writers who would throw all rules to the winds, as 
he tells us "All reasonable people recognize in literature certain princi~le 
methodically arranged and forming a philosophy and science. 1125 Explaining 
that the history of words is a faithful reflection of the customs, history, 
philosophy, and science of a civilization, Caro calls language «poetry in 
26 
fossil." 
The Spanish Language! This was one of Caro•s great affections, the 
logical sequence of his disinterested espaffolismo. His literary friendship 
with Rufino Jos~ Cuervo and his scholarly grammatical treatises which have 
contributed so much to the purification of the Spanish language in America,-
these were the outcome of his love for 11la lengua madre. 1127 caro was not 
blind to the fact that the Castilian would suffer transformation in America, 
but he wanted the changes to be the outcome of a logical development. Be-
lieving that all possible efforts should be made to prevent idiomatic divi-
sion equivalent.to an ideological division, Caro worked unceasingly for the 
28 preservation of unity in the mother tongue. Caro devoted himself to a 
cultural union of Spain and Spanish America, and at his instance literary 
academies were established in various parts of the New World in order to 
25 Miguel A. Caro, 11Arte de hablar en prosa y verso" Qbras Completas, 
QE_. cit., v, p. 525. 
26 M. A. Caro, "Contradit!logos de las letras," .QE.• cit., V, p. 251. 
27 Antonio Rubid y Lluch, "D. Miguel A. Caro," Revista ~las Indias, 
57: 569, September, 1945. 
28 Cecilia Hernandes Mariffo, QE• cit., p• 60. 
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unify language and literary form. That the efforts of Caro have born 
fruit is evident today. Colombia boasts with pride of a language preserved 
50 
in its purity and transparency •. 
The material contained in the philological essay, Americanismo ~ el 
lenguaje, formed, for the most part, the subject matter of a conference 
given by Caro on February 5, 1878, in the Merpantile Acade~ of O'Leary. I 
was the introduction to a course on literary and philological subjects to be 
given by Caro himself. In this essay Caro pays tribute to the great Andr~s 
Bello as being the most chaste and correct of Hispanic-American poets. How-
ever, the main thesis hinges around the question of division of the language 
into peninsular Spanish and American Spanish--or, to the decom~osition of 
' 
the language into dialects. Caro stands for strict unity, as we have said, 
repeating as his motive, that which induced Bello to compose his famous 
grammar--the consideration of the grave dangers ensuing on lingual division. 
This same point is emphasized again by Caro in Contradialogos ~ las letras, 
when after quoting Pott, t.he German-philologist who foresaw disintegration 
of the Castilian into Hispanic American dialects, Caro observes that since 
there is no central political unity it may be possible that the English 
language may exercise so strong an influence that Latin America might come 
to accepting English as its literary language. Clinching his arguments with 
"this would be the shipwreck of the glorious traditions of our race," he 
maintains that for Hisranic Americans there is a patriotic duty to preserve 
Bl 
the unity of the Castilian language. 
29 E. D. Laborde, ! History of Spanish Literature, (London: William 
Heinemann, ltd., 1951), p. 246. 
50 Cecilia Hernandez Mariffo, Q£• cit., p. 60. 
51 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Completas, .Q£• cit., v., p. 1136. 
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Linguistics and philology are not identical. Philology is based on the 
former since its con~lusions must be scientific, but philology transcends 
science and goes to the realms of art because it studies literary monuments 
not only with a view of examining deeds and ascertaining laws as does lin-
guistics, but with the object of appraising such works artistically and of 
finding in them the most adequate and expressive way of speaking. caro was 
not a professional linguist, but he was a philologist par excellence. caro 
knew the works of the linguists on his little finger, says Eastman; but his 
52 
own works were the critical examination of "words." The field of ,philol-
ogy attracted him as a means of acquiring precision in the word, and of 
knowing the root and the reason of thought in the phonetic patterns. Lan-
guage was the servant of thought for Caro, a servant of such high lineage 
that its disregard merited severe criticism from him. "He who does not know 
language does not know thought, 11 was his axiom. 35 
Oaro considered the conservation of Spanish in Latin America as an omen 
of future grandeur for a great community of nations, and he looked upon Cer-
vantes as the vivifying principal of that ethnic and literary organism., 
According to Caro, Cervantes should be for Spanish-speaking people what 
Shakespeare is for the English, and what Dante is for the Italian. In the 
linguistic system of earo, a language is fixed when it attains literary per-
fection in the best works of a particular period, but this fixedness does 
not bar progress. The usage of the learned v~iters should be like a filter 
for the language. The e~mology of words, the logic of common sense, good 
52 Tomas o. Eastman, QE.· cit., p. 51. 
55 Cecilia Hernandez f~riffo, 2£• cit., p. 58. 
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taste, respect for the language of the masters, and even the influences of 
the moral order are criteria that erudite use should investigate in order to 
further the progress of the language. Caro, recognizing Cervantes as the 
highest model of the Castilian tongue, as the cornerstone of our literary 
edifice, made a special study of him. He considered El Quijote as a national 
54 poem and the literary bible of the entire race. Carots devotion to the 
sources of pure Castilian, the literature of the Golden Age, was evident 
throughout his life. For him, it meant more than simple linguistic study. 
Of the literature of this period he said: "La hermosa unidad catolica se 
refleja en todos los monumentos literarios del siglo de oro de Espafla." 55 
The investigations made by Caro in the field of phonetics may really 
be considered as the first made in the language. At the time Caro produced 
his Castilian phonetic studies the work of don Ram6n Men~ndez Pidal was not 
36 in existence, nor were there writers on phonetics such as Tomas Navarro. 
caro's noble and refined spirit which sought out the gold nuggets of dictio~ 
was a contributing factor to his devotion to philology. 
In spite of his tolerance of neologism, his constant interest was phil-
ological conversation wit~ Cervantes, Fray Luis de Le6n, and san Juan de la 
37 
Cruz. 
54 Marco Fidel Suarez, "Elogio de don Miguel A. Caro le!do el 12 de 
octubre de 1909 en la Academia de Historia," Revista de las Indias, 57:504, 
September, 1945. 
55 Miguel A. Caro, "El Quijote," Obras Completas, _Q£. Cit., II, .P• 156 
56 Cecilia Hernandez Mariffo, Q£· cit., p. 59. 
57 Loc. cit. 
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The philological doctrine of Caro, from his essay Del~~~ rela-
ciones ~ el lenguaje, is contained in these words: 
Tenemos una lengua tan hermosa, tan rica, tan fer-
til, que para todo sirve y a nadie jamas viene es-
trecha, tan s6lo al que no ha estudiado sus inago-
tables recursos; y cogemos las floras y los frutos 
sin acordarnos de que 1a fuerza y 1a savia de su 
organismo es la vida y 1a sangre de escritores ilus-
tres, de los c~sicos espaffoles; que lo mejor de su 
propio ser que ellos en ella pusieron, recibi6lo y 
asimil6selo la lengua, y ahora como de s! misma na-
cido lo presenta bajo el nombre vago de uso que sirve, 
como el de casualidad, a encubrir y postergar el me-
rito personal del genio creador. 58 
Throughout his philological investigations, Caro was never unmindful of 
beauty of style. In fact, the massiveness of his works is due not only to 
the logic of his language, but in no small part, to the finesse of his style 
The charm of sentiment, so marked in Caro•s writings, gives a youthful fresh 
59 
ness and vigor to his works. He was in our America what his great friend, 
Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, was in Spain. 11He resembled Menendez y Pelayo 
so much in tastes and aptitudes, perhaps equalled him in erudition, and at 
times surpassed him in analytical strength and in the heights of his poetic 
aspirations.n40 These poetic accomplishments we shall discuss in the next 
chapter, where we shall see that in spite of the fact that Romanticism was 
diffused throughout south America in the latter ninete&nth century, it had 
no effect on ~tiguel Antonio Caro, the classicist. 
58 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Completas, QE.. Cit., V, p. 264. 
59 Cecilia Her~ndez Mariffo, QE. cit., p. 65. 
40 Carc!a Prado, Antolog!a de L!ricos Colombianos, I (Bogot4: Imprenta 
Nacional, 1957), p. 281. 
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CHAPTER V 
CARO, THE POET 
The powerful analytical faculty predominant in Caro as evidenced in his 
philological and critical studies, was not opposed to the development of the 
poetic sentiment in the soul of him who began.and closed his career writing 
1 
verses. When Colombian romanticism was at the heights of its glory, Ca.ro's 
verses appeared, presenting a well-marked fusion of sentiment and of thought 
with the classical ideal and finish. Caro, preeminently a classicist and a 
Latinist by temperament and by deliberate intention, was a true representa-
tive of Latin culture in the Spanish tongue. His syntax and construction, 
his power of synthesis, all recall to us the source of the poetrs models, 
Virgil, Horace, Propercius and Catulus. 2 "Ca.ro ca.nta porque lleva una armo-
nia que no puede manifestar sino en expresi6n exacta, mate~tica." 5 One can-
not fully enjoy Carots poetry on one reading; one must live with his poetry, 
so logical in form and so profound in sentiment in order to find in it an in-
exhaustible treasure, richer in proportion as it is kno~~.4 
The frankly classical form of Caro•s poetry is not that of the orator!-
cal style exemplified in the Spanish school toward the end of the eighteenth 
1 Jose JoaqUin Ortega Torres, Historia de la literatura Colombiana, 
segunda edici6n aumentada (Bogota: Cromos editorial, 1955), p. 572. 
2 Cecilia Hern~ndez Marifio, Miguel Antonio Caro: Diversos aspectos de 
~ humanista Colombiano (Bogota: Prensas de la Biblioteca Nacional, 145), 55. 
4 Loc. ill• 62 
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and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries. It is finished and polished 
with the simplicity and naturalness of style we find in the great Latin clas-
sics so well understood by Caro. His style is not due to technical ability 
of masterful combination of sound, but rather to the intimate music of his 
soul combined with a natural sense of harmohy. 5 In the poetry of caro we 
find not only the melody of a Garcilaso de la Vega, but thought and substance 
as well. Furthermore, Caro possessed a complete and perfect mastery of the 
castilian, acquired at the pure fountains of the Golden Age, and evident 
throughout his poetry. It is the combination of all these elements, comments 
OyUela, which has given Caro so elevated a place among the artists and poets 
6 
of America. In an editorial appearing in El Eco Hispanoamericano, Paris, 
August 15, 1867, Jos~ Segundo F16rez remarks: 
Miguel A. Caro, one of the literary glories of 
America has just published a precious work of 
poems 2the reference is to poes!as, 186§7 whose 
reading is recommended to all lovers of classi-
cal literature •••• The poetry of Caro is char-
acterized by a facility and elegance of verse, by 
a style severely correct, and above all by a 
delicate nobility of sentiment, a depth of con-
cepts, and a pronounced beauty of imagery •••• 
We do not hesitate to classify the illustrious 
Colombianiard among the classic poets of Europe 
as well as of America, since ~oets such as Caro 
are truly cosmopolitan •••• 
This critic further states that the masterly manner in which caro takes the 
beautiful language of Cervantes and Calder6n and models it on the forms of 
5 Calixto Oyuela, Antolog!a Po~tica Hispano-Americana, III (Buenos 
Aires: logel Estrada y Cia., 1919-20), pp. 1015 ff. 
6 Ibid., p. 1014. 
7 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Po~ticas, Musa Militante-~tiras-Lira Cristiana, 
(Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1953), notas pp. 225-26. LSee Ap~endix III for 
original Spanish text~ 
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virgil, Horace, Catullus and Propercius is a rare accomplishment. 8 
Merchan makes this observation regarding the poetry of Caro: 
" 
. . . 
en poes!a, creemos que tiene LPar£7 dos minas: hered6 la una, descubri6 la 
otra; prefiere explotar la primera, por afecto de familia intelectual; pero 
9 la segunda saca mineral mas rico." 
Caro himself gives us the key to his poetry in his "Estudio sobre Me-
nendez y Pelayo": 
• • • los estudios clasicos suborainaaos al esp!-
ritu catolico, al mismo tiempo que halagan y lle-
van tras s! la voluntad sin esclavizarlos, fecun-
dan el entendimiento para toda suerte de trabajos, 
amenizando los que de suyo son aridos y ennoble-
ciendo los que parecen fr!volos; la poes!a, por 
ejemplo, que para el humanista no es un entreteni-
miento balad!, un mero juego de sociedad, sino la 
mas bella y agradable de las ciencias enlazada en 
curiosas investigaciones hist6ricas y con el estu-
dio profundo de los s!mbolos de pensamiento human~.10 
Poetry is, then, for Caro the most beautiful science of historical and psy-
chological investigation of man's expression. He says, furthermore, in the 
essay quoted above: 
La poes!a es arte de invenci6n de ex~resi6n y 
de imitaci6n. Imita el poeta. a la naturaleza 
y imita tambien a otros poetas, no siendo, co-
mo algunos piensan, incompatibles ni diversos 
por esencia estos dos linajes de imitaci6n; 
puesto que los libros llevan en s! mismos mucho 
de naturaleza humana.ll 
Caro argues that a great poet must study what has preceded him, and refuting 
objections to his theory on imitation, he asks: "Who gave Dante the idea of 
8 Ibid., P• 226. 
9 Rafael MercMn, "Miguel Antonio Caro, cr!tico," Estudios Cr!ticos, 
(Madrid: Editorial America, n.d.), p. 252. 
10 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Completas, Estudios Literarios, III (Bogota: 
Imprenta Nacional, 1821), p. 256. 
11 Ibid., p. 245. 
the Inferno?" Ca.ro himself answers, "Virgil''. He quotes V!ctor Hugo as an 
12 imitator of Sophocles, Euripedes, Racine, Corneille, and of arron. We may 
apply the words of Chenier, "Frutos frescos con sabor conocido," as expres-
15 
siva of Caro•s idea of poetry, which is, succinctly, not only the art of 
invention and expression but also of deliberate imitation.14 
From early childhood Caro had felt an irresistible inclination toward 
poetry, cultivating it without intermission, making it serve as the expres-
sion of his most intimate fancies and thoughts. In his poetic collections, 
one must of necessity distinguish the youthful beginnings from the more 
seasoned fruits, even though one finds a great similarity of taste in both. 
Those with contemporary and popular leanings do not turn to the poetry of 
Caro, because in these compositions are found the dominant tendencies of the 
ancient schools: predominance of reflection, and sobriety of form. 15 Because 
of this, some critics identify the poetic works of earo as being pleasing 
16 
only to those few who are well versed in classic letters. These critics 
say the poetry of Caro is cold and the language is antiquated. Merchdn, the 
Cuban critic, in refutation says that a poet is not the exclusive author of 
his works since the spirit of the epoch from which he takes his inspiration 
collaborates with him, and that poetry without being essentially altered, 
changes in taste or in style Lde gusto o de mod!! in nearly all periods; and 
Caro follows sixteenth century models. 
12 Miguel Antonio Caro, ~. ci.:t£,., II, p. 7. 
15 Cecilia Her~dez Marino, QE. cit., p. 56. 
14 Miguel A. Caro, Op. cit., III, P• 245. 
15 Francisco Blanco Garcia, La literatura espanola ~ el siglo XIX, 
(Madrid: saenz de Jubera Hnos., 1894), p. 544. 
16 Ibid., p. 545. 
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After offering several well-founded arguments to offset these critics, 
Merchan says if we find the true lyrical note in Caro•s poetry, we will see 
that he has attained the laurels of a poet: 17 and asking the question: "Hay 
ah! sentimiento, o no lo hay?" he quotes for our consideration, caro•s "SUef1o&i 
from Horas de Amor: 
El aire a veces tu rumor se lleva, 
Si~ntese entonces general vac!o; 
Se asusta el coraz6n, despierta el alma 
Con un latido; 
El alma llora 
Vienes perdidos; 
Mas vuelven los rumores, y el pensamient.o vago 
Se aduerme de tus ondas al amoroso ruido. 
Ay! que para morir las alegr!as, 
Toman de la tristeza el colorido! 
Tus murmullos en eco se prolongan 
Que son suspiros, 
Y en sombras mueren, 
Oh claro r!ol 
As! a las frescas voces de los primeros af1os 
Los af1os que en pos vienen responden con gemidos • 
. The logical and mathematical precision of mind in Caro found its best 
poetic manifestation in the sonnet. His sonnets are perfect in form and pos-
sass an intensity and fullness of feeling which give them an overpowering 
18 
sense of strength. Carranza, admitting the grave subjective intensity in 
Caro•s sonnets, says, nevertheless, they suffer from a certain formality and 
19 
lack of flexibility. Yet, he points out very apropos that the Christian 
tone and fragrance of the sonnets wherein Caro always solves the problems of 
the soul in the light of Christian philosophy, offer a striking contrast to 
17 Merch<fu, .Q£. cit., p. 291. 
18 Cecilia Hernandez Marif1o, 2£• cit., p. 36. 
19 Eduardo Carranza, "La musa her6ica y austera de don Miguel Ca.ro," 
R~vista de las Indias, 51: 546, September, 1~45. 
the singers tormented by doubt, such as Nunez de Arce and other nineteenth 
20 
century pessimists. 
As an original poet Caro excelled best in grave and meaitative poetry 
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where Nature forms the basic theme. The tree attracted him as the symbolism 
best suited to the poet. 
1rbol es el poeta, que s~ aferra 
en rec6ndito seno la honda planta 
a las regiones de la luz levanta 
la !rente, que sublime instinto encierra. 
Huyendo del contacto de la tierra 
mas dulce el aura, entre su sombra santa 
silba, y de amor y gozo el ave canta 
cuando refulge el sol tras la alta sierra. 
Paz y serenidad a el alma ensefia 
su copa remeci6ndose en la altura 
con vago giro y con susurro arcano; 
y al cielo, en cuyo fondo se diseffa. 
Cual de alada visi6n, su vestidura, 
llama y convida al pensamiento humano. 
Nature seems to be subjective rather than objective in earo. It was not for 
him, as it was for the romantic poets, an echo to his sentiments; 11it was the 
framework of his verses, the charm of his metaphors--the tree and the poet; 
21 
the birds and freedom; the river and the continuous inconstancies of life." 
Caro does not transfer his soul to Nature, rather he 11 expre~pes his sorrows 
to her and begs her advice"; at times he reminds us of Francis of Assisi. 22 
In his sonnet, Los Dos Hu6spedes, we find three entities, a tree, a man, 
a bird, as represented by the three pronouns: Yo, tu, 61. 
2o Ibid., p. 546. 
21 Cecilia Hernandez Mariffo, 2£· cit., p. 44. 
22 toe. cit. 
! TU, cuya copa abierta se levanta 
Con sombra amiga protegiendo el suelo; 
Tli, do el alado morador del cielo 
Ocul to anida y amoroso canta 1 
Yo mido el campo con humilde planta, 
ll cruza el aire con gallardo vuelo: 
Codicioso de amor, yo de consuelo, 
Juntos llegamos a tu sombra santa. 
Inquieto, enamorado y engreido, 
ll en tu verde copa floreciente 
Viene a trinar cabe el sabroso nido. 
Pensativo, callado, falleciente, 
En tu nudoso tronco envejecido 
Yo busco arrimo, de mi bien ausente. 
The man and the bird come to the tree, one begging advice; the other, love. 
The bird seeks a home, the man bemoans his lost goods. Cecilia Hern~dez 
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Marifio sees in this poem the artistrs desire to mount to heights where human 
misery cannot overtake him. In this senbe it is that she interprets the 
25 
bird as Caro r s symbol of paradise. Caro loved birds very much. He has 
left us his lovely Castalian version of Pajarillo de Lesbia by Catulus: 
Elegia !. la muerte de _!:!!! Papagayo de Ovidio, and his own delightful, Las Aves: 
LAS AVES 
. . . . . . 
Para la eterna inmensidad nacida 
gime el alma y quisiera 
en edades lanzarse sin medida, 
en espacios hundirse sin ribera. 
Por eso amar, volar nos place tanto: 
el que ama los lugares 
y el tiempo olvida, ?qu~ es el desencanto 
sino al fondo bajar de los pesares 
25 Ibid., p. 45. 
Y volver a cantar menguadas horas? 
!Ay! Aves pasajeras ••• 
Os sigo con la vista; ya no os veo; 
Y miro todav!a, 
que absorta en la ilusi6n de su deseo 
os busca el alma en la regi6n vac!a. 
Sombra y esclavitud cubren el suelo; 
siguiendo vuestro giro, 
la alegre libertad que hay en el cielo 
gozo un instante, pues gozarla os miro. 
solitude, nature, and love seem to be the principal sources of Care's inspi-
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ration. He preferred the simple life, frugal and quiet--just as Fray Luis de 
Le6n had wished it; a life in solitude with nature. This longing is express-
ed in one of Care's lengthier poems, the last one he wrote, El Canto al Silen-
~· This is the final great inspiration in which the 11fe~less warrior who 
had calmed so many storms by his burning words now invokes silence, the fore-
runner of perpetual peace." 24 
Vengo en ti a descansar, SILENCIO santo, 
Yo, la PALABRA honrada, y a ofrecerte 
Respeto y gratitud en d~bil canto. 
. . . . . 
Como noche apacible y claro dia, 
Alternas tu conmigo, o me haces mudo, 
aomo a la luz la sombra, compafiia. 
Fund6, huyendo de turba cortesana, 
Su temple la gentil Sabiduria 
En monte excelso, en soledad lejana; 
. . . . . 
24 Antonio G6mez Restrepo, 11 Semblanza del seffor Caro," Revista de las 
Indias, 57: 557, September, 1945. 
A soledad remota y escondida 
Lleva el Seftor al alma, y la consuela 
Con 6sculo suave y pan de vida. 
Dejad, hijos de Egipto, las ciudadest 
CUal zorita en su pefta, haced mansiones 
En el centro de vastas soledades. 
. . . . . 
!Oh, c~tos generosos corazones, 
Lejos all! de terrenal tumulto 
Buscaron s6lo celestiales donesl 
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The influence of Horace is very clearly seen here: simple, placid, nature--
tranquility, peace; a nature that knows not how to mourn nor to wee!). It is 
not a Nature tragic and full of mysterious inquietudes, 11but rather nature, 
25 
transparent, clear, idyllic." 
With El Himno del Latino, the poem analyzed in a previous chapter, La 
Vuelta ~ la Patria also finds an importGnt place in the Latin American anthol 
ogies. This is a beautiful composition in which we ascend with the poet, 
stanza by stanza, from the low and obscure regions of earth until we reach 
the splendors of the divine ideal. Valera wrote beautifullyof this poem: 
Aquella dulce y mistica melancolia, aquella vague-
dad esfumada con que percibimos como verdadera pa-
tria la que esta mas alla de la muerte, y aquella 
pintura, tan natural y verdadera, de la patria te-
rrenal, de la casa de m;estros padres, del valle 
tranquilo en que pas6 nuestra ninez; y aquella men-
gua y abatimiento del coraz6n enfer·mo, que vuelve 
a su antigua soledad, que la desea, y que ya no la 
halla, porque ya no existe sino en su mente como 
ideal divino: todo, en suma, en esta composici6n 
en que hay mas ideas que palabras, la hacen en mi 
opini6n perfecto dechado de poesia de sentimiento 
25 Cecilia Hernandez Marino, QE. cit., p. 44. 
en qualquier idioma. No se puede citar un bOlo 
verso sin citarlos todos. Nada huelga en la com-
posici6n. Todo esta primorosamente enlazado y for-
ma el mas aromonioso conjunto. 26 
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However, in the eyes of the Colombians, Caro's greatest poetic glory rests on 
his elegiac ode, A la Estatua de Libertador. This poem contains one hundred 
sixty lines forming a presentation of the moral character of Bol!var, accom-
plished partly by incorporating into the poem certain historical sayings of 
the Liberator, such as: "Who kno~s whether I have ploughed on the sea and 
built en the wind," and "Perhaps the curses of a hundred generations will fal 
on me, unfortunate author of so many ills1" These sublime doubts, says Caro 
in the poem, have been expressed by the sculptor who wrought the great statue 
of the Liberator in the main square, La Plaza Major, of Bogota. 
The ode was written for the centenary of Bolivar, July 24, 1885, and 
first published in commemoration of the event in the Bogotan newspapers. 
Later it was copied by other papers. Belisario Pena writing from QUito, Au-
gust 50, 1885, says: "Anteayer le! en el nUmero 19 de ~ Verdad, la oda de M 
Caro a la estatua de Bolivar; la rele!, la aprendi de memoria, la repito sin 
27 
cesar, no pienso en otra cosa, no hablo de otra cosa." 
Caro had gone for a rest to the village of Chia, the most beautiful part 
of the region liberated by Bolivar. Here nature offers an aspect of immuta-
ble serenity and inspires a sweet melancholy. Caro was reminiscing on the 
deeds of the hero and especially on the theme presented by the Italian sculp-
tor, Tennerani, in the bronze statue before which caro had so often stopped 
26 Juan Valeria, quoted in Calixto Oyuela, .Qp_. cit., p. 1017. 
27 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Po~ticas, Q£. cit., notas p. 242. 
since early childhood. It was then and there that he conceived the idea of 
28 the poem, mentally elaborating on it before committing it to paper. 
Most of Caro's recognition in the field of poetry rests on this poem. 
Menendez y Pelayo in a letter dated· February 1884 says that it is some time 
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since any Castilian poem has produced so profound an impression on him. He 
remarks that the feeling of melancholic grandeur and serene resignation run-
ning through it is a great contrast to the confusion and declamatory osten-
tation of the numberless odes inspired by the same "caudillo." "The stanzas 
are polished, elegant, rapid in movement--Horatian, without pretending it."2~ 
Again Menendez y Pelayo says: 
El eminente humanista a quien debe nuestra len-
gua la mejof traducci6n poetica de Virgilio, ha 
pulsado mas de una vez el arpa. mistica de Fray 
Luis de Le6n, y ya en el tomo de sus ensayos ju-
veniles, impreso en 1866, hay varias muestras de 
este genero, felices primicias de su bien nacida 
musa, que luego se ha levantado con tan sostenido 
vuelo en su magn!fica oda A la esta tua del liber-
tador, no horaciana de todo punto, mas bien ma.n-
zoniana, pero mucho mas pr6xima a la manera igua.l 
y ~eposada de los disc!pulos de Horacio que al li-
rismo intemperante y oratorio de QUintana. E1 que 
ha escrito esta oda tan profundamente eleglaca, 
pensada y sentida con tanta elevaci6n y ian no-
ble tristeza, tan original en el pensamiento y 
tan desviada de todo resabio de declamaci6n ~a­
tri6tica, y versificada ademas con tanta plenitud 
y tanto n~ero, bien puede contarse, aunque s6lo 
por ella fuera, entre las primeras lirlcos castella-
nos.50 
28 Ibid., notas, p. 251. 
29 Ibid., p. 244, a copy of this letter. 
50 Menendez y Pelayo, Horacio ~ Espana, 2~ edici6n, tomo 2.a, pagina 
280, quoted in Miguel Antonio Caro, Obras Poeticas, QE. cit., notas, p. 245. 
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In the words of Caro himself, in a letter of thanks to Diego Fallon for 
his congratulations, we read: 
• • • la oda es una manifestaci6n ingenua de lo 
que muchas veces he considerado y he sentido al 
contemplar a Bolivar en la obra admirable de Te-
nerani. Los bajos relieves del alto pedestal de 
marmol, • • • expresan bellisimamente los puntos 
de vista biogr~ficos que eligi6 el escultor ita-
liano: Bolivar proclamando la Independencia ante 
el clero, la milicia y el pueblo; Bolivar jurando 
la Constituci6n, y pidiendo a los Disputados que 
11 le cambien todos sus t!tulos por el de buen ciu-
dadano." Bolivar en el acto a.e perdonar al ven-
cido "por la cent~sima vez"; Bolivar, en fin, en-
seftando a una familia africana el decreto de abo-
lici6n de la esclavitud, ratificado con aquellas 
palabras que dirigi6 al Congreso: "Imploro la li-
bertad absoluta de los esclavos como imploraria mi 
vida y 1a vida de la Republica." ••• Quise en mis 
versos consignar esta interpretaci6n, enlaz~ndola 
con reflexiones melanc6licas que despierta la me-
moria de Bolivar, mayormente en esta ciuaad de Bo-
gota, teatro importantisimo de su vida publica.Bl 
G6mez Restrepo says the inspiration of the poem carries us on and on, to 
greater heights somewhat like the flight of an eagle, adding: 11Nuevamente 
Caro uni6 su destino al de un inmortal, como lo unieron Manzoni y Tennyson al 
de los dos querreros que decidieron 1a suerte de Europa en el campo de water-
52 loo~ Oyuela calls the poem a masterpiece wherein the poet, like the sculp-
tor, Tennerani, contemplates the liberator not as a hero triumphant and glo-
rious, (a point to which Caro refers only incidentally) but as a man wounded 
35 by sorrow, disillusioned by ingratitude, and conse~uently dejected. 
31 M. A. Caro, Obras Poeticas, QE. cit., pp. 257-58. 
52 Antonio GOmez Restrepo, QE. cit., p. 357. 
55 Calixto Oyuela, Op. cit., p. 1018. 
Inclinando la espada 
Tu brazo triunfador parece inerme, 
Terciado el grave manto; la mirada 
En el suelo clavada; 
Mustia en tus labios la elocuencia duerme. 
The thought, so intensely condensed in sober and manly expres~ion in these 
lines, nobly portrays the simple majesty of the pathetic figure. "It is," 
as Carranza so well puts it, 11 that we feel ourselves sudaenly raised on the 
wings of words to the purest heights of the epic, because earo sings not to 
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the glorious Bolivar on the pinnacle of success, but he exalts him be~utiful 
and sad in an air of melancholy and heroic refiose." 34 "Ese canto vivirl! 
tanto o mas que el bronce idealizado por el estatuario," 55 is the opinion of 
Marco Fidel SUirez, as he adds that the distinctive marks of the best of 
caro•s poetic works, ! la Estatua del Libertador, are: "_perfection of form, 
depth of ideas, and nobility of sentiment coupled with chaste ana religious 
36 
aspirations." 
In the funeral oration for Caro, made in the name of the Republic, va-
lencia said: 
••• otra estatua, inmortal que, erguida eterna-
mente bajo el cielo pur!simo de la memoria colom-
biana, vivira para siempre cuapdo el bronce de Ten-
nerani, limado de los siglos, yazga mdtilo e informe 
cabe el pedestal derru!do que hubo de sustentarlo 
un d!a • • • Y Bol!var vivira mientras el habla 
castellana nos este pregonando, en las estrofas 
54 Eduardo Carranza, QQ. cit., p. 346. 
55 Marco F. suarez quoted in Jos~ Joaquin Ortega Torres, Historia de la 
literatura colombiana, p. 376. 
56 Loc. cit. 
del poeta, un pasado glorioso y un compromiso 
para lo futuro.57 
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If Caro'S prose is the analysis of his inner self, his poetry is a syn-
thesis of his Ego since his religious beliefs, his political creed, his La-
tinity, his esthetic theories, and his intimate sentiments are all found in 
58 his poetry. In the estimation of Caro, poetry was not only the expression 
of a fleeting sentiment and the combination of images; it was, as it was for 
59 Lucretius, an instrument of synthesis. 
Enumerating the most notable features in the intellectu~l personality 
of Miguel A. Caro, Valdaspe lists: vigorous and convincing expression in 
that which pertains to morals; strong and loyal bonds of friendship with 
Spain; defender, protector, and supporter of order and of the catholic Church 
vast learning and unusual mental acumen; and the gifts of the classic poet 
"a la manera del siglo XVIII." 40 
Appropriately applied to the close of this chapter is the last stanza 
of Caro's, 11 La Religi6n al Poeta": 
Yo soy la Religi6n: tal vez mafia.na 
Vendra a anublar tu cefio 
Y tu pecho a turbar la Ciencia humana; 
Ella es del mundo y su doctrina es vana; 
Yo soy de arriba y la verdad te ensefio. 41 
57 Guillermo Valencia, "Discurso pronunciado ante el c~daver del sefior 
Caro," Discursos, Serie 7, Selecci6n Samper-Ortega, 100 vols., (BogoM: Edi-
torial Punerva, 1955-57), p. 81. 
58 Cecilia Hernandez Marino, Q£. cit., p. 56. 
59 Loc. cit. 
40 Tristan Valdaspe, Historia de la literatura Argentina ~ Hispano-
Americana (Buenos Aires: Moly y Lasserre, 1957), p. 252. 
41 Miguel A. Caro, Po~ticas, Q£. cit., p. 185. 
CHAPTER VI 
CARO, CRITIC AND PHILOSOPHER 
Miguel Caro, the poet, possessed many and versatile gifts; that of 
literary critic stands out preeminently. No one can dispute him first place 
in the field of criticism in Colombia, nor probably in all of Spanish Aroer-
ica. Caro entered this field through the humanities as did many another of 
the great critic artists who preceded him. Reading the Latin classics in 
their original, Caro learned to model his thinking on the language of Virgil 
long before he exercised his critical faculties on non-classical works. At 
the dawn of youth the classic seal was indelibly impressed on Caro•s spirit. 
Miguel Tobar, his esteemed grandfather, who moulded his mental life, may be 
said to have carved the path for Caro. In so doing, he rendered a signal 
service to the general culture of his country. 
Although Miguel Caro was the son of one of Colombia's great Romantic 
poets, nevertheless, he was never fascinated by the splendors of that school 
Caro is identified with Andres Bello as an outstanuing classical personality· 
in this respect, a master of his race, representing the highest of Spanish 
culture in Hispanic America.1 Miguel Caro is considered the inaugurator of 
literary criticism in Colombia. A study of the literary proauctions of that 
1 Antonio G6mez Restrepo, "Caro, cr:!tico," Cr:!tica Literaria, Serie 8 
de Selecci6n S amper Ortega (Bogota: Editorial, s. A. 1955), p. 14. 
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country during the second half of the nineteenth century reveals a definite 
and decided break,without transition, from articles purely panegyric and 
criticism plainly grammatical, to the profound and philosophical studies of 
2 Miguel Caro. Caro profited from his knowledge of the old didactic criticis 
which usefully embraced a detailed examination of the niceties of compositio 
and style. However, he did not confine himself exclusively to this phase of 
criticism. Parting from a philological analysis of the texts, he elevated 
himself to a higher sphere wherein the critic envisions synthetically the 
work of art in the aggregate. 3 
The criticism of Caro can truly be called philosophical because it does 
not rest satisfied with a study of details; it penetrates depths, revealing 
the thought produced by the work. It examines the basic source of the art-
ist 1s inspirati9n. Conclusive proof of the fruitful results obtained from 
this system of criticism is seen in care's several critical studies on Vir-
gil. Care, who in political struggle was always found in the first line of 
combatants, as a critic preferred to treat of men and things which were at a 
sufficient distance in time and space to guarantee independ~nce of judgment. 
It was only on a few occasions that he passed literary critical judgment on 
contemporaries, and then only because by excepti~nal circumstances the work 
4 
had evidenced a classic note. An example of this is seen in his two master 
pieces of criticism, Poes!as de Men~ndez z Pelayo and Men~ndez z Pelayo z la 
ciencia espafiola. 
Under a pseudonym, Caro wrote in 1889: 
La cr!tica verdadera es luz y no eclipse. Ella 
es inc6rporea; ilumina los objetos para aguzar 
2 Ibid., p. 14. 
3 Ibid., p. 15. 
4 Loc. cit. 
la visi6n del espectador, no para entorpecerla; 
y hace los objetos visibles y hermosos sin al-
terarlos. El cr!tico y el historiador han de 
mostrarse por los efectos magicos que producen, 
no por la vana ostentaci6n de su impertinente 
personalidad; por eso el critico como el his-
toriador, sin dejar de ser exacto y cientifico, 
ha de tener no poco de poeta o artista, as! como 
la luz embellece las cosas sin perjuicio de una 
absoluta fidelidad." 5 
G6mez Restrepo, in quoting the above, says that few critics have fulfilled 
this admirable formula as has Oaro himself; a formula which Sainte Beuve 
6 
might have adopted for his own, with great pleasure. 
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The combative temperament of Caro found an adequate outlet for the ex-
pression of his majestic thoughts in the vast field of literary criticism. 
The greater part of his literary accomplishments is in this genre. Besides 
the studies of the classic authors and the philological critical studies 
mentioned previously in other chapters, Caro has left us: 
Contradi.!Hogo de las letra~, 11 joya de erudici6n" 7 a challenge 
to the. criticism which sefior Juan Ignacio de Armas made on the ~hilological 
works of Rufino J. Cuervo and Jose Manuel Marroquin, and which was published 
in La Opini6n Nacional of Caracas. 
Oraci6n de estudios, a discourse on the importance of knowle~ge 
and of the greater need of virtue. 
Literatura mejicana: this was reproduced by the Biblioteca 
Clasica of Madrid in the reprint of Poetas buc6licos griegos, translated int 
Castilian verse by MontesdeOca y Obreg6n; (volume XXIX of the Biblioteca). 
5 M. A. Caro, quoted in A. G6mez Restrepo, Q£. cit., p. 28. 
7 Marco F. Suarez, in M. A. Caro, Obras Completas, Estudios Literarios 
II, (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1920), intro. xxi. 
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La Aliteracidn considerada como elegancia m~trica. 
Del verso endecas:!labo: Sus variedades: sus origenes. 
Ensayo metrico de ~ traduccidn de Byron. This is a Castilian 
translation of 11 Espaf1a en la Guerra de Independencia11 (1809) and "Childe 
Harold's Pilgrimage," Canto I, 32-43, with an enlightening critical intro-
duction. 
Un Recuerdo Historico X~ Poes:!a Latina: This essay, in the 
form of a letter directed to the editor of El Orden Fdblico, January 1900, is 
a justification of the Jesuits with a brief history of their labors in Colom-
bia in the latter nineteenth century. Oaro at~ached a Latin poem, an elegy 
of forty-eight lines, an affectionate farewell from a European Jesuit to 
those who formed the apostolic band to New Granada in 1844. Identifying it 
as good poetry, Caro requests publication so that it will be saved for the 
future. 
San Cirilo de Alejandr:!a, 8 a powerful refutation of the English-
man, Edward Gibbon (1737-96), who tried to prove Cyril was instigator in the 
killing of the Greek girl, Hipatia. Caro's defense, a reply to an article of 
August, 1882, by a New York professor who was simply reiterating the doctrine 
of his master, Gibbon, is clear and logical, characterized by historical 
exactness and documentary proof. Caro quotes Cyril's letter to Pope st. 
Celestine and also cites the great Jesuit, Petavio. Gibbon, asserting that 
Nestorius was innocent of heresy and unjustly condemned, is quoted by caro 
with all the substantial omissions of this historian. Carors essay, a fine 
expose of the divine maternity, reveals the vastness of his theological know-
ledge. Carots challenge, in which he shows up, one by one, all the false 
8 M. A. Caro, Obras Completas, IV (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, l9iB), 
pp. 159-174. 
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statements of Gibbon, clears Cyril. 
Caro has several critical studies serving as prologues to literary 
works; in some cases these are purely critical, others are both biographical 
and critical. 
A study entitled Madrigales is a treasure of erudition. caro formulate 
a definition and examines many poems in the light of this definition, show-
ing that many works are real madrigales that have not previously been con-
sidered as such, and vice versa. 
Caro•s study of sonnets and sonneteers, his appreciative and critical 
interest in Bello as an American poet, his critical biographies of Arboleda, 
of Jos~ Eusebio Caro, of Olmedo, his study on nutilitarismo,n and numberless 
other valuable studies--all speak to us of the Master of Criticism in Americ • 
Miguel Antonio Caro in his criticism analyzed both medium and artist before 
taking up a detailed study of the work; thus going from cause to effect in 
accordance with his metaphysical spirit. This method may be better under-
stood by outlining the order established in his essay on Juan ue Castellanos 
which is a study of Castellanos r life and writings. This wor.rc is found in 
10 
Obras Completas, III. 
Caro enumerates the editions of the work of the chronicler, then the 
commentaries which it has merited. Next he begins on the unfortunate life o 
the 11 Cura of Tunja," completing in part, correcting in part, the data col-
lected previously by Vergara. Caro, penetrating deeply into the work, points 
9 Spanish poet and historian (1522-1606) author of Elegi~s de varones 
ilustres de Indias. Very little is known of him except that he was one of 
Columbus'soldiers who lived here half a century as "vecino y cura de Tunja; 
information which is glEaned through his poem. 
10 pp. 51-88. 
out the great courage castellanos manifested as historian of the con~uest, 
thus indicating praiseworthy qualities in passages where he fails to find 
literary excellence. Noting the influence of Ercilla and particularly of 
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oviedo, Caro compares the style of the latter with Castellanos. He analyzes 
the sources of research of the author of Las Eleg!as; he compares the two 
different tendencies of Padre Las Casas and of Oviedo. While censuring Las 
casas, Caro praises the equanimity of Castellanos when speaking of the ~-
~uistadores. He tarries on the foreign literary influences which molded 
Castellanos, and gives us important data concerning his library. Caro quali 
fies the work as essentially American since all the accounts in the work re-
late to the conquistadores on this continent. He notes the influence of 
Italian literature in Spain and the use of the "octava real" in the Peninsul • 
He praises the biographical method chosen by the author; he refrains from 
analyzing him as a poet since the verses are poetry only in part; yet, he 
recommends the work to youth as a worthy source for the study of the history 
11 
of their country in particular, and of the Conquest in general. 
Cecilia Hernandez Mariffo says of Caro as critic: 
Muy espaffol y nada ind!gena. La gloria de Es~na 
ha de continuar en Am~rica. La conquista fue un 
derecho legal que derram6 bendiciones en el Nuevo 
Mundo. Protesta contra Las Casas y su anhelo e-
mancipador del indio; protesta--como Bolivar pro-
testara--de que la independencia de Am~rica lo hu-
biera sido tambi~n del indio. El aborigen no fi-
gura en su visi6n cr!tica; empero, las glorias de 
Espaffa en Am~rica, la historia de Espaffa en Am~­
rica, la literatura Castellana en Am~rica, forman 
su inconmovible centro de inter~s. 12 
11 Cecilia Hernandez Mariffo, Miguel Antonio Caro: Diversos aspectos de 
~ humanista Colombiana (Bogota: Prensas de la Biblioteca Nacional, 1g43) 
pp. 69-70. 
12 Ibid., p. 69. 
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One of the most interesting characteristics which caro offers us as a 
critic is his study of Horace. Horace and Caro were antagonistic personal-
ities. Perhaps this is the only case where Caro shows decided admir~tion for 
a type so opposite to himself. Horace, the Epicurian, the man of easy life, 
subtle and satirical, wanting to pass his life at the foot of a tree 11 en 
medio al placer del vino," vacillating and fickle, loving nothing with certi-
tude, was surely a drastic contrast to the sincere warrior, the man of virtue 
15 
and integrity, the deep thinker, the modest but valorous Miguel Caro. In 
his essay on Horace, Caro makes special mention of Oie II of the Epodes, one 
of the most beautiful descriptions of rural life; of Satire VI and of Book 
II, in which Horace contrasts the conveniences of the city with the 11inno-
cent pleasures which he enjoyed in country life"; of Epistle X of Book I, in 
which he gives us the reasons for his loving the rustic life; and of Epistles 
XIV and XVI of Book I. The modes of sense perception seem different in Hor-
ace and Caro, comments Cecilia Hernandez Marifio; in Horace there seems to be 
a voluptuous pleasure, while in Caro we find a tranquility, serenity, and a 
14 
peace inspired by the contemplation of nature. Caro finus in Horace the 
summit of lyrical perfection: 
Horacia, que como autor de satiras y ep!stolas, es 
un romano que se codea con grandes y plebeyos en 
las calles, como poeta l!rico es un sacerdote de 
las musas, a quien el cielo protege, que canta a 
las donce1las y a los nifios, que despide a1 vulgo 
profano y se goza en tocar 1a flauta o en pulsar 
la lira, en opacas grutas en compan!a de ninfas y 
satires. 15 
13 Ibid., p. 71. 
14 Ibid., p. 72. 
15 Miguel A. Caro, "Poes!as de Menendez y Pelayo: Indicaciones sobre la 
poes!a Horaciana," Obras Completas, QE. cit., III, p. 244. 
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Other qualities which Caro admired in Horace were his power of expressing 
16 
philosophy in poetic images, and of individualizing abstractions. But it 
was the elevated, classic mind in which only a word sufficed to express a 
world of thought, which formed the basic point of contact between Horace and 
17 
caro. 
The firm and unmovable basis of all Caro's thinking in philosophy, in 
politics, in literature, was his profound Catholic faith. In a century of 
doubt and of negative criticism, Caro never faltered in his unwavering ortho-
18 
doxy. In his eyes, religion was not only an essential element in society, 
but it was, furthermore, the fundamental basis of all artistic inspiration. 
caro considered Victor Hugo a great poet only when he sought his sources of 
thought in Christianity; when he left this field and manifested scepticism, 
Caro says he fell into puerility. 
In his essay on Nrlftez de Arce, our critic identifies the muse of this 
poet as "doubt," that cancer "which undermines political as well as religious 
+'aith." He says that Nrlftez de Arce is worth infinitely more for that which he 
19 believes than for that which he doubts. Again he shows that the unity of 
1
vhought in the Colonial era was due to sentiments definitely Catholic. He 
~praids Prescott, the Protestant historian, who fails to see that Catholicism 
~s the tree which bears leaves and flourishes while the sects are the dying 
20 
~ranches. 
Some critics have accused Caro of identifying as one, the concepts of 
~oodness and of beauty, exacting of art a direct moral or religious lesson. 
16 Ibid., p •. 246. 
17 Cecilia H. Mariffo, QE. cit., p. 72. 
18 Antonio G6mez Restrepo, .Q£. cit., p. 26. 
19 Miguel A. Caro, "NUflez de Arce," Obras Completas, _Q£. cit., II, 585. 
20 Miguel A. Caro, Q£. cit., III, p. 504. 
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This is not so; Caro•s understanding was too vigorous not to perceive the 
distinction of those philosophic concepts, and his artistic sentiment too 
lively and sincere not to render tribute to beauty wherever he found it. 21 
Yet, Caro held as an indisputable axiom that art requires the ideal as an 
essential element and that "All ideal is directly or indirectly religious, 
since all ideal is superior to the material and supposes ecstatic experience 
in the person conceiving it. n This theory permits many who woulci never be in 
agreement in the field of dogmatic definition~:> to find themselves on common 
ground in their oneness in aspiring to the Infinite. This explains why Caro 
could sympathize so deeply with the philosophic poetry of Sully Prudhomme, 
"who, though not a Christian, yet thirsted for the Infinite." 22 
In the essay, "El QUijote," Caro•s masterful study of Cervantes• obra 
maestra, he tells us: 
Yo creo pues que Cervantes no tuvo en particular 
ninguna de las intenciones que se le atribuyen, 
y que el mismo deja pensar que tuvo al escribir 
su obra inmortal. La ~or parte de las belle-
zas literarias que brila;6.n en las obras maestras, 
brotaron por si de la pluma de los autores, sin 
estudio ni deliberado esfuerzo, y lo mismo que 
en lo literario sucede en lo moral: Horacia des-
cubre en los poemas de Homero grandes enseaanzas 
que Homero, si ya existi6, probablemente no se 
propuso como objeto de su canto. Y es que Dios, 
sabio y equitativo en la distribuci6n de sus do-
nes, rara vez, si alguna, concede al genio cre-
ador la facul tad de analizar. El genio produce 
par instinto, como la fecunda naturaleza f:!sica, 
sin conciencia clara de lo y_ue hac~, frutos mara-
villosos en que la an~lisis cient!fica gasta aaos 
desentranando la riqueza, variedad y armonia de 
elementos cuya producci6n colectiva fue tal vez 
obra de pocos d!as o acaso de breves momentos. 
21 A. G6mez Restrepo, QE. cit.,_p. 29. 
22 Loc. cit. 
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Por eso en las obras de la :na turaleza y en las 
inspiraciones del genio vemos productos de un 
autor divino que mueve al genio y a la natura-
leza, y es el verdadero creador, de las cosas 
perfectas. Por eso es tambi'n impertinente en 
el cr!tico buscar en las obras de genio deter-
minada intenci6n.23 
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Merchtn read into this, the idea that earo would close the door to all philo 
sophie investigation on the transcendental meaning of the works of art, and 
concluded that such theory limited the functions of the criti.c, going con-
trary even, to what Caro himself practiced. 24 Restrepo refutes this charge 
by stating that Caro•s distinction between the intuitive vision, which is 
the gift of genius, and the literary analysis which is proper to the critic, 
simply emphasized the great difference between the synthetic creation of the 
artist and the work of the critic who decomposes the masterpiece in order 
truly to appreciate its full significance. 25 Some time after the appearance 
of Caro ' s study, "El QUi j ote, n D' Annuzio in a discourse in Il P'l.loco, support 
ed the opinion of earo. 
In his study, "El QU.ijote," one of his most beautiful and profound es 
says, Oaro proves himself a philosophical critic. He finds in QUijote the 
truly t.ypical national character, which every real epic should possess. Clas 
sifying Cervantes among the greatest dramatic geniuses of the world, caro 
points out the distinction that, while the artist is eminently dramatic in 
action, he is lyrical in expression. Commenting on the style of ~ QUijote, 
Caro compares it to an opera in which the perpetual chorus of the sublime 
music gives a tone to the entire composition which the dramatic elements 
23 M. A. Caro, "El QU.ijote," Obras Completas, .QE.• .£!..!:.•, II, p. 146. 
24 Rafael M. Merchm, "Miguel Antonio Caro,cr!tico," Estudios Cri-
ticos (Madrid: Editorial-America, n.d.), p. 263. 
25 Antonio G6mez Restrepo, .QE.. ill• p. 40. 
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alone could never attain. Then going into the technical make-up of the 
masterpiece, he makes us see the enchantment of the rythmic prose. He calls 
it not merely a vain, artificial poetic prose, but an organic musical sym-
phony of infinite tones which follow the various sentiments and ideas, com-
26 
municating to them a depth of resonance. 
Very few persons have been placed in the ideal conditions for carrying 
to a succes ful end a literary career as has Caro. Inheriting, as he did, 
from his worthy father the ardent calling for letters, and pursuing it under 
wise direction, he was able to consecrate his entire life to it. He was 
named director of the National Library, a treasure house of "obras antiguas"; 
he was founder and owner of 1a Librer!a Americana, the most important book-
store of the period. This store still exists, directed by senores Michelsen~ 
Caro kept the Librer!a Americana until he became president in 1892; this 
enabled him to keep informed on current literature and to select for circu-
lation the best offered in the various fields of learning. He knew how to 
profit from these privileged circumstances. He could speak authoritatively 
on so many subjects that it could be said of him "no puede tocar ninguna ma-
27 teria sin arrojar sobre ella abundante luz. 11 
Mercban notes a degree of superiority in Caro over the eminent critics, 
Macauley and Taine, when he says that these latter are wont to distract at 
times with exactitudes of a historical epoch or other detail which blur the 
principal figure in the picture; whereas Caro is direct, forceful, and to the 
28 point. Restrepo, in further tribute to Caro•s criticism, says: 
26 Miguel A. Caro, "El Quijote," Q£. cit., p. 157. 
27 Rafael Merchan, Q£. cit., p. 235. 
28 Ibid., p. 242. 
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El talento cr:!tico ten:!a tal fuerza en Caro, que 
lo hac:!a polemista irresistible, pues le permit!a 
descubrir rapidamente el punto d~bil del contra-
rio; y penetrando por all:! en la fortaleza enemi-
ga, la conmov:!a con el empuje de su dial~ctica, 
triturando los argumentos para dejar a descubier-
to su falsedad y endeblez. Y cuando organizaba la 
defensa de una tesis, sab:!a escalonar en torno de 
ella series de razonamientos, enlazando el caso 
particular con principios generales; del tal mane-
ra que el contrario, aun cuando no estuviese con-
vencido, no hallaba manera de replicar ni medio de 
desembarazarse de aquella tupida trama de pruebas 
y de objeciones, que lo oprimian y paralizaban sus 
esfuerzos. 29 
Rubi6 y Lluch is of the opinion that among the expert writers of the 
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panish race of that epoch, excepting Men~ndez y Pelayo, no one but caro could 
produce works of such profound critical intuition, of such solid erudition, 
and in such variety of fields; Rubi6 y Lluch continues to say: 
••• y aun en este Ultimo aspecto aventajaba el 
colombiano al coloso espa~ol, porque la actividad 
mental de ~ste no trascendi6 a la esfera de las 
ciencias juridicas, morales y politicas, en las 
que aqu~l tanto sobresaliera. Y sin embargo, tiem-
pos vinieron mas tarde' cuando su vuelo de aguila 
hab:!a subido aun a mayor altura, en los que la pa-
si6n politica puso en tela de juicio sus grandes 
m~ritos, que no todos estaban en condici6n de me-
dir exactamente. 50 
29 Antonio G6mez Restrepo, "Semblanza del se~or Caro (Discurso pronun-
ciado en la inauguraci6n de la estatua de don M. A. Caro)," Revista de las 
Indias, 57: 357, September, 1945. - -
50 Rubi6 y Lluch, "D. Miguel Antonio Caro," Revista de las Inciias, 57: 
553, September, 1943. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE INFLUENCE OF CARO IN THE AFFAIRS OF STATE 
Bolivar and his Army of Liberation secured the colonial independence 
for which the North had been striving. Almost immediately the Republic of 
Gran Colombia was ~reclaimed; this included Venezuela, EcuaQor, and Colombia. 
Venezuela and Ecuador broke away from the republic in 1830. The year follow-
ing, the Republic of New Granada was set up. The name was changed to the 
United States of Colombia in 1865, and later, to the Republic of Colombia. 
Throughout the last half of the nineteenth century the political history of 
Colombia is interspersed with revolution and civil war. Not until the begin-
ning of the twentieth century did the country achieve the smooth working of 
democratic processes which characterizes her today. 
The two parties, Conservatives and Liberals, appeared for the first time 
1 in the election of 1849. The Liberal Party, saturateu with French ideas 
2 ~rancesado!J then came into power. Mosquera, in 1861, recognized by the 
revolutionists as provisional president, convoked a congress in the city of 
5 Rionegro where he drew up a constitution which was ap~roved in 1866. At 
4 
the same time Mosquera set himself up as Dictator of the Liberal Party. This 
1 Samuel Crowther, .I!!! Romance and Rise of ~ American Tropics, (Gar-
den City, New York: Double Day Doran and Co., Inc., 1929), p. 27~. 
2 Luis Alberto Sanchez, Historia ~ la literatura americana (desde los 
origines hasta 1956; Santiago: Ediciones Ercilla, 1957), p. 297. 
5 Samuel Crowther, .2£• cit., p. 275. 
4 Luis Alberto Sanchez, Loc. cit. 
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~rovisional government decreed measures of persecution against the Church and 
5 
forced the Archbishop into exile. The constitution of Mosquera established 
6 
absolute separation of Church and state. 
Rationalistic errors and principles of the most exaggerated individual-
istic liberalism had become quite the vogue among the leading classes of New 
Granada. The ideas had passed into the constitution, to the laws of the re-
public, and had invaded official public education. It was not without pro-
test and combat that the regime of Mosquera was implanted in the united states 
of Colombia. Bishops and priests defended the dogmas of faith and the laws of 
the Church; many of the Catholic faithful waged war in the press in the cause 
of religion. In the field of politics, other men of good will fought sharply 
and energetically to bring about the restoration of truth and order. These 
efforts lacked the unity that would converge them into a single entity and 
give them the strength they needed. It was then that Miguel .Antonio Caro 
arose. Without human respect nor counting the cost, he appeared the champion 
of the regeneration. At the beginning, a few followed him; afterwards, a 
legion. Disciples of the conservative falange and of the older liberal army 
7 
came. From 1865 until 1885 the triumphant party imposed their constitution 
which was, as we said, contrary to Catholic bel:l.efs and inimical to the Church 
All this time Miguel Antonio Caro, Jos~ Manuel Groot, Jost! Joaquin Ortiz, and 
other notable writers of the opi)osition, fought with the pen in defense of 
5 Jes'lis Mar!a Henao, and Gerardo Arrulba, History~ Colombia, trans-
lated and edited by J. Fred Ri}'f.Y (Chl.apel Hill, Univ. of N. Car. Press, 1958), 
p. 496. 
6 Ibid., p. 495. 
7 R. M. Carrasquilla, in Pr6logo de Obras Pot!ticas de Miguel Antonio 
Caro, Sonetos, Cantilenas (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1928), pp. x-xi. 
8 
their ideals. 
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When Mosquera rose to power, Caro was twenty years old. Some conserva-
tives suggested that Caro take an active interest in the political juntas 
being formed. But the time was not then ripe for Miguel Caro to participate 
in politics. He was not. yet ready to assume burdens and responsibilities 
which were not incumbent on him. Besides, Caro believed that to reganerate 
the country it was necessary to get at the root of the evil. It was neces-
sary to begin by restoring the Church to the people, and God ~o the schools; 
it was necessary to throw out of the educational institutions the two intru.d-
ers, Bentham and Tracy, whose false philosophies had saturated ltiarning. 
During fifty years of the nineteenth century the Republic of Colombia was 
menaced by the moral contagion of utilitarianism as explained in the books 
of Bentham and transplanted to the official teaching of colombia. such a 
system was not only subversive to true science, but it alarmed the real pa.tr:i: 
ots and scandalized, rightly so, the Christian conscience of the nation. 
Padre Mario Valenzuela, one of the glories of the Jesuit Order, did much to 
expose these errors. But the refutation most formal and conclusive was the 
book of Miguel Antonio Caro in whl.ch he analyzed the pernicious doctrine with 
9 
such vigor and method that no one could make reply nor gainsay him. 
Caro had begun his exposition of these errors in a series of articles 
which later formed the basis for his masterful philosophical study, El Utili-
tarismo, which he published in 1869. It was this series of articles and open 
letters published in !!:, Caridad, La Repliblica and La Fe in which his gift of 
8 D. Cort~s, "Miguel A. Caro," Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada, edited 
by Espasa y hijos, Barcelona, pp. 1215-14. 
9 .Marco Fidel Suarez, "Elogio de don Miguel Antonio Caro," 
~ Indias, 57: 512, September, 1945. 
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polemics was discovered. His El Utilitarismo merits praise for the clarity 
of the exposition, the strength of the arguments, the sublimity with which 
the subject is treated, and the purity of the language. Dr. Mallarino said it 
should have been printed in amonqr.raph and sent to all the American Republics 
because it is an honor for all America to have so young a man able to produce 
10 
such a work. 
There was nothing of the temporizing in the ideology of Caro. He real-
ized the need of a periodical of his own in which he could expound his doc-
11 
trine with full liberty. In 1871 he founded the periodical, El Tradicio--
~, for the purpose of combating the liberal and anti-religious government 
12 
and of defending the conservative and Catholic traditions of his country. 
The El Tradicionista of Caro was in truth "la cuna de la Regeneraci6n." Doc-
tor NUffez said that he had completely changed his political creed, convinced, 
h b •t . t . 15 as e was, y ~ ~ a.oc r~ne. The paper was censored by the government in 
1876, the press destroyed, and the family of Caro made to suffer great annoy-
14 
ances and hardships. 
In these moments of great danger, Caro defended the cause of Justice 
with intrepidity and boldness by means of his powerful word. In this field of 
eloquence Caro fully exemplified the classic definition of orator. His elo-
q.uence was not just garrulous expres::;ion, void of truth 6.nd reason; it was the 
10 V:!ctor E. Caro, La juventud de don Miguel !_. Caro (Bogotl:!: Minerva 
Editorial, n.d.), p. 25. 
11 Cecilia Hernandez Marifio, Pliguel !• Caro: Divei'sos aspectos ~ ~ 
humanista colombiano (Bogo~: Prensas de la Bibliotec6. Nacional, i43), p. 27. 
12 Tristan Valdaspe, Historia de la literatura Argentina ~ Hispano-
Americana (edici6n ampliada; Buenos Aires: Moly y Lasserre, 1937), p. 232. 
13 
14 
(Buenos 
Cecilia H. Marifio, 2£• cit., p. 27. 
Calixto Oyuela, Antolog:!a Po~tica Hispano-Americano Segunda Volumne 
Aires: Angel Estrada y Cia., 1~1~-20), p. lo17. 
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perfect, precise, and spontaneous sentence pronounced in an energetic way and 
expressive of reasons formed by rare and extraordinary logic. 15 caro did not 
seek applause, nor did he solicit approbation. As he expounded truth there 
was joined to his gift of logic, a world of learning and experience ac~uired 
from solitude and study.16 
Cecilia H. Marifio says that if by orator we understand the psychology 
which obeys the audience, or the cunning which in falsely majestic terms is 
called "parliamentary ability," or the brilliant images of eloquent words, 
then Caro was not an orator. But Caro was an orator in the true sense of the 
word. In the gatherings in which he took part, the judgment of those of 
op¥osite opinion was influenced by the force of his logic. His masterful 
discourses, wherein solid and massive arguments rested on the firm base of 
incontrovertible logic, often made colleagues out of bitter opponents. 17 
Caro•s powerful fight in the daily conquest of self, developed the spirit of 
combat in him. From this inner battle there issued a placid, meek and majes-
tic spirit which, combined with firmness of conviction, armed him mightily 
in the defense of righteousness.18 
The political career of Caro really began in 1868 when he attended con-
gress for the first time as representative for Cundinamarca. This ~xperience 
wap a pivotal point in Caro's life since it culminated in two vitally impor-
tant effects: his attendance at the Council of Delegates in 1886 for the for-
mulation of a new constitution of which Caro became the principal author; and 
15 Marco Fidel Suarez, QE. cit., p. 320. 
16 Cecilia H. Marifio, .Qe. cit., p. 55. 
17 Ibid., p. 55. 
18 Loc. cit. 
19 ~is ascendancy to the presidency of the Republic in 1893. 
V'hile it is true that Caro's campaigns against the Liberal government 
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caused him untold trouble and annoyance, on the other hand, they won for him 
great popularity among his compatriots who considered him as one of their 
~ost honorable and intelligent statesmen. All the while that Garo carried on 
~his political defense, he continued dedicating himself to literary studies 
20 
~nd to the publication of notable works. 
The harassing revolution of 1876 subsided, but not the oaium. The think-
ng men of the time were greatly concerned. Among them was el doctor Rafael 
tiUfiez who said: ''Regeneration or Catastro!Jhe 1" From then on, "regeneration" 
21 
was the by-word in political circles. NUffez rose to power in 1880. He had 
organized the National Party from those who had withdrawn from the raaicals 
~nd who called themselves "Indevendents." The first inklings of reform were 
22 ~ow in the air. NUffez decided that the moment had arrived for the adoption 
pf another constitution; he issued his decree of September 10, 1885, inviting 
~he governors of the states to send delegates to Bogot~ for a national coun-
~il for the purpose of discussing reforms. Two men chosen by the governors of 
each state were sent. The council was comvosed of eighteen members, either 
conservatives or independents. N~ez's message to the assembly was powerful, 
~~olerant, Christian. Among other things he told them that any action of the 
19 Daniel Samper Ortega, Introuucci6n, Del uso en sus relaciones con el 
enguaje, por Miguel A. Caro (Bogota: Editorial Minerva, 1935-37), p. 7-.--
20 D. Cort~s, "Miguel Antonio Oaro," Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada, 
~dited by Espasa e hijos, p. 1214. 
21 Cecilia H. Mariffo, QE. cit., p. 29. 
22 J. M. Henao, Q£. cit., p. 505. 
r 
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government to exclude the Catholic Church would leaa to aisaster; "that liber 
ty and justice are harmonious entities, and on this simple principle should 
be based the definition of individual rights ••• •" 25 
The council of delegates reached an agreement regarding the basis of 
constitutional reform and submitted it to the municipal councils of the re-
public for approval. It was r~tified almost unanimously; only fourteen of 
the 619 councils voting against it. This agreement authorized the National 
Council to assume the role of a constitutional convention and to proceed to 
frame a constitution which would eventually be considered the basic law of 
the land. Three plans for a constitution were presented; however, the assem-
bly decided to draft an entirely new document, and Miguel Antonio Caro was 
commissioned to the task. Nuaez saw in Caro the apostle of the regeneration 
of Colombia; the ideology of the new party just called to power had taAen its 
cue from the editor of El Tradicionista. The subs~nce of the political 
creed of the Constitution of 1886, drafted by Caro, had been contained in his 
24 
previously published articles. 
Caro drew up the document, defending it with irresistible logic through 
25 
long debates. The Constitution of 1886 of the Republic of Colombia, still 
in force today, although modified by some amendments, was issued by the coun-
cil, August 4, 1886, and formally signed by the executive the following day. 
This historical document substituted federal regime for the unilateral and 
re-established relations between Church and state. 26 Besides this re-estab-
25 Loc. cit. 
24 Antonio Rubi6 y Uuch, "D. Miguel Antonio Caro," Revis~ de las 
Indias, 57: 558, September, 1945. 
25 J. M. Henao, ££• cit., p. 505. 
26 Calixto Oyuela, ££• cit., p. 1017. 
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lishment of national unity and liberty to the Church, its main characteristicf 
were: a clear definition of individual liberties, and the strengthening of 
the principle of authority. Into the constitution was placed the name of God 
supreme source of all authority. 27 As we have seen, Garo played the prin-
ciple role in this fundamental political transformation in Colombia. This he 
accomplished by the competence revealed in his discourses concerning the 
fundamental questions of public law. His power in polemics decisively in-
fluenced the deliberations of the council and lead to the final drafting of 
28 
the constitution.. Caro left his mark in this Constitution, the classic seal 
which characterizes it--11a foundation, permanent, secure, and firm." 29 The 
mind of Caro will live after him in this docmnent. 
The concept of a state without God, according to Curo, was a dangerous 
thing and something anti-natural. His work, therefore, during this trying 
time was that of a self-sacrificing and valorous champion ~ho does not sleep 
while he is defending the cause of God and Country. In the assignment of the 
new constitution, Divine Providence permitted tha.t earo shoula have a signif-
icant part. His dreams and aspirations were always the liberty of the cath-
olic Church, and education and learning in accordance with her teachings and 
philosophy. He lent himself with all his strength to fight and to conquer in 
order to obtain his ideal. The articles of the constitution were studied one 
by one with reflection, care, and tact; their reasons explainea with unas-
27 J. M. Henao, Q£. cit., p. 506. 
28 D. Cortes, 11 WJ.guel Antonio Caro," Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada, 
edited by Espasa e hijos, p. 1214. 
29 c. Hernandez Mariffo, QE. cit., p. 50. 
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sailable logic. 30 Pope Leo XIII considered Colombia's Constitution of 1886 
an example and a model of that which should rule in Catholic nations. 31 Like 
all things human, the document surely has its defects; but one would be blind 
who would not recognize that it brought unity to the country Qnd peace to 
32 
consciences. 
The political change of 1886 carried the conservative party to power. 
Nuaez had been elected president in December, 1885. He profoundly admired 
Caro; with great reason did he see in Caro, as he later said: "la primera 
53 ilustraci6n y la primera virtud del pais." He appointed Caro as Counsellor 
of State. From that time, date his magnificent juridical stu.O.ies which, ac-
cording to the jurists, form a very important expos~ of Law and are among the 
54 
best of the country. Many of these are preserved in Volume VI of Obras 
Completas. 
Characteristic of the political ideology of Caro is his motto:"El que es 
enemigo de la religi6n es enem.igo de la patria." This was the theme of his 
polemics; it was also the rule which he observed as legislator and governor. 
He proved that the State without God is a calamity for any nation, and espe-
B5 
cially for Colombia. The State without God is anti-natural. 
A significant culling from one of Caro's parliamentary discourses dis-
closes a phase of his sincere disinterestedness: "The incidents of this dis-
cussion are not important; they are subordinate to the greater interest--the 
needs of the nation and the common good of all. Here personalities disappear 
50 Ibid., p. 50. 
51 Marco Fidel Suarez, .Q£. cit., p. 516. 
32 R. M. Carrasquilla, Intro. QE• cit., p. xii. 
53 c. Hernandez Marifio, Q£· cit., p. 29. 
54 Ibid., p. 51. 
55 Marco Fidel Suarez, 2£· cit., p. 515. 
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as we are nothing more than instruments."--Discourse on Citizenship, June, 
1886. Again: "Those who hinder the course of action planned by lawful and 
regular authority are the instigators responsible for military dictatorship. 
NUftez paid high tribute to Caro in 1888 through the columns of La Na-
--
ci6n: "When in future an impartial and competent pen will narrate the extra-
ordinary deeds of the Regeneration of Colombia, it will have to assign the 
highest place to Miguel Antonio Caro." 56 As president, NUftez placed abso-
lute confidence in Caro. Caro was a nominee for the vice-presidency in 
1892. On November 25, the eve of the election, Ndaez wrote to Rubi6 y Llch: 
II 
. . • Without a doubt el seftor Caro will be elected. Since my resolve to 
retire to private life is absolutely irrevocable, Caro will be an incpmpa-
rablepresident and he will descend from the throne leaving an indelible im-
print. He is a person who has studied much; the more I know of him, the mor 
I admire him.n57 Without enthusiasm, Caro accepted the direction of govern-
ment; he accepted only in compliance with a sacred duty of citizenship--a 
supreme sacrifice which God had askeu of him. Rubi6 y Lluch remarks: 
V'lhen Caro took the reign of' government, there was 
repeated in Colombia something of that which hap-
pened in the time of Cicero. His parliamentary 
discourses, his eloquent commentaries on the Con-
stitution of 1886, his political and diplomatic 
messages--all were magnificent literary master-
pieces. Even the Bureauracy seemed, for t~~ first 
time, to employ a noble and pure language. 
56 Antonio Rubi6 y Lluch, QE.. cit., p. 558. ,[translation by writelj 
57 Ibid., p. 558. 
58 Ibid., p. 560. 
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It was, then, during the second administration of NUftez that Caro took 
active part in the destinies of the republic. Nllnez, in failing health, re-
tired to Cartagena and died there in 1894. The government of the nation the 
devolved on Miguel Antonio Caro. 
The presidency of Care was filled with great troubles and anxieties. In 
1892 while NUftez was still in power, there came a division in the conservat· 
party. The dissentions grew and became more agitated after Carots inaugura-
tion. The liberal press began an attack on the administration. The radical 
party had again reorganized, and it was later discovered that their leader 
was the one responsible for the opposition campaign in the precis. In the 
midst of all this agitation, NUftez died on September 18, 1894. In this con-
fusion, Caro assumed the government of the country in his own name. His 
opponents in Congress were now free to act; his party soon divided into 
nationalists and conservatives and four months after the death of N~ez, the 
liberal party took up arms against the government. In a few months the offi-
cial forces subdued the insurgents; shortly afterwards, the government raised 
the state of siege and granted pardon to most of those implicated in the rev-
olution. In 1896, when the trouble was at its height, Caro resigned; but he 
resumed office some few weeks afterwards and remained president of the re-
public until July, 1898.59 This insurrection of 1896 broke a peace which had 
lasted for ten years. Caro's Christian forgiveness of the instigators gave 
proof of his respect for the social guarantees of the Constitution which he 
himself had formed. 
59 J. M. Henao, 2£• cit., p. 516. 
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In the confusion of these many and varied difficulties, caro always re 
mained irreproachable. He feared no one except God and the tePtimony of his 
own conscience. In the most adverse circumstances he manifested the dignity 
40 
of a son of the Roman Republic. Even his enemies respected him. Those wh 
did not sympathize with his principles paid him honor and showed him regard. 
Flatterers got nowhere with him. Caro was not a politician; that, he knew 
well. Rather, he resembled a magistrate of ancient Rome. "If I had to ex-
plain Caro to a foreigner, I would say to him:'Imagine a Roman patrician of 
the epoch of Marcus Aurelius, one educated by the stoic masters with the 
greatest polish and finish; suppose him converted to Christianity through 
long conferences with the Fathers of the Church; resuscitate him toward the 
middle of the nineteenth century; infuse into him the language of Cervantes 
with the accent of a Bogotan, and allow him to step forth. There you have 
Miguel Antonio Caro 1 • " 41 
After religion, Caro•s greatest virtue was true patriot~sm. Underlying 
this, was his disinter~bteuness and his detachment from money which he con-
sidered unworthy of a true patriot. To serve Justice and "La Patria" could 
well have been his motto; for letters, science, ana. patriotism were to him a 
species of profession to which he consecrated his 11al.i 11 without any thought 
of personal consideration. He loved learning, religion, and the "patria" fo 
42 themselves "as an artist who cultivates Art for Art's sake." 
40 Antonio G6mez RestreiJo, "Semblanza del sei'lor Caro" (Discurso pro-
nunciado en 1a inauguraci6n de la estatua de don Miguel A. Caro), Revista 
de las Indias, 57: 539, September, 1945. 
41 R. M. Carrasquilla, in Obras Poeticas de M. A. Caro, Q£. ~., 
Prologue, p. xiii. 
42 Margarita Holguin y Caro, Los Caros ~Colombia de 1774 a 1925: su 
fe, ~ patriotismo (Bogota: Editorial Antenam, s. A., 1~42), p. 186. 
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Underlying and influencing Caro•s daily life was his religious and liter 
ary background. From Horace he drew wisdom and from him, he extracted the 
advice which, as a young man, he gave to the students he taught at the colege 
del Esp!ritu Santo when he exclaimed: 11 Lejos de vosotros el vil prop6sito de 
lucro, que todo lo esterileza y degrada y que fue la causa de la decadencia 
intelectual de la juventud romana." 4B He preferred tranquil retirement and 
study which he heroically surrendered for the arduous and painful labors of 
public office. Caro loved solitude as a companion, anci he always preferred 
to be away from the turmoil and pomp of large cities. But these sacrifices 
of his personal likes, his disinterested $ervices,and his untiring labors 
opened an illimitable field for the future of Colombia. 44 As a public man 
Caro believed he carried within himself a mission which he must fulfill. In 
one of his most beautiful sonnets, he conveys this idea to us: 
Si no veneer sino luchar me obliga 
por la fe y el honor, si hay un Dio8 bueno 
que enmender sabe el exito terreno, 
cuando, supremo juez, ~remia y castiga. 
!Adelante! No temo la enemiga 
saffa, aleve puffal, sutil veneno; 
con pecho firme y animo sereno 
dispuesto estoy a la mortal fdtiga. 
S6lo el contagio de pasiones temo; 
temo la justa inciignaci6n que inspira 
de perfido enemigo la asechanza. 
!eh Dios! A los asaltos de la ira 
cierra mi coraz6n. Y en lance extremo 
Prefiera yo el martirio a la venganza. 
4B Marco Fidel suarez, Q£• cit., p. 522. 
44 c. Hernandez Marino, Q£. cit., p. 55 ff. 
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As political ora tor Ca.ro took for his guide the theme expressed in t.hes 
voetic lines. Well did he use lus power of polemics: first, in the work on 
the constitution; then again, in the Senate of 1903 and 1904 relative to the 
Treaty with Panama. 
Caro•s was one of the most agitated and difficult of political experi-
ences. On becoming president of the Republic, he was not prepared for gov-
erning, nor for the many daily slanders and violent and sUdden at~ck~ to 
which the governor in democratic countries is exposed. Those days were the 
bitterest in his life. After a long and honorable fight, he left public 
office, wounded in spirit llnd without material fortune. Hi:;; only desire was 
to return to his humanistic pursuits. In spite of the embitt~rment left by 
six years in the Palace of San Carlos, there remained 1or his comfort, inter-
course with the diplomatic ministers who learned to appreciate his great char 
45 
acter and his exceptional intelligence. 
At Las Nieves, his suburban home, Caro passed his remaining days. It is 
there the bronze statue to his memory has been erected. It was there that he 
became himself again on returning to the serene fe~city of solitude and of 
study. The aftermath of public office--days of abandonment and forlorness--
to which, in the majority of cases, the man of public life is destined, were 
days of contentment for Caro. His greatest political enemies, who had fo~ght 
him for six years, now bowed respectfully before him who continued being for 
t '1 6 - . 46 all, 11la primera vir ud y la .f.!rimera ~ ustraci n de Co1.omb~a." 
45 Ibid., p. 52. 
46 Ibid., p. 32. 
10 
Toward the end of his life, because of failing eyesight Caro did not go 
out alone. He could be seen walking on La Calle Real always aceompanied by 
one or other of his sons to whom he was exceptionally devoted. This Qevotion 
is evident from some of his correspondence with them during their absence fro 
home. See Appendix II for copies of some of these letters. 
In general, Caro•s government was rich in benefits to his country. All 
his actions were inspired by ~urest patriotism. His absolute probity of life 
left him revered. by all. He continued exercising_influence over the desti-
nies of his country almost to the time of his death. His eloquent voice was 
47 always raised against injustice and the abu~e of power. Caro was the in-
disputable chief of ~he Conservative Party which will extol him always as its 
48 
great patron. 
In 1905 Caro was named professor of Constitutional Law in the Escuela de 
Derecha. Not only students, but practicing lawyers and magistrates of the 
Supreme Court of Justice as well, came to hear his conferences. In 1903 and 
1~04, Caro attended the senate of the Republic and.de~vered a forceful ora-
tion of disa_tlproval of the Treaty with Panama. In l';:J05 he was named the d.e-
fense for Doctor Angulo in the Martial Court in the process which tried the 
conspirators against General Reyes, dictator preoicient. Ca.ro .!:-'roved his 
valor in that court; his inexorable discourses against the regime are lobt, 
since it was not ,~Jermitted th;;:.t they pass before the public. The ses::dons 
49 
took place in the greatest secrecy. 
47 D. Cortes, Q£. cit., p. 1214. 
48 Guillermo Valencia, 11Discurso pronunciado ante el cadaver del sef1or 
Caro," Discursos, Serie nUmero 7, Selecci6n Samper-Ortega o.e lit. Colombiana, 
(Bogota: Editorial Minerva, 1935-37), p. 84. 
49 c. Hernandez Marifio, Q£. ~., p. 32. 
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During Caro's days of retirement he advised as many as sought his help. 
La Gruta Simb6lica, a literary organization of young people, which by choi<:e 
of name paia homage to the literary school popular at that time in France, 
50 
recounts the vioi ts of fvti.e,ue1 Caro as one of its greatest treats. Caro' s 
last days were characterized by the tranquility of one who ha~ fulfilled his 
auty faithfully. He carried on correspondence with distant friends: the 
most interesting part of the letters now preserved are those between caro and 
his two great friends, don Rufino Jose Cuervo, and ~he literary light of 
Spain, Marcelino Men~ndez y Pelayo. Dofia Ana de Narvaez, Caro's beloved 
wife, died in 1£08. Miguel, always stoic in face of sor1·ow, did not show 
external grief on this occasion, but he felt that a part of himself had gone; 
he sensed the closeness of his o~n end. August 5, 1~09, Caro died. Rubi6 y 
Lluch said he had lost a precious friend, and Caro's death, like thd.t of 
~ - 1 1ft h. . th . th f . ··t - l t• 51 
.Ment:::naez y Pe ayo, t ~m ~n e ci.ep s o sp~r:L ua.L aeso a ~on. 
"We recognize Caro as master; we linger at the fount of his teach:Lngs; 
we conrs;ult him with great profit on the thousanci things we do not .Know," tnis 
52 
was the verdict of Merchan. 
55 Caro has a place among the wisest masters in America. 
50 Gustavo Otero Mufiez, Resumen de historia de la literatura colombiana 
tercera edici6n (Bogota: Editorial Escolar·), P.t'• 136-37. 
52. Rafael Merchan, Obras Completas, III de Miguel Antonio Caro (Bogota: 
Imprent.a Nacional, 1921), Intro. xiii. 
51 Rubi6 y Lluch, 2£• cit., p. 375. 
55 D. Cort~s, QE. cit., p. 1214. 
" La Ultima Pagina 
!Es la postrera pagina! Le llega 
Su turno como a todo, 
Y a mi pluma se entrega 
Para ~ue ella de docta la habilite, 
0 la. desacreciite 
Con inutil borr6n. Del mismo modo 
A terminar las ho:n::~.s de la vida 
Llega la de muerte, 
No anunciada tal vez, siempre temida. 
Al escribir en ella, 
Haciendola nefasta o meritoria, 
Decide el hombre de su eterna suerte: 
Pagina h6rrida o bella, 
La Ultima de una siempre breve historia 
Feliz quien en a~uel final momento 
Escribe un pensamiento 
Conquistador de gloria!54 
54 Miguel A. Caro, Obras Poeticas, Musa Militante--Satirao--Lira-
Cristiana (Bogota: Imprenta Ndcioncil, 1950), p. 212. 
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APPENDICES 
Document of the Colombian Republic authorizing 
honors to Caro 1 
Letters of Miguel Antonio Caro to his sons, 
1895-1900 2 
Original Spanish text of material quoted direct-
ly, but in translation 
1 Copied from Obras Completas de Miguel A. Caro, Vol. I, p. 1. 
2 Margarita Holguin y Caro, Los Caros ~ Colombia de 1774 !! 1925: ~ 
fe, ~ patriotismo, ~ ~ (Bogota: :Editorial Antenam, S. A., 19""2), PP• 
192-95. 
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APPENDIX I 
, 
LEY NUMERO _12 DE 1911 DE 50 DE SEPTIEMBRE 
EL CONGRESO DE COLOMBIA 
DECRETA: 
La Republica honra el nombre de don Miguel Antonio Caro, hijo 
ilustre de Colombia, quien por sus virtudes eximias, por su 
abnegaci6n y probidad, por sus talentos y saber, hizo honor a 
la patria y la sirvi6 durante largos affos como maestro, como 
publicista y filologo, como legislador y primer Magistracio. 
En el patio principal del edificio de Santo Domingo, en Bogot 
se levantara una estatua de bronce ciel grande hombre, con esta 
inscripci6n: 
A Miguel Antonio Caro 
La Republica de Colombia 
Las obras de Caro se publicaran a costa del Erario Naeional, 
previa la autorizaci6n de su familia. La edici6n sera orde-
nada y dirigida por una Comisi6n ~ue designara el Ministro de 
Instrucci6n pUblica, y se destinara la cuarta parte para ais-
tribuirla en las bibliotecas nacionales y extranjeras, y las 
otras tres cuartas partes para entregarla~ a la familia de 
Caro, por uerechos de autor. 
En el Presupuesto se incorporaran las ~artidas necesarias para 
dar cumplimiento a esta Ley. 
Un ejemplar autografo de esta Ley sera entregado a la familia 
de Caro. 
Dado en Bogota_a ve!Ptiocho ~e septie~bre ~~mil novecientos once. 
El Presidente ael ~nado, Pearo Anton~o Mo~~na. 
El Presidente de la Camara de Represeittante;:>, Miguel Abad:!a Mendez. 
El Secretario del sinado, Carlos Tamayo. 
El Secretario de la Camara de Representantes, Miguel A. Penardonda. 
Poder Ejecutivo, Bogota, 50 de septiembre de 1911 • 
Publiquese y ejecutese • • • • • 
El Ministro de Gobierno • • . • 
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. . carlos E. Restrepo 
• •• Pedro M. Carreno 
APPENDIX II 
CARTAS DEL SENOR CARO A SUS HIJOS1 
Junio 2, 1895 
Mi querido Alfonso: 
Aunque nuy buena tu carta de Barranquilla, espero que tengan algo 
mas que decirnos desde esa Babilonia. 
Todas las noches rezamos por ustedes y les enviamos nuestra bendi-
cidn. Ayer fiesta ae Corpus pensamos que ustedes babrun asistido a la 
catedral de Nueva York. 
Gocen con lo que vean, pero no los deslumbre nada, porque en todas 
partes uno es el mismo, y s6lo dos cosas nos importan: la. f!. z el honor. 
No dejes de comprar buenas plumas de ave para escribirme con ellas. 
Te abraza con el coraz6n. 
Tu papa 
7 Junio, 1895 
Mis hij os querid:!simos: 
No hemos recibido cartas suyas despu6s de las de Barranquilla; las 
aguardabamos de Panama, donde vi no sin temor·por los fiebres, que se de-
moraron algunos d!as. El parte de Nueva York me llend de Contento, y ese 
d:!a me di de alta (del dengue, o perendengue). Esperamos con ansiedad 
sus impresiones sobre Jerem:!as, que? z.!!! continente. 
1 "The familiar correspondence of el senor Caro is very scarce, because 
he did not travel, nor did he separate himself from his wife and family;" this 
is a note in Los Caros en Colombia by Ma.rgari ta Holgu!n y Caro (Bogota: :&ii to 
rial Antena, s.-A., 1942), p. 192. ·· 
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Ya saben mis consejos: ser buenos cristianos y hombres de honor en 
todos sus actos. Tomen un maestro de ingles pr~ctico, si fuere necesa-
rio, y aprendan a bailar con elegancia, para que si ocurre el caso sa-
pan dar las vuel tas y mudanzas en un sal6n sin mostrarse desairados. 
V!stanse decentemente, evitando cosas de relumbr6n y mal gusto •••• 
QUe Dios los bendiga como los bendice su amante 
Viejo 
Julio 25, 1695 
Mis hijos queridos: 
Cuatro palabras van para cada uno de ustedes. No tengo q,ue decir-
les que los pensamos constantemente; de noche rezamos la oraci6n ~ 
peregrinantibus,. que Antuco se sabe de memoria y reza con la mayor devo-
ci6n. Sus noticias nos llenan de regocijo, y sus cartas, bajo todo con-
cepto satisfactorias, son motivo de solemne fiesta. 
Las dos condiciones que distinguen al hombre son ser buen cristia-
no, y gentleman: no les digo caballero, porque aqu! Daman as! a muchos 
vagamundos. No tengo que recomendarles IDI1s, porque en esas dos pala.bras 
queda comprendido todo. Procuren aprovechar para el porvenir. No se 
afanen por verlo todo, porque la agitaci6n constante hace que pasen las 
im4genes sin dejar huella • • • • 
Los abraza contra su coraz6n, su 
Papa 
All these letters are copied from Los Caros en Colombia de 1774 a 1925 
(Bogota: E:l.itorial Antenam, s. A., 1942), pp. 192-95. ----
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15 de Junio, 1899 
Mis queridos hijos: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
No tengo que aconsejarles, pues bien s' que ustedes comprenden sus 
deberes y la obligaci6n de mantener en alto el honor de su familia. 
S6lo les recomendar' que procuren las buenas compaft!as, no solamente 
entre los hombres, sin entre los libros: las ma.las lecturas envenena.n 
el alma. . Tengan en esto much cuida.do. CUl.Tiven buena.s y constantes 
relaciones con los frailes de major reputaci6n, con los ~s humildes: 
el Mbi to 'burdo y la sandalia son el signo de 1a presencia de Nuestro 
Seflor en medio de las liviandades del mundo. S6lo un fraile pudo es-
cribir la Imitaci6n de Cristo •••• 
SU Viejo 
15 de Julio, 1899 
Hijos mi6s de mi coraz6n: 
Las cartas suyas que hemos recibido por varios correos nos han en-
cantado, porque vemos en ellas 1a buena. y digna conducta que observan, 
la constancia y pureza de sus afectos, au s6lido juicio, en una. palabra, 
su perfecta correcci6n moral y literaria. Le he dado muchas gracias a 
N. s. por todo eso. Siguiendo por ese camino, con 1a gracias de Dios, 
ya veo que tienen asegurado su porvenir, cualesquiera que sean. los con-
tratiempos y dificultades de 1a vida en lo material. Sean mis hijos mi 
corona., y quedar' con usura indemnizado de los sinsabores que me ca.usan 
los ingratos y traidores que ustedes conocen. • • • 
Su Viejo 
llO 
Sin fecha (1900) 
Mis querid!simos y siempre pensados hijos: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
El gobierno ha levantado muchas fuerzas y gastado mucho millones, 
pero a lin la si tuaci6n esU! oscura. • • • Yo he perma.necido retira.do y 
alejado de toda intervenci6n en los asuntos politicos, consagrad.o a mi 
familia y a mis estudios literarios. No trato con ningdn personaje in-
fluyente •••• Las gentes que no viven sino de intrigas, y que juzgan a 
los demas por su mezquina condici6n, no pueden comprender que un hombre 
viva consagrado a honestas ocupaciones. Triste condici6n de pa!ses des-
moralizados • 
• • • por lo demas estoy seguro de que observa.r~n como siempre una 
conducta cristiana, circunspecta y honorable para honrar el nom.bre de su 
padre y el suyo propio. Esto vale mas que todo el mundo. 
Los abrazo y bendigo con todo mi coraz6n. 
Tu Papa 
APPENDIX III 
ORIGINAL ~EXT OF MATERIAL QUOTED DIRECTLY, BUT IN TRANSLATION 
CHAPTER .l, PAGE 15, FOOTNOTE 52: 
1A estudiarl Porque ~1 present!a que no estaba lejos el 
tiempo en que habr!a de librar recias batallas, y el joven 
palad!n velaba en la soledad y se preparaba para 1a lucha 
en la sombra. No ha habido tal vez entre nosotros, si ex-
ceptua.mos a Cuervo, un lector mas formidable que aquel mozo 
de diez y siete aBos, que quer!a saberlo todo, averiguarlo 
todo y entenderlo todo. 
CHAPTER 1., PAGE 16, FOOTNOTE 55: 
Yo me he acercado a las DU(s celebradas mujeres de Bogota: 
he visto las mas hermosas, he tratado a las ms inteligen-
tes. Algunas habrl!n podido divertirme, ninguna hab!a lo-
grado sorprenderme. En ella, s6lo · en ella, he podido ad-
mirar aquella exquisi ta finura de observaci6n que sa be ca-
racterizar con una mera palabra el objeto a que se aplica: 
aquel tacto de las situaciones tan raro como precioso, por 
el cual adivina mas bien que descubre el mejor procedim.iento 
en cada caso dado; aquel entendimiento despejado y sin nu-
bes, que sin envanecerse y sin humillarse pone cada consejo, 
cada recomendaci6n, cada elogio en el lugar que le corres-
ponde; aquella sagacidad penetrante que de una sola ojeada 
y deduciendo de un solo dato el caracter entero de una per-
sona, en una acci6n toma principia para desenvolver una con-
ducta.. • • • Su maravillosa hermosura es la menos notable 
de sus cualidades, la menor de sus perfecciones. 
lll 
CHAPTER.III, PAGE 57, FOOTNOTE 1: 
- , 
ESPANA EN AMERICA 
Cuando con ttnta injusticia y ciega ingratitude estamos 
acostumbrados a ver tratada nuestra Espafia por los ame-
ricanos que de ella descienden, es consolador escuchar 
el dulce acento de una. voz amiga que habla nuestra len-
gua misma y desde el mundo de Colon canta con sentido 
entusiasmo las glorias espaftolas, de cuya tradiciOn no 
reniegan todos los americanos. 
As! que no dudamos veran con gusto nuestros lectores la 
linda oda a Espafta que a continuaci6n insertamos, com-
pusta por el inspirado poeta de Bogota don Miguel Anto-
nio earo, autor de una traducci6n en verso de Virgilio y 
de otros preciados trabajos literarios que le han valido 
la distinci6n de ser nombrado individuo correspondiente 
de 1a Academia Espaf1ola. 
CHAPTER.!, PAGE 64, FOOTNOTE 1: 
El sef1or don Miguel Antonio Caro, que es una de las glorias 
literarias de AJnt§rica, honor de su patria, la Nueva Granada, 
ha publicada dltimamente en Bogota un precioso op~sculo de 
poes!as, cuya lectura recomendamos a todos los amantes de la 
literatura clasica y amena, como a todos los espaf1oles que 
simpatizan con la ~rica, y a todos los americanos que no 
reniegan de la Espa.f1a. El astro poetico del sef1or Caro brilla 
por la fluidez, 1a facilidad y la elegancia de la versifica-
ci6n, por un estilo severamente correcto y atildado, y sobre 
todo, por la noble delicadeza del sentimiento, la profundi-
dad de los conceptos y la belleza de las imagenes. Por eso 
no vacilamos en calificar al ilustre bardo colombiano entre 
los poetas clasicos, lo mismo de &erica que de Europa; pues 
los poetas como el sef1or Caro son verdaderamente cosmopolitas. 
ll2 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
ll3 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, MIGUEL ANTONIO CARO 
!!!.§ WORKS 
Caro, Miguel .Antonio. Poes!as. Bogota: Impr. de F. Mantilla~ 1866. 80 pp. 
y Rufino Jos' Cuervo. Gra.mtitica ~ la.lengua. latina~ e1 ~ 
de !2!. que hablan castellano. Bogota: 1867. 
Second edition; Bogota: 1869. 
Third edition; Bogota; 1876. viii, 547 pp. Aumentada y a.dicionada 
con dos cursos de ejercicios adoptado para la enseftanza en e1 Semina-
rio conciliar de Bogota. 
Fourth edition; revised, Bogota: 1886. xvi, 585 pp. 
Fif"ijl edition; Bogota: Impr. de Echeverria Hermanos, 1895.xvi, 585p 
Sixth edition; Bogota: 1895. 
Reprinted; Bogota: Librer!a Americana, 1929. 
Care's contribution to the work: The part devoted to Syntax. 
---~· Estudios sobre el utilitarismo. Bogota: Impr. de F. Mantilla, 
1869. vi, 516 pp. --
A philosophic refutation of the theories of Bentham~ wherein Caro ex-
poses with all his rigor, the consequences of this pernicious system. 
____ • La unidad cat6licaz 1a pluralidad de cultos. (poes.!a). Bogota: 
Echeverria Hnos. 1869. 14 pp. 
Inspired by the memorable debate which took place in the Spanish Cor-
tes of 1869 on "la base constitucional religiosa." Reprinted, Octo-
ber 1, 1878 in La Ilustraci6n Cat6lica de Mejico, organ of the Bibli-
ographical Society. 
----• Tratado del _Participio. Bogota: Los Anales de 1a Universida.d, 
June, 1870. 
Revised, corrected, added to, b,y M. A. Caro, 1881. 85 pp. 
Reprinted; Bogota, 1910. 
This is a scholarly and intensive philological study; one of Curo's 
finest contributions to the £ield of philology. 
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Caro, Miguel Antonio. Hora.s de Amor. ( Poes:!a.s) Bogota: Echeverr!a. Herma-
nos. 1871. 108 pp. --
Written under the inspiration of, and dedicated to Ana Narv~z, his 
wife. 
---~· Un estudio sobre el Qui.jote. Bogota: Tomo I, Anuario de la. Colom 
bia.na., 1874. Un cr!tico. 
Included by the Minister of Education, director for the National Gov-
ernment, edition Prosita.s z Po,tas Bogotanos, celebrating the fourth 
centenary of the founding of Bogota:, 1&58. Bogota: Ed.i toria.l Centro, 
S.A., 1958. 415 pp. 
----=-· America.nismo !!! el lenguaje. Bogota: El Repertorio Colombiano, 
1878. 
Conference delivered February s, 1878, in the Academia Mercantil del 
sefior s. B. O'Leary, ao an introduction to a course in philology and 
literature. Stresses the need for unity in the Spanish language. 
---.,..• Un obispo . poeta.. Bogota: El Repertorio Colombiana. Second edi-
tion, 1880, 22 pp. Un cr!tico. 
----· g Parricid.io, or Crimen z expiaci6n. (En verso) BogoU: Librar!a 
Americana, 1880, 22 pp. 
----· Del !!!.2. ~ ~ relaciones ~ ellenguaje; discurso le:!do ante 1!_ 
academia.. colombiana. !!! la . junta. inaugural .. de §. de agosto de 1881. 
Bogota: Imprenta de Echeverr:!a hermanos, 1881. 60 pp. 
Republished together with M. A. Ca.ro•s essays, "Angel Mar!a Cespedes" 
and "La Critica Literaria," Bogota: Editorial Minerva, S. A., 1955. 
164 pp. (Se1ecci6n Sa.mper Ortega de Literatura Colombiana., numero 1°.~ 
----· El Contradil!logo de las 1etra.s. Bogota: 1884. 
A masterful study in philology in the form of letters refuting the 
criticisms appearing in La . Opinion Nacional ~ Caracas by seflor Juan 
Ignacio de Armas who attacks the philological works of los sefiores 
CUerto and Marroquin, and also the Grammar of Bello. In this scholar-
ly defense, logical and scientific, Caro shows an unusual mastery of 
the Castilian language. 
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Caro, Miguel Antonio. "Observaciones sobre la poes:!a horaciana, n in Horacio 
&n Espa.fla, por .M. Men6ndez y Pelayo. .Madrid, 1885. 
---~·· Art:!culos z discursos. Primera serie. Bogota: Librar:!a Americana 
1886, x:xxi v, 4l6 pp. 
This volume can be found in the Library of Pan American Union, Wash-
ington, D.C. 
----=-• Traducciones po,ticas. Bogottr: 
255 pp. 
Libr. Americana, 1889. xxxii, and 
• Retroactividad en relaci6n con el matrimonio. Art:!culos. Bogota: 
---=:rmpr. de IA Luz, lB90. - ·-
----· 
Libertad de . imprenta. BogoM: Imprenta de La Naci6n, 1890. 145 pp 
Edici6n oficial, BogoM: Impr. Nacional, 1909. v, 157 pp. A biblio-
graphy of articles by M.A. Caro. (A copy in the Pan American Library, 
Washington, D. c. ) 
----· Apuntes sobre cr,dito. Bogota: El Corrao Nacional, October, 1891. 
----· 
Deuda Pliblica z Papal Moneda. Bogota: El Telegrama, 1892. 
Articles on credit, public debt, and paper money published under,the 
pseudonym, "~urelio." 
---~·· Escri tos sobre Cu.estiones Econ6micos •. Bogota: Imprenta del Banco 
de la Replibllca, 1945. .xii, 122 pp. · 
This is a compilation of Apuntes sobre cr8dito z neuda Egblica ~ Papal 
Moneda, and of presidential messages of Caro, 1892-1894, regarding the 
regulation of the monetary system, made by the Bank of the Republic as 
a homage to Caro on the centenary of his birth, November, 1945. 
___ • Sonetos de~ .z ~· 
A Bethencourt e hijos, 1891. 
Traducciones y refundiciones. 
77 PP• 
eurazao: 
----· Del. verso. endecas:!labo, .~ variedades, ~ origen. Bogotci: 1892. 
A philological study centering around disputed points in Bello t s Gram-
mar. 
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----· llensaje al Congreso Nacional. Bogota: Impr. de La Luz, 1894. 75 ; 
pp. 
----· Mensaje al Congreso £! 1898. Bogota: Iapr. Nacional, 1898. 78 pp 
---=· Pt(ginas de cr!tica. Madrid. Editorial 11Am'rica," 1919. 282 pp. 
Prologue by Antonio GOmez Restrepo. 
Contents: Caro, cr!tico; Andr~s Bello; Julio Arboleda; Juicios 
sobre Bol!var; El Yanqui; J. G. Draper: San Cirilo de Alejandr!a.; 
Memorias hist6rico-pol!ticas del General Posada Quti4rrez; E1 General 
Santander; La conquista de ~rica. 
Arboleda, Julio. Poes!as. Con prelimi.nares biograticos y cr!ticos por M. A. 
Caro. Bogota; Ubrer!a Americana y Espaf1ola, 1885. 
----=-· Poes!as. collections formed on the original manuscripts with pre-
liad nary biography and criticism by Miguel Antonio caro. Paris, Gar-
nier Bros., 1890. 522 pp. 
Bello, Andr4s. Poes!as. Precedidas de un estudio biogr~fico y cr!tico es-
crito por don Miguel Antonio caro. Madrid: Ptfrez Dubrull, 1892. 
550 pp. Republished in 1909, Barcelona: M'aucci, 1909. 
---~· Principios ~la ortolog!a _z_JDtStrica ~ ~ lengua Castellana. 
Edici6n ilustrada con notas y nuevos apendices por Miguel Antonio Caro 
Bogota: Echeverria Hnos., 1882. 
Buirez, Marco Fidel. Estudios &£amaticales. Introducci6n a las obras filolo-
gicas de D. Andr4s Bello • • • con una advertencia y noticia biblio-
grafica por D. Miguel Antonio Caro. Madrid: Imprenta de A. Nrez 
Dubrull, 1885. 
Vergillius, Maro Publius. Obras de Virgilio. Traducidas en versos Castella-
nos con un introducci6n y notas por Miguel Antonio Caro. Bogota: Im-
prenta de Echeverria Hnos., 1875-76. 5 Volumes. 
Paris: Jouby y Roger, 1875. 5 Volumes. 
, 
---~· Eglogas z Ge6rgicas. Traducidas en versos Castellanos por F. M. 
Hidalgo y: Miguel Antonio Caro. Bogota: Imprenta de Echeverria Hnos., 
1879. 
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Vergillius, Ma.ro PUblius. Eneida. Traducci6n en versos castellanos por M.A. 
Ca.ro. Bogota: 1925. First published, Madrid: Perlado, ~ez y C!a., 
sues. de Hernando, 1905. 2 Volumes. 
OBRAS COMPLETAS . DE MIGUEL ANTONIO ~ 
Tomo I, Flos Poetanun, ,!a Cinco de Mayo, de Manzoni •. ~ici6n oficial, hecha 
bajo l.a direcci6n de V.:!ctor Caro y Antonio G6mez Restrepo. BOgoM: 
Imprenta Nacional, 1918. xii, 455 PP• 
Contains translations from: Catullus, Lucretius, Tibullus, Proper-
tius, Ovid, ·Horace, Virgil, LUcan; introduction by G6mez Restrepo. 
Tomo II, Estudios Literarios, Primera serie, Edici6n o£icial, hecha bajo la 
direcci6n de V!ctor Caro y Antonio G6mez Restrepo. BogotA: :Imprenta 
Nacional, 1920. :x:x:iii, 599 pp. 
Introduction by el sefior don Marco Fidel SW{rez. Contains critical 
studies on el QUijote, Virgil, Jose E. Caro, Jos~ M. Groot, Ndftez de 
Arce, Byron, and the essay, "La er.:!tica Literaria." 
Tomo III, Estudios Literarios, Segunda Serie, Edicidn o£icial, hecha bajo 1a 
direcci6n de V.:!ctor Caro y Antonio G6mez Restrepo. BogotA: Imprenta 
Nacional, 1921. li, 451 pp. 
Essays as learned and as profound as those in Volume II. Contains 
studies on Men~ndez y Pelayo, Virgil, y 1a ciencia espaf1o1a, Joan de 
Castellanos, Don Andr~s Bello, Olmedo, Noticia biogr&fica de Julio 
Arboleda, Oraci6n de estudios, and other criticisms •. Introduction by 
Rafael Mar.:!a Merchan, the CUba~ critic. 
Tomo IV, Estudios Li terarios, Tercera Serie •. Estudios Filol6gicos l.. Grama ti-
cales--Primera Serie, Edici6n oficial, hecha bajo la direcci6n de 
Victor Caro y Antonio G6mez Restrepo. Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 
1925. xx, 425 PP• 
Contains the Latin Grammar Syntax; the essay, "Virgilio en Espafla, 
with its prologue and annotated bibliography; the series of five open 
letters occasioned b,y the T.raducciones Po~ticas de Caro; an aru1otated 
bibliography of Bolivar, 1889; and "San Cirilo de Alejandria,n a re-
futation to Professor Draper, who tried to prove Cyril as instigator 
in the killing of the Greek girl, Hipatia, by reiterating the thesis 
of Gibbon in an article published by Draper in New York, August, 1882 
earo ably refutes the Englishman, Gibbon, by. documentary proof and 
factual evidence given with great historical exactness, and definite-
ly clears Cyril. This essay is a masterpiece. 
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Obras Po4ticas de Don Miguel Antonio Caro, Horas ~ ~--Elegias--ca.ntos !. 
1:!,. Naturaleza. Bogota: Imprenta Naciona.l, 1929. 215 pp. 
Two of Caro•s best known poems, .!!:, Vuelta !. la Pa.tria, and .!!.! Aves, 
can be found in this volume. 
Obras PotSticas de Don Miguel Antonio Caro, Sonetos-cantilenas. BogoM: 
Imprenta Nacional, 1928. xx, 245 pp. 
Pr6logo by R. M. Carrasquilla, August, 1909. 
Tomo V, Estudios Filol6gicos z Gramaticales, Segunda Serie. Edici6n oficial, 
hecha ba.jo la direcci6n de V!ctor E. Caro y Antonio G6mez Restrepo. 
Bogo'M: Imprenta Nacional, 1928. xxiii, 459 pp. 
Contains masterpieces on philology. Tratado del :e_articipio, AJDerica-
nismo .!!!. el lengu.aje, Contradililogo ~ 1!!.letras, Del~_!!!~ 
relaciones. £2!!_. el .. lengua.je, .. Del. verso endecashabo, Sobre el hia to, 
Gramatica ;parda,, B y V, Las .Notas !. la Ortologia z MtStrica ~ .Andr~s 
Bello. 
Tomo VI, Discursos L Documentos FUblicos, Edici6n oficial dirigida por V!ctor 
E. Caro. BogoM: Imprenta Nacional, 1952. xi, 515 pp. 
Contains allocutions, messages, and letters of earo as vice-president 
of the Republic of Colombia. 
Obras Potfticas de Don Miguel Antonio ea.ro, Musa Militante--SI!tiras--Lira 
Cristiana~ Bogotl!: Imprenta Nacional, 1955. 509 pp. con notas. 
Contains El Himno del Latino, A la. estatua del Libertador y Cant.o al 
Silencio.- - -- - -
----· J2!! Uso!!!. SUsRelaciones .~. el Lenguaje. Bogota: Editorial Min-
erva, 1955. v, 164 pp. 
This ed.i tion also contains essays, 11 Angel Mar!a C~spedes,". and "La cr!-
tica Literaria, tt by Miguel A. Caro. 
earo, Miguel Antonio, founder and editor of El Tradieionista, newspaper, or-
gan of the Conservative Party, 1871. Founded to sustain religious 
liberty and to combat the liberal and anti-religious government. SUp-
pressed by the government and the press destroyed in 1876. "La cuna d 
1a Regeneraci6n," El doctor N~ez said it had changed his political 
creed, convinced as he was by its doctrine. 
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Miguel Antonio Caro, Publisher and editor, Obras escogidas ~ prosa z. 2 
verso~ Jos' Eusebio~· Bogota: Iaprenta de El Tradicionista, 
1875. Introduction by Miguel A. Caro. 
---~' Publisher, I.a Historia. Eclesiastica z Civil de ~ Jos' Maria 
Groot. Bogo'U!: Imprenta de El Tradicionist, 187l.. 5 volumes. 
CRITICAL WORKS ON CARO 
Blanco, Garc:!a, P. Francisco. La Literatura espa!J.ola !_!! el sig.lo XIX, parte 
Tercera. Madrid: &(enz de Jubera Hnos., 1894. xvi and 589 pp. 
Author was professor en the Real. Colegio del Escorial. One half of 
the book is devoted to a study of Catalan literature with emphasis on 
the Renacimiento. A section is devoted to regional literature of 
Galicia and 125 pages to literature Hispano-America.na.; a chapter bein 
devoted to each of the leading countries. Some very valuable data on 
Miguel A. Caro. 
Caro, Victor E. I.a juventud de don Miguel Antonio Caro. Bogo'U!: Minerva 
editorial, s. A., n.d. 56 pp. 
An interesting sketch of the youth of Caro written by his son. 
Carrasquilla, R. M. Pr6l.ogo de Obras Po,ticas de Miguel A. Caro, SOnetos-
Ca.ntilenas, Volume I. Bogota: Imprenta Nacional, 1928 •. pp. vii-:x::x. 
Intimate details of the literary and political life of Caro told by 
his friend and Father confessor who prepared him for death. 
Coester, Alfred. The Literary History of Spanish America. second edition; 
New York: Macmillan Company, 1958. xiii and 522 pp. 
Rather general approach; good for a re-check of chronological data on 
the li tera.ry history of Caro' s time. 
Correa, R.ala6n c. Parnaso Boyacense. Tunja: Imprenta Departmental, 1956. 
Crowther, Samuel. .1'!!!. Romance !!E. Rise of ~ .Allerican Tropics. Garden City 
New York: Doubleday Doran and Company, Inc., 1929. xvii and 590 pp. 
Good for a survey of the terrain; gives a short summary of caro•s 
vice-presidency. 
Eastman, Toms o., Laureano Garc!a Ortiz, and B. Sanin Cano. Eruditos .Anti-
oquenos, Ensayos. No. 54, Selecci6n Samper-Ortega de Literatura Colom-
biano, 100 vols. "Los estudios filol6gicos de Caro,n por T. o. East-
man. Bogota: Editorial Minerva, 1956. pp. 27-60. 
Comprehensive scholarly criticism·of Caro•s theory and contributions 
to philology; an analysis of Caro•s manner of ap~lying his theory. 
Garc!a-Prado, Carlos. Antolog!a de L!ricos Colombianos, Volume I, :aogotzi: 
Imprenta Nacional, 1957, 456 pp. 
Editor, teacher at University of Washington. Biographical data and 
selections of Caro. (Volume II, no data on Caro) 
G6mez Restrepo, Antonio. "Caro, cr!tica," Cr!tica Literaria. serie No. 8 de 
Selecci6n Samper Ortega de Literatura Colombiana, 100 Volumes. Bogo~ 
Editorial, S.A., 1955. Pp. 15-47. 
Gonzales Brun, Guillermo. Qobernantes ~Colombia, 1470-l558--18lo-1956. 
Bogo~: Colombia, Edi toria.l Suramericana, 1956. 
HerMndez Jlariflo Cecilia. Miguel Antonio~: Diversos asf!ctos ~ E!! hu-
manists. Colombiano. Bogo~: Prensas de 1a Biblioteca Nacional, 1945. 
88 pp. 
A thesis {published) for the doctorate in philosophy and letters from 
the Colegio Major de Nuestra Se~ora del Rosario. A study of Miguel 
earo made directly from his works, giving us the absolutely independ-
ent opinion of the thesis• author. Comprehensive, enlightening, in-
teresting. A cop,y can be found in the Pan American Library, washing-
ton, D. c. 
Henao, Jeslis Mar!a, and Gerardo ArrUlba. I History of colombia. Translated 
and edited by J. Fred Rippy. Chapel Hill: University of North caro-
lina Press, 1958. xii and 578 pp. 
Accurate, well-written, detailed history giving the political vicissi-
tudes leading up to Caro' s presidency. Enlightening on the influence 
of Caro in his public life. A number-one history. 
l22 
Hespelt, E. Herman. An Outline Histocy of Spanish American Literature. New 
York: F. S. Crofts and Co., 1941. XX and 170 pp. 
Good bibliographical guide. 
Hills, Elija, and don Silvano Morley. Modern Spanish .L,yrics. New York: Henr 
Holt and co., 1913. lxxxxiii and 435_pp. 
Anthology with critical commentaries; rather brief. 
Holguin y oaro, Margarita. Los Caros !!! Colombia ~J:!7!!. ~: ~ f!,~ 
J2!triotismo, .!!! ~· ac>goM: Diitorial Antenam, s. A., 1942. 258 pp 
Genealogical and historical and critical information about the liter-
ary family of Caros. Many documents, diaries, ci.nd letters copied 
herein. 
Holmes, Henry Alfred. Spanish _America in~ and Story. New York: HeiU'y 
Holt and Company, 1952. 578 pp. 
Contains a concise literary and political biography of Caro. 
Laborde, E. D. ! History of Spanish Literature. London: William Heinemann, 
ltd., 1951. viii and 282 pp. 
A good general history giving few details, but useful for rechecking 
data. 
Mart!nez Silva, Carlos. 11AruO.isis del seftor Caro," prosa pol!tica. pp. 125-
154; "Nacionalismo y conservatismo," P.P• 65-84; "Algo mas sobre elec-
ciones," pp. 85-108; "La comedia eleccionaria,n pp. 109-122. These 
four essays in P.rosa Pol!tica. Serie 66 de Selecci6n Samper Ortega, 
100 Volumes. Bogota: Diitorial Minerva, s. A., 1955. 177 pp. Oppos 
politically to Caro, nevertheless, the author has the courage to ac-
knowledge the integrity of purpose and the disinterested service of 
earo to his country. 
Men~ndez y Pelayo, M. Antolog.!a de poetas hispano-americanas, Tomo III, 
Madrid: Tipograf!a de la Revista de Archivos, 1928. 
Publicada por la Real Academia Espafiola. Vols. I, II, in 1927; Vols. 
III, Iv, in 1928. M:entfndez y Pelayo wrote the long introductions of 
each volume; these-are the invaluable parts of the work. 
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Mercban, Rafael M. "Miguel Antonio Caro, cr!tico," Estudios cr!ticos. 
Madrid: Editorial-America, n.d. Pp. 255-95. 
G6mez Restrepo ascribes 1886 as date of this essay and gives it high 
commendation in one of his studies on Caro. Mercrum, the CUban, 
gives us, besides bibliographical data regarding earo, a comparative 
analysis of Caro as critic, pitted against Sainte-Beuve in their 
respective studies on Virgil. 
Mora, Luis Mar!a. "Los Contertulios de la Gruta simbolica, 11 La Qruta .§Z!::. 
bolica. Serie No. 55, Selecci6n Samper Ortega de Literatura Colom-
biana. 100 Volumes. Bogo'W: Editorial Minerva, 1955. Pp. 119-158. 
Delightful reminiscences of the influence of Caro on these younger 
literati who, inspired by his profound knowledge, would invite him, 
Caro, to their literary "tertullas. 11 
Ortega Torres, Jos~ Joaquin, Salesiano. Historia de la literatura Colombians. 
Segunda edici6n aumentada; Bogota: Cromos editorial, 1955. xl and 
1214 pp. 
Selections from one hundred eighty authors with fine critical estimates 
and annotated bibliography for each. Unusually well-chosen material 
on Miguel A. Caro. 
Otero Mufloz, Gustavo. Semblanzas Colombianas. Volume II. Bogota: Editorial 
A B o, 1958. viii and 520 pp. 
Publication of the Colombian Academy of History. succinct biograph-
ical pictures of leading literary men arranged chronologically. Con-
tains biographical data on Jos~ Eusebio Caro and Miguel Tobar. 
Volume I, 18th Century and early 19th; Volume II, extends to middle 
of, and 1a te 19th century. 
• Resumen de Historia de la Literatura Colombiana. Tercera edici6n; 
---Bogo'W: Editorial Escol.aX-;-1940. 216 pp. 
A good book to use in tracing the educational foundations of the 
Jesuits and the Dominicans in Colombia. The author, ex-president o:f 
the Colombian Academy of History, has made literary history most 
attractive by this well-organized, synthesized and human study. It 
contains a complete and accurate critical analysis of Miguel Antonio 
Caro. 
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Oyuela, Calixto. 
Volumen; 
Antolog!a Pot!tica Hispano-AlllericatJa. Toao III, segunda. 
Buenos Aires: ingel Estrada y C!a. 1919-20. 1277 pp. 
Volume I, anthological only; Volume II, the above annotation, contains 
very copious biographical, historical, and critical notes; very fine 
ones on Caro. 
Samper Orgega, Daniel. Introduction: Del uso en sus relaciones con el len-
&U!je, por Miguel A. Caro. Volume! of the IOO volume seriescompiled 
and minutely indexed by Samper Ortega, director of the National Li-
brary. Bogo'M: Editorial Minerva, 1955-:57. Introduction, pp. l-10. 
This 100 volume series is a literary monument representing a work of 
many years; presented in 1957 to Biblioteca Aldeana de Colombia. Ob-
ject of high commendation from the Colombian Academy and from Jos~ J. 
castro Mart!nez, minister of National Education. 
In the illtroduction to this work of Caro's, Sa.mper Ortega presents a 
graphic literary silhouette of Caro, with gx·eater emphasis on the for-
mative period of his career and the influences brought to bear on it. 
Sanchez, Luis Alberto. Historia de .la Litera tura Americana ( desde los ori-
genes basta ~956). Santiago: Ediciones Ercilla, 1957. 681 pp. 
An extensive rather than intensive approach. Gives a fine general 
picture of the various literary schools, developing the story of their 
progress on through El M.odernismo to the post-war literary tendencies 
in Latin-American letters. Exceptionally fine book. Author holds 
chair of American Letters and of Peruvian literature in the University 
of San Marco in Lima. 
Torres-Rioseco. .I!!!. Epic _2!J.atin.American Literature. New York: OXford 
University Press, 1942. vi and 279 pp. 
A cultural survey; fine for bibliography. 
Valdaspe, Tristtn. Historia de la literatura Artfentina e Hispano-Americana, 
edici6n ampliada. Buenos llies: Moly y sserre,J:95'/. xix arid 
282 pp. 
A well-arranged concise literary history of Argentina with the last 
sixty pages devoted to a resume! of the literary history of Spanish 
America. A succinct account of earo. 
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Valencia, Guillermo. "Discurso pl"onunciado ante el ca<Mver del setlor earo," 
Discursos. Serie Literaria No. 7, Selecci6n Samper-Ortega de Lit. 
Colombiana, 100 vols. Bogota: Editorial Minerva, 1955-57. Pp. 
75-90. 
A tribute, sublime and beautiful. 
Vergara y Vergara, don Jose Mar !a. Historia de la litera tura en NUeva 
Granada (1558-1820) Vol. segunda-terceraedici6n; BogoM: Editori 
Minerva, 1951. 602 pp. 
Exceptionally fine literary history for the general background lead-
ing up to earo•s epoch. 
Weisinger, C. A. ! Guide . to Studies ,!!! . Spanish . American Literature. Chicago 
D. C. Heath Co., 1940. v and 120 PP• 
PERIODICALS 
Carranza, Eduardo. "La musa her6ica y austera de don Miguel caro," Revista 
~ las Indias, 57: 544-46, September, 1945. 
A study of Caro as a poet, after the author traces caro•s poetic in-
heritance through his illustrious forebears. 
Fabo, P. "Dos Obras Colombianas," Ciudad de Dios, 120: 568-76. (Madrid: 
E1 Escorial, 1920). - -
Un revista religiosa, cient!fica, literaria. Concerning inedited 
poems of Caro. 
Fidel su&-ez, Marco. "Elogio de don Miguel Antonio Caro," Revista de Las 
Indias, 57: 297-527, September, 1945. - -
Read before the Academy of History, October 12, 1909, by one of the 
wisest philologists and Christian apologists of Colombia, author, and 
former president of Colombia, Fidel ~ez. A study of the philosoph 
of Caro as seen in his literary work and his politics. '!his essay is 
of great interest and value in connection with this thesis. 
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Garc!a-Prado, Carlos. "De Hispano-a.mericanismo litera.rio,n Hispania, 25: 
284-294. October, 1942. 
Author claims the great work of the Colombian Academy of Letters bas 
been the publication of the Epistolario de~ Miguel Antonio~: 
Correspond.encia ~-don Rufino Jos' CUervo z ~ Marcelino Me:Dnd.ez z 
Pelayo, edited under the direction of el doctor V!ctor E. Caro, aided 
by don Rufino Jose, and author of the Introoucc!on z Nota.s which ac-
company the work; Bogota: :&iitorial Centro s. A. 1941. 
The article is an appraisement of Caro and Cuervo. 
G6mez Restrepo, Antonio. "Semblanza del seflor Caro (Discurso pronunciado 
en la inauguraci6n de la estatua de don Miguel Antonio caro)," Re-
vista de las Indias, 57: 528-559, September, 1945. -
This discourse was delivered in the name of the National Government 
and the Colombian Academy in November of 1917 at the erection of the 
statue of caro on the site of his old home. The erection was decreed 
by law number 12, September 50, 1911, by the Congress of Colombia, at 
the same time that the Republic decreed the publication of his works 
at national expense. 
Libertad, "Don Miguel A. Caro." Madrid: 1918. pp. 192-200. 
Rubi6 y Uuch, Antonio. ".D. Miguel Antonio Caro," Revista .5!!_ las Ind.ias, 
57: 547-74. September, 1945 • 
. This eminent Spanish scholar was invited by Caro in 1887 to collabo-
rate in the columns of La Naci6n of Bogota,· the official organ of the 
party which defended the-social and political regeneration of Colom-
bia. Through correspondence, a friendship ensued which ended only in 
the death of Caro. This essay is a scholarly appraisement of caro, 
the humnist, the philosopher, the writer. Valuable. Comprehensive, 
detailed; developed as an annotated chronological survey. 
Rueda Vargas, Thomas. "El seflor Caro y su casa," Revista de .!!!!. Indias, 
55: 55-58, July, 1945. 
The impressions of a political opponent who was obliged to visit Caro 
after the latter retired from public office. Tne writer is complete-
ly abashed at the hospitable reception given him, and at the happy 
home atmosphere there. 
Viajes_. "Primer centenario del nacimiento de don Miguel Antonio Caro." 
November 1945, pp. 8-9 port. 
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NOTE: As an evaluation of the periodical, Revista s!!_ las Indias, in the 
listings cited here, this data is offered: This review is published 
by the Minister of Education of Colombia and is the organ for the 
Association of American and Spanish writers. 
PUBLICATIONS OF LEARNED ORGANIZATIONS 
Academia Colombia de Historia. Bogota. "Primer centenario del nacimiento 
de don Miguel A. Caro.n Bolet:!n ~ historia z antiguedades, Bogota, 
December, 1945. pp. 1144-87. port. 
Includes funeral oration, discourses and poems by different authors 
on Caro. 
N~ez Ponte, J. M. "Centenario del natalicio de don Miguel Antonio caro,n 
Bolet:!n de.~ acad,mia venezolana_correspandiente de la Espaftola, 
Caracas. Oct.-Dec. 1945. pp. 255-245. 
(Both these bulletins can be found in the Pan American Library, 
Washington, D. C.) 
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